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Introduction

In order to satisfy the front-end requirements for thebaseband Infopad system, three alter
natives methods have been investigated. First, as a short-term solution, a commercial
radiomodem was utilized. The use of a commercialmodem, however, restricted the base
band system in many ways. The data rate was nothigh enough, multiple access could not
beeasily achieved, and the commercial modem did not allow for much flexibility in test
ing various scenarios and empirically investigating various issues.

As an intermediate solution to these problems, the front-end system presented here was
designed and implemented, reducing oreliminating therestrictions outlined above. Some
restrictions do still exist which will be eliminated in the final solution to the front-end
requirements of the Infopad system. For example, arake receiver cannot be implemented
using this module, but such areceiver will be implemented in the final version of Infopad.
Furthermore, the power consumption, component count and cost of this module is rela
tively high. These issues are also addressed in the final, fully integrated, version of Info
pad [1].

Section 1.0, "An overview of the Infopad Project," discusses a summary of the communi
cation-system issues relating to the Infopad. Much of the work in this section has been
performed by Sam Sheng, Craig Teuscher andProfessor Bob Brodersen.

The report continues on to discuss the many issues that had to be considered in the design
of this module. In general, in every section, the related background theory is presented
and then the specifics of the issues as related tothis system are outlined. In some sections,
the specifics of the issues are not presented separately as the background theory section
applies directly.
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CDMA Transceiver

1.0 An overview of the Infopad Project

1.0.1 Function of Infopad

The primary goal of the Infopad project is to provide a high-speed communication net
work for indoor environments. This project encompasses all the design aspects of such a
high speed system, including high level communication system design, front-end trans
ceiver design, baseband digital design, mechanical case design, software protocol design,
etc. Theendresult of the Infopad project is a wireless system capable of supporting one
way real-time videocommunication, and a low-power portable multimedia terminal with
hand writing recognition, speech recognition and many othercapabilities.

1.0.2 Applications of Infopad

Aportable wireless indoor communication system can be beneficial in many future appli
cations. The "future classroom" would be one example whereby the professor uses his
Infopad instead of the blackboard with many enhanced multimedia capabilities, and con
currently students receive the same information on theirown Infopads. This information
can be selectively savedby eachstudent, while additional commentary notes can be added
by eachstudent andstored on thebackbone mass storage system. Another application of
theInfopad system would be in a large manufacturing facility, where theworkers/supervi
sorsaremobile andmove to different areas of themanufacturing facility. At any time they
can record information (inventory, observations, etc.), while being able to retrieve high
speed video information if necessary (on the operation/trouble shooting of a particular
piece of equipment, for example).

1.0.3 Advantages of Portability & Cost Justification

Clearly a portable system is superior to an equivalent-performance, non-portable system.
Aquestion that frequently arises is whether or not thisportability is economically a viable
solution. Although thecostof implementing such a system for a building with anexisting
wire-line communication system may be relatively high, sucha wireless network may be
less costly to implement in a new building,since much of the cost of a wire-line communi
cation network is associated with the cost of the routingof the wires to every userin the
system. An example of sucha scenario is the Nation-wide fiber-optics network. The cost
of bringing fiber to every home from a central hub is far more than the cost of nation-wide
network itself(theso-called "last-mile" problem), and is noteconomically justifiable. For
the "last-mile" therefore, it has beenproposed to useexisting coaxial cable lines for areas
where a cable-network exists, andto use wireless communications fornew developments.

An additional benefit of a wireless system is that expanding such a system is typically
much simpler than expanding a wire-line network.
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1.1 The Infopad Vision ofWireless Computing

1.1.1 Indoor Wireless Computing, the Infopad Way

The Infopad project has a rather unique vision of an indoor wireless computing environ
ment. This vision is summarized in FIGURE 1. A wireless multimedia terminal is uti
lized by each user in the system. These multimedia terminals-the Infopads-offer x-
terminal, video display, digital audio input and output, and pen recognition capabilities.
The Infopads are linkedviaa high-speed wireless linkto a base-station whichis connected
to a variety of resources through a very high bandwidth fiber-optic backbone. These
resources include high speed compute servers, compressed video databases, speech recog
nition databases, and a multitude of commercial databases such as news servers and finan
cial databases.
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FIGURE 1.Indoorwireless communications as envisioned by theInfopadproject

1.1.2 The Lack of Use of a General PurposeMicroprocessor in the Infopad

In thepresent form, Infopad does not utilize a general-purpose microprocessor, and leaves
all the general-purpose number crunching tasks to the backbone compute-servers. In
effect, Infopad relies on the high speed communication link to provide for any computa
tional needs, thereby eliminating the power consumption, board space, and cost factors
associated withhaving a general purpose microprocessor on board. On the otherhand, the
Infopad is unable to perform any task if not in a covered pico-cellular area. A commer
cially adopted version ofthe Infopad may ormay not have a general purpose microproces
sor on board.

1.1.3 Asymmetric Communication Link

In the present form, the communication link between the Infopads and the base-station is
asymmetric. The downlink (base-station to Infopad) data link is designed tobeoperating
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at a much higher speed than the uplink connection. This is becausedownlinkvideo com
munications is required, but no provisions are currently made for anuplink video commu
nication capability (as required for example in a portable video-phone). As described in
Section 1.1.3, "Asymmetric Communication Link," a CDMA based spread-spectrum sys
tem is used for the downlinkcommunications whereas it has been decided to use a TDMA
uplink communication scheme.

1.1.4 Pico-Cellular Based System

The system isbased on a pico-cellular communication scheme. The word "pico-cellular"
is used because the cells can be as small as a conferenceroom or a classroom. The use of
a pico-cellular scheme allows for more overall users in the system [2]. This fact can be
intuitively understood by realizing that the smaller the cells, the more the possibility of
reusing the same frequencies for transmitting information to other users. On the other
hand, the smaller the cells, the more the number of base stations in the system and the
lower the transmittedpower by each base station.

1.1.5 Frequency Re-use

Ina traditional cellular system (e.g. the Advanced Mobile Phone System, AMPS), the cell
frequencies are reused, but the cell sizes are typically large. One method of increasing
capacity for congested urban areas is to reduce the cell size as described above.
FIGURE 2 displays a typical cellular system with a frequency re-use factor of K=7. This
cellular method relies on the fact that the amplitude ofthe signals coming from cells oper
ating at the same carrier frequency (which are never adjacent) are attenuated significantly
by the time they reach the cell of interest such that they do not cause appreciable overall
performance degradation. In reality the cell coverage is not hexagonal, and overlap areas
exist between adjacent cells, resulting in a potential SNR degradation in those areas (due
to out-of-band leakage). Given the frequency re-use scheme shown in figure FIGURE 2,
an overall bandwidth seven times larger than the bandwidth of each cell would be
required. Othercommon frequency reuse patterns utilize K=4, K=12, etc.
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FIGURE 2. An example of a frequency
reuse pattern in a traditional cellular
communication system with K=7 (after
[39])

The Infopad system specifications, 2 MbPS (mega bits persecond) peruser and 63 or 64
users per cell (with a processing gain of 64), requires the availability of a bandwidth of
128MHz per cell. If a traditional frequency allocation scheme were to be used with this
system, a bandwidth of 768MHz would be necessary. Clearly this is not feasible. The
Infopad system, therefore operates at the same carrier frequency inall the cells. The sig
nal amplitude ofeach neighbor cell, therefore will have to beas low as possible to mini
mize the amount of interference and resulting SNR degradation in adjacent cells. The
hand-off schemes are significantly different in sucha system than the traditional cellular
system. These hand-off schemes require the base-stations' PNsequences tobeoffset from
one another bya predetermined amount. The backbone network and/or a global position
ing system(GPS) can providesuch "synchronization."

1.2 Multiple Access

1.2.1 TDMA, FDMA, & CDMA

There are two traditional methods ofmultiple access; i.e. multiple users accessing a com
mon resource through a shared communication link. These are time division multiple
access (TDMA) and frequency division multiple access (FDMA). Ina TDMA system, the
communication channel is allocated to a single user at any instant of time for a predeter
mined period. After the expiration of each users time slot, the channel is allocated to the
next user. In a TDMA system all users operate at the same frequency. In an FDMA sys
tem, all users operate at the same time but are allocated a fraction of the available spec
trum. In a TDMA system users are differentiated from one another because their
communication linksare orthogonal in "time-space." In FDMAthe userscommunicate in
a mutuallyorthogonal"frequency-space."

Another method of achieving multiple access is through theuse of "code-space." This is
utilized in spread-spectrum systems in the form of frequency-hopping or direct-sequence
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communication schemes. Adiscussion ofthese methods ofcommunication ispresented in
the next section (See section 1.3, "The Basics ofSpread-Spectrum").

1.2.2 Stochastic vs. Deterministic Multiple Access

FDMA and TDMA are examples of deterministic methods of achieving multiple access.
There areother methods of multiple access which rely on a stochastic scheme, where no
user is allocated any channel in advance. In a carrier sense multiple access (CSMA)
scheme (used on the ethernet in the form of CSMA-CD (collision detect) for example)
eachuser transmits his/her packet at a pseudo-random time afterit has obtained a carrier.
If the user then hears (senses) a collision, he/she will wait for a random period oftime and
retransmit the same packet. Since the wait periods are random, the probability ofcollision
with the same packet is very small on the subsequent tries. The ALOHA wireless system
is also based on collision detection.

A spread-spectrum system is a pseudo-deterministic (or pseudo-stochastic) communica
tion scheme.

1.3 The Basics of Spread-Spectrum

13.1 Frequency Hop: Probability of Errorand Processing Gain

There are two customary methods ofspread-spectrum communications. Afrequency-hop
spread-spectrum system relies ona "hopping" local oscillator modulating the signal todif
ferent carrier frequencies. The pattern of the hop (the frequency which the oscillator
jumps to) is typically determined bya pseudo-random (PN) sequence. Since each user has
a different PN code, the signals are guaranteed not tooverlap, as long as their transmitters
are synchronized. Afrequency-hop (FH) spread-spectrum system issimilar toa frequency
division multiple access system (FDMA) inwhich each user is transmitting at a different
frequency at any given time. The difference lies in the fact that in an FDMA system each
user is assigned a fixed frequency, whereas ina FH system this frequency is variable and is
determined in a pseudo-random fashion (FIGURE 3.c). Ingeneral, for many modulation
schemes, in a frequency-hopping spread spectrum system, the faster the hopping rate the
less the probability oferror. On the other hand, the hopping rate does not affect the "pro
cessing gain" of the frequency-hop spread-spectrum system. The processing gain ofa fre
quency-hop spreadspectrum system is given by

Processing Gain^ - 10 (^-H2=^^M=Hfi) „ 0
which is equal to the number of frequency choices. Inreality this definition is identical to
the definition ofprocessing gain ina CDMA system given by equation [3].

Asimplistic model for the probability oferror ina FHSS system with a binary FSK mod
ulation scheme is given by the cumulative binomial expansion [3j.
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where / is equal to the number of "jammers"1 in the allowable hopping spectrum and Nis
the number of frequency choices (and hence J/N is the probability oferror for a lchip/bit
system). Further more, c is the number ofchips transmitted perbit and r is thenumber of
wrong chips required tocause a bit error. Using this formula and a "majority decision"
slicer, we can observe that asystem transmitting three chips per bit which would require at
least two chips to be in error to make anerroneous bitdetection (c = 3, r = 2) would have

a Pe = 7.21x10 in the presence of a single jammer in a system with N-64t whereas

with c=r=1, we would obtain Pe = 1.6xl0"2, or afactor of 21 worse. This difference
is much more pronounced for spread spectrum systems with higher processing gains.
The so-called "fast-hop" FHSS systems utilize c> 1. Unfortunately such systems require
fast settling (agile) frequency synthesizers that are difficult todesign. Most existing agile
synthesizers arebased on direct digital synthesis (DDS) systems.

As described above, most implementations offrequency-hop spread-spectrum systems are
"radio-intensive" whereas, as described below, most implementations of direct-sequence
spread-spectrum systems are DSP intensive.

1.3.2 CDMA: Processing Gain

In a CDMA system, each user's data bits are encoded into a sequence of "chips" before
transmission. In the time domain, thechip rate is N times thebit rate, where N is defined
to be the"spreading factor." Because of thereciprocity relation between the time andfre
quency domains, the transmit bandwidth is increased by a factor ofAT over the non-spread
data bandwidth, hence the name "spread-spectrum." FIGURE 3.a & FIGURE 3.b show
the effects ofspreading a signal in the time and the frequency domains.

The processing gain of a CDMA spread-spectrum systems is defined to be equal to its
spreading factor express in decibels. In other words

Processing Gain = 10 log l0N (EQ3)

Almost all advantages associated with the use of a spread-spectrum system are propor
tional to the system's processing gain. It is important, however, tomention that a spread-
spectrum system is effective against additive (peaked) noise. In other words, a spread-
spectrum system is neither better norworse than a non-spread system in response to white
noise (See section 4.4.1.1, "Effect of CDMA on System Noise Bandwidth"). Any "jam
ming" peaked (sinusoidal) signal however which is added to the signal onthe transmission

1. Adeep null ina multipath channel can beconsidered tobeajammer in this context
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FIGURE 3.Theeffect of (CDMA) spreading a signal in the(a) time domain and (b) frequency
domain (simple model, see FIGURE 9 for the more realistic spread signal) (c) the same
baseband signal as (b) in an ideal frequency hop spread spectrumsystem.

channel will be effectively spread at the receiver correlator and hence its effect will be

reduced bya factor proportional to the processing gain1.

Typically, with a spreading factor of N, a maximum of N users can be multiplexed in the
system. If aspreading factor of N isused, but less than N users are multiplexed inthe sys
tem, the remaining processing gain can be utilized to achieve a higher SNR and a better
BER in the system.

1.3.3 PN Codes

Various families of codes can be used in implementing a CDMA-based system. Most of
these implementations utilize the pseudo-noise (PN) code in one way or another2. A
pseudo-noise code gets its name from the fact that it appears to be statistically white. In

1. It is important tonote that the processing gain ofa DSSS system istypically larger than the "jamming
margin" ofthe system. The processing gain ofasystem isthe quantity by which a narrow-band jamming
signal (assumed tobeinthe middle of the band) has toexceed the wanted signal inorder togenerate a
signal with the same power at the output of the despreader as the wanted signal in a loss-less receiver.
This will effectively yield an SNR of0 atthe slicer which isclearly not acceptable. The jamming margin
effectively takes into account the minimum desired SNR atthe slicer for a proper BER and the loss inthe
receiver.

2. Another namefor a PN sequence is a "maximal linear" sequence. This namearisesfromthe fact these
codes are the longest codes than can begenerated by a linear feedback shift register ofa given length.
For a completelist of properties of thesecodessee [3] and [4].
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other words, its autocorrelation function possesses a very strong peak when it is com
pletely synchronized with itself (no time offset), and it is almost zero everywhere else
FIGURE 4.a. This property can be very effectively utilized for timing recovery (synchro
nization) atthe receiver. For an M-tap shift register (FIGURE 4.b), however, there are rel
atively few distinct code-sequences that can be generated. To obtain 64 mutually
orthogonal PN-sequences ina64 user system, ashift register of length M= 11 has to be
utilized with resulting PN sequences oflength N=20471. This is typically not practical.
Furthermore, the few PN codes that do exist do not posses nice cross-correlation proper
ties. An approximate relation for the SNR ofAT equal-power, equal-length PN sequences
is given by [3]

SNR„ = (EQ4)

where K{ is the value of the DC correlation, Tcc is the cross-correlation integration
period, and TQ is the code bit period. It is clear from this relation that if thecross-correla
tion integration period is long as compared to the bit period, its effect is averaged out and
the SNR is not affectedby this component.
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FIGURE 4. (a) Autocorrelation ofaPN sequence, (b) Hardware generation ofaPN sequence.

Hardware generation of a PN sequence is very simple. Generating a length 2^-1 PN
sequence requires an Af-bit shift register with XOR gates tapped on at specific locations
along the shift register(FIGURE 4.b).

1. The actual number of distinct PN sequences using aM-tap shift register is given by ^*2 ~^ where
M

4> (2M-1) is an Euler number, the number ofpositive integers, less than 2M - 1,that are relatively prime
to2"-l [3].
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1.3.4 Gold Codes

Gold codes are an alternative to PNsequences. They are slightly more complicated than
PN sequences to generate (they are effectively generated by a modulo-2 addition of two
PN-sequences), buthave many advantages over PN sequences. Forexample, they gener
ate a much larger number of codes for a given M-tap shift register than PN-sequences.
Furthermore, it can be mathematically proven that they have bounded cross-correlation
properties, whereas it is not possible to guarantee the maximum bound of the cross-corre
lation of two PN-sequences.

1.3.5 Walsh Codes

Walsh sequences area family of orthogonal ±1 codes. Thelogic diagram of a system that
can generate a walsh code of length 2* is displayed in FIGURE 5. Note that in this con
figuration, logic 0 is equivalent to Walsh code +7, and logic 7 is equivalent to Walsh code
-7.

K-bit Countef
DFF

Out

Reset

Latch
Walsh No (K-bits)

Clk

FIGURE 5. Hardware generationof a Walsh sequence

A walsh code of length 32 is displayed in FIGURE 6. There are several important obser
vations to make here.
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FIGURE 6. The 32-longWalsh orthogonal family of codes

The 0' th order Walsh code (code #1 in FIGURE 6) is simply a DC tone.

A subset of the Walsh functions are the Hadamard codes which are obtained simply by
dividing the 0' th order code by two consecutively. This corresponds to codes
numbered 2,4,5,16 and 32 inFIGURE 6. Although such codes are easier togenerate
in hardware, they provide only log2(K) orthogonal codes. Hence, generating 64
orthogonal codes for 64 users would require acode of length 2M.

All the codes are mutually orthogonal (the cross-correlation of two codes is equal to
zero); i.e. take any two distinct codes, multiply them through, and take the integral over
one period. The result is zero.

The orthogonality property is only preserved as long as the codes are synchronized. If
a code is time shifted in comparison to another code, the cross-correlation will no
longer result in zero. This is a very important limitation and will be discussed further
below (See section 1.3.7, "Asymmetry of Channel as it Relates to theCodes").

The Walsh functions do not have a "nice" auto-correlation property. In other words,
they do not have a strong peakin theirauto-correlation function at a time offset of zero
as compared to finite time offsets. This fact is not immediately obvious from
FIGURE 6, butcan beeasily shown analytically orby simulation.
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1.3.6 A Walsh PN Sequence Overlay

In order to overcome the shortcomings of the PNsequence in the cross-correlation arena
and the shortcomings of the Walsh sequences in the auto-correlation arena, the Infopad
utilizes a Walsh/PN sequences overlay as shown in FIGURE 7.
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FIGURE7. The Walsh/PN sequence overlayas used in the Infopad [1].

In this configuration, each users data is encoded into a DQPSK (differential quadrature
phase shift keying) signal and fed into amultiplier1 where the data stream is multiplied by
a Walsh sequence which is unique to that user. Theresulting encoded sequence of allN-l
users are then linearly summed andmultiplied by a common PN sequence. N-l users are
supported (as opposed to N) because the zeroth orderWalsh code in conjunction with the
PNsequence are transmitted asa pilottone and areused in timing recovery at thereceiver.
Multiplying thePNsequence bya constant (the zeroth order Walsh function) preserves the
nice autocorrelation properties of the PN sequence, allowing it to be used in the timing
recovery.

1.3.7 Asymmetry of Channel as it Relates to the Codes

It is important to note that since the Walsh codes are mutually orthogonal only if they are
properly synchronized as received at the receiver, this method can only be utilized in the
downlink. This is because at the base-station transmitter, one can guarantee the synchro
nization ofall the transmitted signals. Furthermore, all the signals have the same propaga
tion delay time in arriving toa certain user. Therefore they will allbesynchronized at the

1. Inreality anXOR gate with proper coding is used because the inputs are simply multi
plied by+1 or-1.
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receiver. Amore detailed discussion of the down-link communication channel is pre
sentedin Section 4.4.3, "A Simple SNR/ BERModel".

Onthe uplink however, each user may transmit at different times. Even if the users could
be made to transmit at the same time by using some kind ofsynchronous polling scheme,
since the distances from each user to the base-station and hence the propagation time is
different, the received signals would not be mutually orthogonal. This will result in a
major degradation in the system SNR. In the presence of large offsets the system will
completely cease to operate.

1.3.8 Co-UserNoise in an Uplink Channel

In general, the co-user noise in an uplink channel is primarily due to the lack ofperfect
synchronization on the received signals between the different users. The aggregate co-
user noise is the summation of several independent noise sources, andcan be modelled to
have a Gaussian distribution. At the same time, to the first order, the co-user noise at the
despreader output, in the bandwidth ofinterest for the user can bemodeled as white (note
that the despreader despreads the user signal but spreads the co-user signal). Therefore
for exact modelling and analysis ofthe system performance, the power spectral density of
white noise, WN, used in SNR should be the sum ofthe receiver noise (modelled through
the receiver noise figure) and the modelled white noise due to the co-users. In addition,
any other factor such as adjacentchannel interference should be taken into account.

It can easily be shown, and it is intuitively clear, that in the ideal case (when the spreading
codes have ideal low pass spectra) the total noise contribution of the co-users in an up-
channel model is

P0
PN {Causer) = ^k"l^Jf (EQ5)

where PN{Couser) is the total power contribution ofthe co-users to the system noise, kis
the total number of users in the system, P0is the total power received from each co-user,
and Wis the spreading factor. Equation [5] assumes aperfect power control system which
would eliminate any near-far problem (power transmitted to a far receiver is increased in
order to compensate for the distance based attenuation). Clearly, the higher PNlCou
the less the number ofusers that can be supported on the up-link channel.

The Spectral Inefficiency Factor andAdjacent Cell Interference

In reality, the situation is even worse. One has to account for the "spectral inefficiency
factor," Fsie due to the non-ideal low-pass spectra ofthe spreading code as well as the non-
perfect power control. For a PN-spread CDMA system, with the PN sequence band lim
ited to the chip-rate, Fsie is 1.64[5].

It can be easily shown that the power spectral density of noise in the system is given by [5]
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where Fac is the adjacent cell interference factor (See section 4.4.3.3, "Effect ofAdjacent

Cell Interference in the Uplink on Minimum Receiver Sensitivity Required"), fl is the
bandwidth of the unspread signal, and WN(rcvr) is the power spectral density of the
receiver noise which is a function of the receiver noise figure.

Thetotal number of users in the up-channel is therefore given by

t E. Y-i ( Eb W

k-»K"NJF \WN/CVr)J +* (HQ7)
sie ac pc

where Eb is the average energy per bit and Fpc is the factor by which the power is
reduced in the worst case due to imperfect power control. Eb I WN is determined by the
bit-error-rate (BER) required in thesystem and themodulation scheme (See section 4.4.2,
"Modulation Scheme andits Effect on SNR Requirements").

1.3.9 Number of Users Supported in an Down-Link Channel

It is clear from equation [7] that in an up-link case many factors beside the noise figure of
the receiver enter the equation for determining the maximum number of users in the sys
tem. In the down-link case where orthogonality of theco-user signals can be guaranteed
at the receiver, the situation is much better. One needs to worry about only the adjacent
cell interference, the NFof the receiver, and signal interference due to multipath (See sec
tion4.4, "Receiver sensitivity"). The strong dependence of system BERin a down linkto
the channel response is shown in FIGURE 9, curves O & €>.

Due to thedifficulties described above in anup-channel spread spectrum system, the Info
pad does not utilize a spread-spectrum uplink system. In general, implementing up-link
CDMA systems is possible, but maintaining (or adaptively equalizing for) orthogonality
becomes more and more difficult athigher data rates and larger covered areas. In the Info
pad system a relatively simple TDMA system is utilized forthe uplink communication.
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FIGURE 8.Simulated relative BER degradation as a function of increasing number of users
in a down link indoor environment for O a deep fade channel with no RAKE receiver, © a
deep fade channel witha RAKEreceiver, and© a"good" channel, withrelatively flat fading
(after [38]). J B

2.0 Objectives in Implementing This Experimental Transceiver

2.1 Requirements

2.1.1 No Frequency Re-use, Low Transmit Power

As an intermediate-level solution to the front-end needs ofInfopad this system has tosat
isfy requirements for an indoor communication system. These requirements, in some
cases are quite different from those required by outdoor communication systems. Further
more, Infopad is unique in that because ofits use ofCDMA and the requirement for ahigh
data rate itrequires a large amount ofbandwidth (in the order of100MHz). Certainly the
traditional method offrequency reuse, ofthe kind done with the traditional cellular phone
system, would require several hundred MHz of BW. Forexample, ifKis thedistinct num
ber of bandwidths (or frequency reuse factor) used in the system and D is the distance of
two nearest unity-radius base-stations transmitters operating at the same frequency the
most common frequency reuse patterns utilize: K = 4 with D = 3.46R, K = 7 with D =
4.58R, orK= 12 with D = 6R (FIGURE 2,also see [2]). Atthe present time, there is no
portion of the usable spectrum that is this wide. Therefore in the infopad system (and in
most other CDMA systems), the same bandwidth is used for all adjacent cells. Therefore
it is important tokeep the inter-cell interference to the minimum possible level.
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2.1.2 AGC Circuitry

Another distinct difference between indoor and outdoor environments is the requirements
on the AGC circuitry. The slow movement ofthe objects in an indoor environment simpli
fies the design ofthe AGC loop. Since rather infrequent updates are required on the gain
setting of the VGA stage, the AGC loop bandwidth can be relatively small. Maintaining
stability in a small loop bandwidth AGC is much more readily achieved than in a wide
band AGC loop. For example for a typical indoor environment, fading occurs at a slow
rate of about IKHz. An AGC loop bandwidth of about lOO^s (lOKHz) would be a safe
compromise between the ability torapidly respond tofades and the possibility for oscilla
tions in the loop.

2.1.3 Flexible Design

The module described in this report was primarily designed to be an intermediate-level
solution to the front-end needs of the Infopad base-station transmitter and the portable
unit ("Infopad") receiver utilizing a CDMA system. However thisboard was alsointended
for testing alternative baseband systems, some ofwhich had conflicting front-end require
ments. Flexibility was therefore one of the major goals in the design of this module. The
system was to be designed to be able to interface with in-house and commercially avail
able baseband systems (e.g. analog correlators, digital correlators, etc.). It was also
intended to be used in investigating various uplink/downlink modulation schemes. Rea
sonable engineering judgement was used inthe design of the module inmaking trade-offs
between flexibility andcomplexity (size, design time, cost, etc.).

2.1.4 Empirical Measurements of Effects of Phase Noise and Multipath on BER

This module is also intended for empirically quantifying the effects of variables such as
multi-path response in an indoor environment, phase noise of oscillators, and other ele
ments on the overall performance of a digital receiver (BER degradation). For example,
crude and complicated closed form mathematical solutions exist for calculating the effects
of phase noise of an oscillator in a receiver NF. Simulation tools are also available to
assist the designer incalculating the effects ofphase noise on theNFand theoverall BER.
However, since phase noise is a complicated phenomena these equations and models have
to be empirically verified. This module, allows injecting phase noise in various ways to
the system and observing itseffect on the overall performance of the receiver.

2.1.5 Evaluation of the State of theArt Commercial Components

Another objective in designing this board is to evaluate the state-of-the-art commercial
components, their advantages and their shortcomings, and use this information to assist
chip and system designers in making better decisions. The information regarding com
mercial filters gathered during the design ofthis module has proven particularly helpful to
chip designers.
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2.1.6 A Superheterodyne Architecture

The use of commercial components, however, limits the system designer's options in
many respects. For example, we were forced to use a superheterodyne architecture (as
opposed to direct conversion architecture) because of the lack of the availability ofcom
mercial IC's for other receiver architectures. Also the frequencies selected for the front-
end (RF and IF) were a function ofthe quick availability ofcommercial parts. This dic
tated a carrier frequency of888 MHz and an IFfrequency of70MHz.

2.1.7 Low Power Consumption

Low power consumption was also anobjective. Although there was notmuch that could
bedone in this respect besides selecting the commercial components which consumed the
least amount ofpower while satisfying the other system specifications. Inmany cases this
was at odds with the flexibility objective.

2.2 Specifications in Order to Achieve the Required Objectives

2.2.1 Communication System Specifications

The emphasis of this module is to satisfy the needs of a direct-sequence broadband
CDMA baseband system. The modulation scheme intended for this system is QPSK
(Quadrature Phase Shift Keying)/DQPSK (Differential QPSK). The IF bandwidth sup
ported by this module is 32MHz, limited bythe bandwidth of theIFSAW (surface acous
tic wave) filter. The excess bandwidth intended for this system is between 40 to 100%
depending on the details ofthe baseband unit. If the baseband unit utilizes an FIR pulse
shaping filter such as a root raised cosine filter, then about 40% of excess BW would suf
fice and 23 MCPS (mega chips per second) of throughput canbe achieved. This can be
utilized in a 715 KSymbPS, 1.43 MbPS system with a processing gain of 32 or a 1.42
MSymbPS, 2.48 MbPS system with a processing gain of 16. Otherwise, if no FIR pulse
shaping is utilized and the pulses are shaped by the band-limiting analog filters, then
approximately 100% excess BW would be a reasonable sacrifice between ease of achiev
ing initial synchronization, throughput, and overall required bandwidth (FIGURE 9). This
will result in a system with a throughput of 16 MCPS which can be used in a 500
KSymbPS, 1 MBPS system with a processing gain of 32or in a 1 MSymbPS, 2 MBPS
system with a processing gain of 16. Ofcourse larger processing gains can be accommo
dated at the expense oflower data rates (given the same modulation scheme).

2.2.2 CDMA Power Spectral Density

The spectrum of a CDMA signal is shown in FIGURE 9 along with a mathematical
[sin (x)I x]2 function. It is clear from the figures, and can be shown that the shape of

the envelope ofthe power spectral density ofsuch a signal is in the form of [sin (x)I x]2
(and the voltage signal has the shape of[sin(x) / x])1. The peak ofthe first sidelobes are
down by 13dB, and approximately 90% of the energy of the signal is contained in the
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main sidelobe, and this fact must be considered when determining the excess bandwidth
utilized in the system. The advantage of an FIR pulse-shaping filter is that it concentrates
more of the energy in the main sidelobe, hence increasing the signal power but maintain
ing the same noise power. One form of an ideal, but unrealizable pulse shaping FIR filter
would be a brick-wall LPF, which would maximize the SNR of the system by allowing the
entire wanted signal in, but minimizing the amount of noise admitted in the system.

(a) (b)
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FIGURE 9. (a) The power spectrum of a QPSK modulated CDMA signal, (b) the mathematical
function [sin (jc)Ix)2 normalized and expressed indB (10 log10([sin (x)Ix]2) ).

The loss of the out of band energy is not the only problem with bandlimiting the spread
signal to the main sidelobe. Since most of the energy of the harmonic contents is con
tained in the sidelobes, the bandlimiting effectively smoothens the time-domain sharp
edges of the transmitted pulses by the LPF action. Furthermore, the sharp triangular auto
correlation peak of the PN sequence shown in FIGURE 4 is rounded, resulting in potential
difficulties in the timing recovery process.

It can easily be shown that the SNR can actually be increased by bandlimiting the receiver
to less than the main lobe of the spread spectrum. This fact arises because of the non-
white spectrum of the spread-spectrum signal (highest concentration of energy around the
center frequency as shown in FIGURE 9). For example band limiting the receiver to 65%
of the main sidelobe would reduce the signal power by only 5% (0.22 dB) as compared to
bandlimiting the receiver to a full sidelobe as it can be verified by calculating

0.65

J
sin (nx) V

nx

Reduction in normalized signal power = 1 -

i( sin (nx) V
nx )

(EQ8)

1. Although the figure shown is for a QPSK modulatedsignal, the shape of the spectrum, as seen on a spec
trum analyzer would be the same for a BPSK signal or any other M-ary phase modulation scheme, since
the spectrum analyzer does not display any phase information.
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whereas the white noise power is reduced by 35% (1.9 dB). This results in an improve
ment insystem SNR by approximately 1.7dB. The timing recovery, however is more dif
ficult in this case, however, since the sharp peak of the autocorrelation function has been
smoothed out even more so than before.

In summary, the excess bandwidth ofthis system is adjustable and determined by the base
band circuitry. An optimal value ofexcess bandwidth would insure the proper operation
of the system while maximizing the throughput for a given BER.

2.2.3 Use ofThis Board for Other Modulation Schemes

This board is simply an "RF channel" and can be utilized with any baseband modulation
scheme such as QAM64 (64-constellation quadrature amplitude modulation). High order
constellation modulation schemes, however, are usually used on more reliable channels
such as wired links and not over wireless channels.

3.0 An Overview of the Transceiver Architecture

3.0.1 Board Block Diagram

The simplified block diagram ofthe transceiver is shown in FIGURE 10. Itisimportant to
realize that, as implemented, the receiver acts as the receiver inthe portable units, whereas
the transmitter would be used in the base-stations. This transceiver, thus, forms a com
plete broadband transmission/reception system. In the final version of the infopad, the
channel is asymmetric: i.e. the data-rate in the downlink is very high in order to support
real-time video, whereas in the uplink it is relatively low, only enough to support raw data
for pen and speech recognition. It has therefore been decided to use a CDMA in the
downlink andTDMA in the uplink and therefore the structure of the final version of the
receivers (and transmitters) in the base-station will be different than that of the mobile
units.
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3.1 The Receiver

The receiver uses two antennas inorder toachieve antenna (spacial) diversity. The use of
two antennas provides some immunity to deep fades due to multipath response (See sec
tion 4.1.2, "Multipath Fading"). The antenna with the stronger magnitude signal is
selected by an auxiliary analog circuit orthrough baseband DSP which would switch the
high speed GaAs antenna diversity switch to the proper state (for test purposes manual
selection can also be made). This signal is then fed into aceramic preselect filter operating
at 888 MHz, with abandwidth of 32 MHz. The signal then passes through the transmit/
receive switch (in the receive mode) into the input of the LNA(low noise amplifier)/mixer
IC. An external ceramic filter identical to the preselect filter rejects any image compo
nents. Furthermore, even in the absence of any received image components, the filter will
reject the image noise component, improving the noise performance of the system (See
section 4.4.1.2, "The use of Filters toavoid noise aliasing inthe system"). The signal then
is passed back into the chip for down conversion tothe 70MHz IF frequency. At70MHz,
the signal is filtered with asimple LC filter, and passed onto the first stage of the IF VGA
(variable gain amplifier). After this first stage the signal is passed off-chip toaSAW filter,
and then taken back on chip to the second stage of the VGA. Internal to this stage, the sig
nal is converted from single ended todifferential. This is done sothat the signal becomes
insensitive to common mode interferers that can couple in. This is particularly important
because no filtering is performed at this stage. The analog I/Q (in-phase, quadrature-
phase) demodulator then converts the signal to a baseband signal or to a lower IF fre
quency where it could then be directly sampled at IF by two A/D converters oreven one
A/D converter using the / or Q output to perform a simple (not a true single sideband)
down-conversion digitally. The LO (local oscillator) for the demodulator isprovided bya
third-overtone crystal oscillator. This LO frequency isactually 2xthe IF frequency (ifit is
desired to take the signal tobaseband) to simplify the generation of the / and Q LO's and
is divided internally by 2 to generate the 90° offset (sin, cos) required for I/Q demodula
tion. The / and Q signals are then passed into anti-aliasing filters prior to being sampled
by the high-speed A/D's.

3.2 The Transmitter

The transmitter structure is based on a single stage analog up-conversion scheme. The
baseband signal can be fed directly into the / &Qports of the transmitter or they can be
up-converted to some IF frequency in the digital domain (or analog domain), and then fed
into the / and Q inputs. The I/Q modulator has an output power of approximately 0 dBm
(lmW), which would suffice for most of our indoor communication needs, avoiding the
need for a power amplifier. The modulator is followed by avoltage controlled attenuator
which isused primarily for test purposes in the channel characterization. The signal isthen
fed into the T/R switch (in the transmit mode), the band-limiting transmit filter, the
antenna diversity switch and into the antenna. Depending on the antenna structure used,
some kind of external transformer (e.g. balun) may be required for impedance matching
the antenna to the transmitter for maximum power transfer orto the receiver for bestnoise
performance (See section 7.5, "Impedance Matching of the Antenna").
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4.0 Receiver Dynamic Range

In most front-end receiver systems, the most important specification of the system is its
dynamic range. The dynamic range ofthe receiver determines the range by which the sys
tem can properly receive the data and pass it on to the baseband unit. In the high end, the
dynamic range is limited by the distortion of the front-end components. In the low end, it
is noise that limits theperformance of thesystem.

4.1 Transmission Path Losses

Ingeneral there are several factors that attenuate the transmitted signal. Adetailed analy
siscan be made bysolving Maxwell's equations. Agrossly simplified model for the chan
nel attenuation can be formulated as follows:

L [dB] as - [reference lm path loss +Alog10(d) +Maximum multipath fade] (EQ 9)

Where L is the channel attenuation and d is the propagation distance. The reference 1
meter pathlossaccounts for thenearfield attenuation of thesignal, where theelectric and
magnetic fields must be considered separately, and not as a TEM wave where the electric
and magnetic fields are in time phase but space quadrature.

4.1.1 Distance Based Path Loss

The second term above accounts for the distance based attenuation of the signal, and in
most cases is the most significant attenuation factor. Ais very much environment depen
dent and is the exponent in the d~A attenuation factor. A has been measured to be as low
as 2 and as high as 6 for an indoor environment ([7], [6], [2]), although the extreme low
and high ends occur under special circumstances only. For example a distance based
attenuation with a 6 factor could occur in a very humid environment when the transmis
sion frequency is about the resonant frequency of the Oxygen-Hydrogen bonds of water
(one of the Industrial, Scientific, Medical-ISM-bands for example). At the other
extreme, if a spherical spreading of the wave-front is assumed and it is further assumed
that no energy is absorbed by the medium (a major assumption), the signal would attenu
ate as dr1. Awidely accepted Afactor for a "typical" indoor environment isA=2.6 [2].
Note thatin reality, themultipath indoor channel canbe very complicated with different A
factors in different regions within the building, resulting in a /10/i-spherical distance based
attenuation contour.

4.1.2 Multipath Fading

The third factor, the"multipath fade," is also very much environment specific, butwould
typically not exceed about 20dB in an indoor environment (FIGURE 8). Multipath is a
phenomena caused by the multiple arrivals of the transmitted signal to the receiver due to
reflections off of "scatterers." The gainand phase of thesereflections can be modelled as
being somewhat random. Multipath is usually much more of a problem if a direct line-of-
sight (LOS) path does not exist between the transmitter and the receiver. In this scenario,
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the change in the magnitude of the received vector as compared to the mean value of the
magnitude ofthe received vector is small, resulting in aRicean distribution (FIGURE 12).
FIGURE 12.b shows the vector-space representation of the multipath reception in the
presence of aLOS path. Vector a represents the resultant vector from the LOS path (1)
and the multi-path receptions (2), (3), and (4). The magnitude ofvector r = ||r||Z<(> repre
sents the mean value of the possible resultant vectors. The area of the circle indicates the
50% contour for this Ricean distribution. It is clear from this figure that multipath
response rarely affects the decision variable significantly in such a scenario.
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FIGURE 11. Simulated Impulse response and transfer function of an indoor channel with no
multipath fading at 1.5GHz (top) andwith a severe multipath null at 1.5GHz (after [2])
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FIGURE 12. (a) Multipath in the presence of a line-of-sight signal (b) Vector-space
representation
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FIGURE 13. (a) Multipath response in the absence of a line-of-sight signal (b) Vector-space
representation. Note that the vector magnitudes have been scaled 2:1 as compared to
FIGURE 12 in order to simplify visualization.

FIGURE 13.a. displays the multipath channel in the absence of an LOS path.
FIGURE 13.b. shows the vector-space representation of such aresponse. Vectors (2), (3),
and (4) represent the reflected signals at the receiver. Vector (1) represents the intended
LOS signal which has been interrupted and reflected multiple times by the scatterers. Vec
tors (1*), (2'), (3*) and (4*) represent the vectors used to find the resultant vector, a. It is

clear that vector a isvery small in magnitude, resulting in ahigh probability oferror at the
slicer. For large number of scatterers, the channel can be modeled to have aRayleigh dis
tribution, with about 10% probability of aresultant vector with amagnitude less than half
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the magnitude of the mean. Note that in this case the mean± 25%contour in the vector
space is not a circle because of the asymmetry of the Rayleigh density function about it's
mean value.

4.1.2,1 Antenna Diversity

Antenna Diversity, a form of spacial diversity, can be effectively utilized to reduce the
effect ofmulti-path fades. Asignal transmitted at the speed oflight, c, at a frequency/,
with a wavelength X= c / /, will experience adelay x = dIc in arriving to its destina
tion (d is the total distance, accounting for all reflections). As aresult, the transmitted sig
nal will have a phase offset when received at the destination

4> = 27T/T =27C^ (EQ 10)

Any change in overall path length, d (due to the movement of a scatterer, the transmitter,
orthe receiver) causes a change in delay, t which causes a change inthis phase offset

A, 2nAd
&V = —— (EQli)

It is clear from equation [11] that a Ad of X12 would result ina 180° phase shift in the
received signal. It is therefore important to note that only radial movement (and not
angular movement) would cause a A<|> since Ad for angular movement about apoint is 0.

FIGURE 14.a. shows a hypothetical situation where the only two signals containing any
significant energy are those shown by (1) and (2). These signals are received at antenna A

ofa mobile unit such that ZS = ZS* +n where S indicates the signal received through

path (1) (transmitted over adistance r, +r2a) and S1 indicates the signal received through
path (2) (transmitted over a distance /-,'). FIGURE 14.b. shows the vector-space repre

sentation of the two received signals as well as the resultant vector, R. Now consider
antenna Bas shown in FIGURE 14.a. Assume antenna Bisin a location such that the path
for signal (2) remains r,' but the transmit path for signal (1) is now rx +r2a - (X12)
where Xis the wave length at the carrier frequency. Using equation [11] the vector-space

plotis shown inFIGURE 14. Now thevectors S and S* addinstead of subtract. Note that
at 1GHz, X= 0.3m and hence using two antennas that are physically X/2 apart is possi
ble.

Clearly the hypothetical case considered above is an oversimplified representation of the
situation. It does however give an intuitive feeling as to how antenna diversity helps com
bat multipath fades. Realistically, antenna diversity is more helpful in cases where no
direct LOS path exists (since in this case usually no one received signal is dominant in
magnitude). Furthermore, particularly when a direct LOS does not exist, one needs tobe
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concerned with more multipath responses than two. Even if only two signals were to be
considered the received signals are not exactly 180° phase offset. However the two
antennas would normally receive signals with powers that are significantly different.
Although it is possible for both antennas tobein multipath fades concurrently, statistically
this is an unlikely occurrence. This situation can occur, for example, in FIGURE 14.a if it
is assumed that r{ +r2a « r,' (or equivalently a « 180°) and antenna Bis placed at loca

tion indicated by X in the figure, X12 below antenna A. In this case both signals would

go through a 180(
FIGURE 14.b.

phase shift which would result in the same [|/?|| as indicated in

Base Station

ant. A ant. B

(b) (C)

FIGURE 14. (a) Effect of antenna diversity on multipath response (b) Vector-space
representation of the receivedsignalat antennaA (c)Vector-space representationof the received
signal at antenna B.

4.1.2.2 The Rake Receiver

Consider a "typical" indoor environment. The difference between the distance that two
"significant" and comparable magnitude multipath signals would travel is typically
between3m to 15m. At the speed of lightit will takethe signal 10ns to 50ns to travel such
adistance. This is defined to be the delay spread of the signal, x^. In order to quantify
"significant" a new variable, the RMS delay spread is defined. To obtain RMS delay
spread, the delay power spectrum is normalized suchthat the area under the curve is equal
to one. Taking the square root of the variance of the normalized curve results in the RMS
delay spread. Using the "Ray" model [8] it can be shown that for a typical indoor envi
ronment with a probability of almost unity, the delay spread is greater than 10ns. This
probability reduces to about 96% for adelay spread of 15ns and 45% for adelay spread of
3 Ins. These facts are used below in the discussion of a rake receiver.
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A rake (otherwise known as maximum ratio combining) receiver is one which utilizes
multiple "fingers" with each receiver tuned toa different multipath arrival. The decision
variable for a rake receiver isbased on a weighted sum ofthe received signals by each fin
ger. Each finger is weighted proportionally to the amplitude of its received signal (hence
the name maximum ratio combining), then coherently summed with the weighted results
of the other fingers. In this way, the phase difference between the different path arrivals
which can result in multipath fades is actually taken advantage of. In other words, if a
rakereceiver is properly used in a multipath environment, the decision variable would sta
tistically be more reliable than a simple receiver in a non-multipath environment. Note
that if the rake receiver is not properly designed such that the finger results are not
summed coherently, the resulting rake receiver performance may beworse than a non-rake
receiver. It can be statistically shown that it would suffice to use only three fingers for
indoor environments ([8], [2]), since the Ray model predicts that the expected power in a
path decrease exponentially as the delay increases, making the subsequent arrivals insig
nificant.

The coherence bandwidth ofasystem is defined to be the inverse ofits RMS delay spread.
Inorder for a rake receiver to be able to"resolve" multipath responses in an indoor envi
ronment it needs to have a sufficiently wide bandwidth. The receiver implemented here
has anIF bandwidth of 32MHz and would statistically only be able to resolve 45% of the
multipath arrivals if used as the front-end for a baseband rake receiver. The final version
of the front-end for infopad, a single chip front-end hasan IF bandwidth of 64MHz corre
sponding to a delay spread of 15ns. It can therefore statistically resolve multipath
responses 96% of the time ina rake receiver configuration. Note that ina practical imple
mentation ofa rake receiver, a single front-end receiver feeds the multiple fingers (correla
tors).

It is important to note that for most practical purposes, in an indoor environment a rake
receiver can only be implemented for CDMA systems (this is a major advantage of a
CDMA system over frequency hop and TDMA systems). This is because a CDMA sys
tem offers anextremely wideband front-end without sacrificing system noise performance
(See section 4.4.1.1, "Effect of CDMA on System Noise Bandwidth"). The simulated
result of the advantage of a rake receiver over a simple receiver in a multi-user CDMA
system is shown in FIGURE 8.

4.1.3 Total Calculated Signal Propagation Attenuation in this System

By using A=2.6, d= 5m (base-station toportable distance) and a maximum multipath fade
of20dB (in equation [9]), the total signal attenuation amounts to63 dB. Considering the
fact that the integrated spread spectrum transmit power is approximately 0 dBm, to the
first order, this will require the receiver tohave a sensitivity of at least -63 dBm1. As it is

1. Assuming that the received signal isband-limiting tothe main sidelobe of the spread signal, approxi
mately 10% of the signal energy (0.46 dB) is lost. This lost energy issmall and istherefore ignored in
this analysis.
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shown in Section 4.4.3, "A Simple SNR / BER Model," the receiver sensitivity has to be
much better when accounting for second ordereffects.

4.2 Doppler Shift in an Indoor Environment

Unlike outdoor channels, because of the slow speed of moving objects in an indoor envi
ronment, doppler shift of the carrier frequency, or even the doppler spread of the carrier
frequency (resulting from the doppler effect on every received multipath signal), is insig
nificant and is typically ignored inthe system design. For example the doppler spread for
acarrier frequency of 1GHz with moving objects witha speed of 3m/s is about 20Hz.

4.3 Receiver Noise Figure

The overall noise factor of the receiver can be calculated by using the Friis NF formula for
cascaded stages1

F2-l F-l
FCascade =Fl +~q- +~+ZT~ (EQ U)

II o,
i=l

where FCascade is the overall noise factor due to the contribution of all elements, F; is the
noise factor of the first element, Gy is itsavailable power gain, and F2 is thenoise factor of
the 2nd element, etc. Note that in this equation F., G. are in absolute numbers and not in

dB's (hence the name noise factor, as opposed to noise figure). Although useful for com-
puter calculations, the above formula is cumbersome to deal with for hand calculations
and does notshed much light into the detailed contribution of each stage to the overall NF.
It is important in using the above formula to note that onlythenoise factors (in ratios) can
be added as stated in equation [12]. It would be incorrect tocalculate the noise figure (in
dB) of each stage as referred to the input and add thecontributions.

The two common methods for calculating cascaded noise figure are:

1. To find thecontribution of each component to theinput referred noise factor, add the
contributions, and then convert toan input referred noise figure (i.e. using equation [12]
directly).

2. To find the cumulative cascaded NF moving up from the end of the chain, taking two
elements at atime2 and using only the first two terms ofequation [12].

1. This relation can be mathematically derived by using the definition ofnoise factor, F=NJ Nfi (where
N0 isthe output noise power, Nt isthe input noise power, and G isthe gain of the stage) and calculating
the output noise contribution of each stage. Another method of driving this formula is the use of equiva
lent input noise temperature and its relation to noise factor.
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FIGURE 15 summarizes the contribution of each element to the overall NF of this

receiver using both methods mentioned above1. Row (1) in FIGURE 15 lists the noise fig
ure (or insertion loss in the case of passive elements) of the components as listed by the
manufacturer (except for the SAW filter as explained below). Row (2) uses the first
method indicated aboveandequation [12] to calculate the system overallnoise factor. For
example the first entry in this row (i.e. "1.148") corresponds to Fx in equation [12], the

second entry, ("0.672") corresponds to (F2-1)/Gj inequation [12], etc. Therefore, if
the entries in row (2) are summed and converted to dB, the overall NF of the system
would be obtained (=7.46 dB). It is important to note that in the use of this formula, the
equivalent power conversion gain of the passive stages is equal to the negative of their
insertion loss, as listed inrow (3). Row(4) inFIGURE 15 calculates theNF of the system
using the second method mentioned above. Clearly the result obtained from this method,
system NF=7.46 dB agrees with that obtained from the first method.

2. In this method, the gain used inthe Friis formula isthe gain of the first of the two elements. This calcula
tion can also be done by starting at the front ofthe chain and moving back two elements at atime. In that
case, however, the gain used in the Friis formula must be the gain ofthe cascade up to and including the
first element of the two-element segment.

1. Clearly the dish-antenna shown in this figure is not the kind ofantenna used in the Infopad! This is sim
ply a symbolic representation for an antenna.
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NF (isolated components):

(1) j0.6dB 2dB | 0.6dB | 1.7dB | 2dB I14dB I 2dB I 24dB|
Components of the Friis formula equation (not in dB):

(2) | 1.148 [ 0.672 | 0.270 | 1.001 | 0.031 | 2.006 10.2221 0.223
Power Conversion Gain:

(3) | -0.6dB| -2dB I -0,6dB \ 16dB I-2dB |-6.6dB|26.3dB|-22dB|
Cascaded NF:

(4) 7.46dB 6.86dB 4.86dB 4.26dB 16.84dB 14.84dB 3.36dB 24dB

Antenna

Carrier Frequency =888 MHz Carrier Frequency =70 MHz
^— Passband =32 MHz Passband =32 MHj

f IL =2dB IL =22dB

IL = 0.6dB

L
BPF2

1

• RF
Amplifie -• RF

Mixe

LNA/M xerIC

VGA
1st

Stag

1
BPF

FIGURE 15. Noise figure calculation for the receiver. The overall NF of this system referred to
the antenna is 7.46dB. See text for details.

In the Friis formula equation [12], one needs to account for the contribution of the ele
ments starting from the very front-end until there is "sufficient" gain such that the noise
contribution of the following elements are negligible. This is the reason for not account
ing for the components following the SAWBPF in FIGURE 15.

Another point to make is that NF must be stated for a certain source resistance, and is oth
erwise meaningless. In the case of most high frequency front-end receivers, this source
resistance is 50£2 (75£2 for most cable TV systems) which is also used as the characteris
tic impedance of the board transmission lines to achieve matching and avoid reflections.
If the source and load resistances of each stage are equal (in this case 50£3) then the power

conversion gain is equal to the voltage conversion gain (in dB, or A = A2 in ratios), and

either one can be used in the Friis equation. Otherwise the available power conversion
gain must be used to account for the unequal source and load impedances. The relation
between the voltage conversion gain and power conversiongain of an active stage is given
by
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A s A2
R.\

Ru
(EQ13)

where Ap is the power conversion gain, Av is the voltage conversion gain, R is the
source resistance, and Rt is the load resistance of the active device (at its output).

The specified power conversion gain of the front-end mixer used in this system as speci
fied in the data sheet is -2.6dB. This agrees with its voltage conversion gain of 10.4dB
given that it is specified for Rs = 50Q and Rl = 10000. In this system, however, the

load resistance presented tothis mixer is approximately 400Q. Passive impedance trans
formation does notprovide a significant improvement as explained in Section 7.8.1, 'The
RF-Mixer VGA1 Interface" and is therefore not used at this stage. Assuming the voltage
gain of this stage is proportional to the value of the load resistance (a good assumption
since the output of the mixer is an open collector stage driving the load resistance), the
effective voltage gain in this configuration isreduced bya factor of 2.5 as compared to the
specified voltage gain. The power conversion gain can beobtained by using equation [13]
and is deteriorated to -6.59dB. This deteriorates the system NF by about 0.1 dB as com
pared toa IKC1 load for the mixer. Similarly, the voltage conversion gain of the first stage
ofthe VGA (in the ON mode) is specified at 32dB. Once again the power conversion gain
(=26.3 dB) has been calculated using equation [13] and used to calculate the system NF.

The Friis formula for cascaded noise figure can be used as long as the NF stated by the
manufacturer (or calculated with some post-processing off of SPICE) is for the same
source resistance as that used in the actual cascaded system. Otherwise, the NF should be
calculated for the source resistance used in the system. For example, the NF of the first
stage of the VGA used in this system is specified for a 400Q source resistance at 2 dB.
The effective source resistance in this system is approximately 1.6KQ. The NF for this
source resistance can be calculated from the noise factor equation [9]

F= 1+ '
v, if

(EQ14)4KTRsAf 4KTlAf
Rs

where v? and if are the input referred voltage noise and current noise of the component.
Clearly, equation [14] can be evaluated only if v? and if are known, if one or the other is
dominant. For example, if the voltage noise were dominant, the new F can be calculated
from

s2
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which in this system results in aNF of 0.59 dB for the component and a cascaded NF of
7.33 dB. Similarly, if thecurrent noiseis dominant, the new noise factor canbe calculated
from

*,2

which in this case results in aNF of5.23 dB for the component and 7.95 dB for the sys
tem.

Since vf and if are not specified by the manufacturer and the optimal source resistance
of this part for noise purposes is not known, aNF of 2 dB is used for the system calcula
tions with the understanding the system noise performance may be slighdy off from pre
dicted.

Itisessential to choose passive components with minimum insertion loss up front because
of the lack of gain prior to these stages. The insertion loss of these elements add directly
(in dB) to the system NF. This is one of the main reasons for the almost global use of
ceramic filters as the preselect filters in high sensitivity receivers. The system designer,
however, needs to be aware of the application. If the man-made noise and interference
noise are significantly larger than the thermal noise referred to the antenna, the system per
formance would not improve by decreasing the system noise figure; i.e. the system is
externally noise limited1.

The main IF filter used inthis receiver isabroadband SAW filter with very high insertion
loss (nominally 22 dB, and 24 dB in this system because of the terminations used;
Section 7.8.3, "VGA1-SAW-VGA2 Interface (Sensitivity of SAW Filters to Terminal
Impedance Mismatches)"). If this filter were placed prior tothe first stage of the VGA, the
overall system NF would be increased to more than 20 dB and the system performance
would degrade significantly. For this reason it has been placed after the first stage of the
VGA whichhas 26.3 dB of available power gain.

On apractical point of view, it is important to note that spectrum analyzers typically have
a NF of about 35 dB withthe 10 dB attenuator engaged, and about 25 dB without the 10
dB attenuator. Therefore low noise figure measurements can not be done with aspectrum
analyzer. A low-noise preamplifier can beutilized before the spectrum analyzer toreduce
the NF of the spectrumanalyzer.

The measured spot NF of this receiver is 8.1 dB at 888MHz input signal frequency with
all stages at maximum gain setting. The excess NF over the predicted value isdue to par
asitic front-end component andboard losses.

1. Inan outdoor environment, below about 300 MHz, atmospheric noise dominates the antenna noise. Over
300 MHz, typically galactic noise dominates. Man-made noise typically dominates indoor environments
and outdoor urban areas.
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4.4 Receiver sensitivity

The sensitivity ofthe receiver (minimum required signal level for agiven BER) in adigi
tal communication system is a function ofthe total noise power at the input ofthe slicer
and the modulation scheme used.

4.4.1 The Total Noise Power

The total noise power atthe input ofthe slicer can be calculated by using the overall NF of
the system, which is used to calculate the total noise ofthe system referred to the input.
There are two methods to do this:

1. Using thecommon definition of excess noise factor (a measure of the total noise that
all noise sources, including the source resistance, contribute to the system noise)

=1+1°± (EQ 17)

where NoA is the total noise contribution ofthe system (excluding the source resis

tance) and NoB is thenoise contribution of thesource resistance. The noise factor cal

culated insection Section 4.3, "Receiver Noise Figure", however, is the so-called
operating noise factorof the system, whichexcludes the contributions of a source resis
tance (radiation resistance of antenna, forexample). The noise factor which should be
used for noise power calculations in this case, therefore isgiven by

F NoAFop ~ jf- (EQ 18)
oB

Assuming the input referred current noise isnegligible

Zlv

F„ =°p ~ 4kTRsAf ®Q 19)
where v,- is the input referred voltage noise, Rs is the source resistance (50ft in this
case), Fop is the calculated system operating noise factor, kis the Boltzman constant

—23(1.38x10 Joules / Degrees Kelvin) and A/ is the bandwidth ofthe system. Solving
for vf IRs in equation [19]
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3£~ (Fop)WTAf) (EQ20)

The rms noisevoltage of a source resistance is, however, equally dividedbetweenthe
source and load resistance if Rs = Rt as itistypically the case for the front-end of high
frequency receivers because of VSWR considerations. The"available" noise power of
the system (delivered to the load) is therefore effectively reduced by a factor of4 as
compared to that given by equation [20] *, and is given by

"available " TJT =(V (kT 40 (EQ 21)
s

where TV is the total noise power. Note that kT Af = 4xlO~21A/ watts at room tem
perature (290 K). Using an effective noise bandwidth (Af) of 1MHz (see
Section 4.4.1.1, "Effect of CDMA on System Noise Bandwidth" for the reason for
using 1MHz as opposed to the baseband spread bandwidth of 16MHz), and a noise fac
tor of F = 5.57 in equation [21] we obtain N= -106.5 dBm.

or,

2. A simpler and more intuitive method would be to start from the thermal noise floor of

KTAf = -174 dBm/Hz at room temperature, add the bandwidth (in dB) to this num
ber (60 dB for 1MHz), and finally deduct the receivernoise figure from the resultant
number (7.46 dB, inthis case). This method also results inanoise power of Wavailable =
-106.5 dBm.

4.4.1.1 Effect ofCDMAon System Noise Bandwidth

It is important to make a few notes. At first glance, one may assume that a spread-spec
trum system would degrade the noise performance of the system since they widen the
bandwidth and therefore allow in more noise, by a factor equal to the processing gain. If
this were truly the case, spread-spectrum systems would never find wide-spread use, and
there would not be much advantagein using such a system. Intuitively, a direct-sequence
spread-spectrum system requires a correlator in the receiver path somewhere in the chain
(whether analog or digital). A correlator is effectively an integrator with a l/s transfer
function, which is also the transfer function of a low pass filter. The point is that the corr
elator effectively narrowsthe noise bandwidth by the spreading gain factor. A more rigor
ous proof of this fact is presented below using FIGURE 16.

1. The same is true forthe signal gain calculations, i.e. the"available" powergain of the system must be
used inabove calculations. Manufacturers typically specify 52| which iseffectively the available power
gain of the component
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FIGURE 16. Effect of CDMA on white noise, (a) In-band white noise (al) Modulated signal
(a2) Down-converted tobaseband (demodulated) (a3) Signal despread (noise spread) (b) Outof
band white noise, (bl) Modulated signal (b2) Down-converted to baseband (demodulated) (b3)
Signal despread (noise spread).

In FIGURE 16.a the effect of in-band white noise on a CDMA system is investigated.
Consider asmall frequency segment ofthe in-band noise, AfN, before demodulation and
despreading, as shown in FIGURE 16.al. The signal and noise are subsequently demodu
lated tobaseband as shown in FIGURE 16.a2. After despreading, a portion of the noise
AfN (which is now effectively spread), falls in the bandwidth of interest, fx
(FIGURE 16.1c). Overall, there will exist 2Nfx IAfN noise segments of bandwidth
AfN whose (spread) spectrum would fall within thedecorrelators bandwidth. The overall
noisepower contributed by these noise segments wouldbe
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FIGURE 16.bl through b3 illustrate that any outof band segment of noise would demod
ulate and subsequently spread (in the decorrelator) entirely outof thebandwidth of inter
est, and would therefore not contribute to the noise power. Therefore the overall white
noise contribution to the CDMA system is 2flWN which is exactly what would be
obtained for a non-spread spectrum system.

Hence, a spread-spectrum system is "insensitive" to broadband noise. In this respect it
neither has an advantage nor adisadvantage compared tonon-spread modulation schemes.

4.4.1.2 The useof Filters to avoid noise aliasing in the system

The noise bandwidth of the system is determined by the narrowest filter bandwidth in the
system //proper filtering is provided before each non-linear stage (in aCDMA system, it
would be narrowest filter bandwidth / processing gain). In other words, it is not necessary
to use a filter after each stage in the system in order to improve the noise performance of
the system (although a filter may be required for other reasons). However before any non
linear stage (e.g. frequency mixing, analog todigital conversion, etc.) it isnecessary touse
a band limiting filter to avoid the mixing or aliasing of the noise back into the band of
interest whichwouldincrease the systemnoise figure.

As discussed in Section 4.4.1.2, "The use of Filters to avoid noise aliasing in the system,"
despite a direct hit on the insertion loss, the use of the front-end filter, BPF1 in
FIGURE 15, is necessary to avoid the saturation of the LNA due to strong out of band
components. It may be conceived that the use of BPF2 is then not necessary since the
image signal has beenattenuated by more than 40 dB by BPF1 (see FIGURE 44). Even if
40 dB of image suppression were sufficient, the image noise of the broad-band LNA and
the transmit/receive switch which have not been attenuated by BPF1 must be filtered
before entering the mixer. If BPF2 is not used in this system, for example, the effective
noise power at the input of the mixer will be increased by the noise power at the image
band (1012 MHz to 1044 MHz) of the T/R switch and the LNA. In order to calculate the
effect of the elimination of BPF2 on the system NF, it is assumed that the LNAgain and
noise at the image band are approximately equal to that of the desired band1. The LNA
and the switch can becombined into acomposite element, with aNF of 2.3 dB and again
of 15.4 dB. When BPF2 iseliminated the noise power at the input of the mixer isdoubled,
resulting in acomposite element NF of 3.80. Using this value to calculate the system NF
along with eliminating BPF2 in the chain results in a cascade NF of 7.72 dB, which is
worse than that achieved with the filter in the system (7.46 dB). In reality, the composite
element effective noise power at the input of the mixer may more than double, since
higher frequency noise may mix with the harmonics of the LO and fold in band, deterio
rating the NF even more.

An image reject mixer with a high image rejection capability would yield the best result;
BPF2 could be eliminated without deteriorating system NF. On the other hand, achieving
more than 30 dB of image suppression at 900MHz is difficult (See section 5.1.6, "Ampli-

1. Inreality, thegain of theLNA is lower inthis image band and itsNF is higher.
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tude and Phase Tracking in Image Reject Mixers"). Further more an image reject mixer
typically requires more elements, resulting in a higher noise figure as compared to a non-
image-reject mixer.

4.4.2 Modulation Scheme andits Effect onSNR Requirements

The modulation method ofchoice for the downlink high speed communication is differen
tial quadrature phase shift keying (DQPSK). In a differential modulation scheme the
slicer relies on the previous symbol in order to resolve the present symbol. Because of
this fact, a DQPSK modulation scheme is relatively phase invariant (ofcourse since it is a
single-amplitude modulation scheme it is also relatively amplitude invariant). If the phase
rotation of the arriving symbols due to the channel or receiver/transmitter hardware as
compared to the symbol rate is small, the slicer will be able to slice the received symbol
properly. This is one of the unusual situations where higher speed is easier todesign for.
Furthermore, coherent demodulation and sophisticated schemes such as Costas Loops are
not required. Again, if the frequency offset of the demodulated signal from baseband
causes a small constellation rotation between every symbol and its successor the slicercan
properly slice the incoming symbols.

Differential modulation comes at an expense however. To achieve the same BER with
DQPSK as compared to QPSK, 2.3dB to 3dB more SNR isrequired1 [10].

4.4.3 A Simple SNR /BER Model

4.4.3.1 Low BER requirementsforthe Infopad: Pe VS SNR and Pe VS Eb/N0

Many systems require very low probabilities oferror (e.g. ethernet lO-10). The Infopad
system, however, is designed for a BER of only 10-3. There are several reasons behind
this choice. First, the Infopad is primarily intended for full-motion video. Simulations
with BER of 10~3 do not show much degradation of quality to the observer compared to
the very low BER's (because of the relative insensitivity of the human eye). However, if
the BER is increased further, the video quality degrades significantly tothe observer. Fur
thermore because of the refresh rate the pixels in error will disappear rather quickly2.
Even in non-video type applications, the data is transmitted to the Infopads in bitmap fash
ion(e.g. Frame Maker), and not inASCII format. If this were notthecase, a BER of 10~3
would have not been acceptable since characters may have interchanged whereas in the
bitmap mode a pixel or two of a character may get corrupted. Furthermore this is the

1. The noise variance ofaDQPSK system is twice as large as aQPSK system (3dB worse), assuming that
thenoise terms for two succeeding samples to thedetector are uncorrelated. It can be shown that the
actual degradation inSNR due todifferential detection isactually about 2.3dB at high values of SNR,
when the correlation between the noise terms is taken into account.

2. In an MPEG2 compression scheme the error bits may not refresh quickly if they are in th "still" part of
the video (e.g. background). Primarily due to its simple and low-power decompression algorithm, vector
quantization and not MPEG2 has been used as the compression algorithm inthe Infopad.
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worst case scenario and the BER will decrease dramatically with a few dB's of SNR

improvement (see FIGURE 171). Finally, for critical information (header packets, etc.)
forward error correction is usedto achieve a significantly betterBER.
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FIGURE 17. Probability of
error as a function of SNR
for various modulation
schemes.

Given the above conclusions and assumptions, and assuming omni-directional antennas
with no antenna gain (in reality the base station antennas will probably transmit down
wards only, achieving an antenna gain of3dB), and using FIGURE 172 one observes that
for a Pc of 10-3 in a QPSK modulation scheme, a SNR greater than 10.5dB is required.
Accounting for the penalty due to differential modulation, the SNR required for DQPSK
would be 12.9dB3. Therefore

Min. Power Referred to the Antenna = Total Noise Power +Required SNR

= (-106.5 dBm) + 12.9 dB

= -93.6 dBm (EQ23)

which is the minimum integrated spread spectrum signal power at the receiver antenna4.

4.4.3.2 EffectofMultiple Users on Receiver Sensitivity Required

There is about 31 dB of margin in the receiver sensitivity with the above assumptions on
transmission power (assumed OdBm), path loss (assumed 63dB), and receiver sensitivity.
One should recall however that this calculation was performed assuming a single user.
The SNR required for multiple user in the system would increase for a given BER. In a
CDMA down-link the deterioration of the SNR due to the co-users is much less pro
nounced than aCDMAup-link. This is because near perfect orthogonality can be guaran
teed for the down-link but it can not be established for the up-link (See section 1.3.7,
"Asymmetry of Channel as it Relates to the Codes"). The primary source of SNR degra
dation due to multiple users in the down-link is due to the multipath channel and is very
difficult to mathematically model. Furthermore, the signal deterioration due to co-users is
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significantly different for rake receivers versus non-rake receivers as shown in FIGURE 8.
Using FIGURE 8 it is clear that in adeep fade channel, theBER for a 32-user non-RAKE
system is approximately 30 times worse than that achieved for a single-user non-RAKE
system. Using FIGURE 17, the SNR has to be increased by about 4dB in order to com
pensate for the added users and achieve a similar BER to the single-user system.
Section 1.3.8, "Co-User Noise in an Uplink Channel," for a briefdiscussion of the effect
of co-users on SNR for the up-link.

4.4.3.3 Effect ofAdjacent Cell Interference in the Uplink on Minimum Receiver Sensitivity
Required

Adjacent cell interference would require the allocation ofeven ahigher SNR for the same
BER. Assuming 6 adjacent cells (on the same floor ofabuilding, for example), with the
same number of users per cell, an empirical model has been developed for the adjacent-
cell interference [5]

. This figure displays the probability ofsymbol error as afunction ofSNR. Clearly, the bit error is always
equal to the symbol error in the case ofBPSK. In the case ofaQPSK system, each erroneous symbol can
result inone ortwo bits tobeinerror, resulting inaprobability of biterror worse than that shown in
FIGURE 17. IfGray coding is used, however, the probability ofbit error approaches the probability of
symbol error, particularly at high SNR, and therefore the probability of bit error curve as a function of
SNR would be almost identical to that shown in this figure. Gray coding is acoding method by which the
nearest constellation points have binary codes that only differ in one binary digit. Since the most likeli
hood error would be asymbol being mistaken for one ofits closest constellation neighbors, this method
of coding reduces the probability of biterror.

Many publications plot Pt as afunction of Eb IN0 (where Eb is the signal energy per symbol and N0 is
the power spectral density ofwhite noise (= WN as used in this paper). For aPSK signal, the SNR can be
related to Eb IN0 using the following relation

£> s(fA ^„wo s TAT) (EQ i>

where S/N is the SNR, fN is the effective noise bandwidth, and Ris the effective symbol rate. For the

same data rate (bit rate) as an equivalent BPSK system, RQPSK =\rbpsk ,but since nearest constellation

points for QPSK are closer to one another (dQpsK s j=dBPSK), the signal power is also halved. There
fore the Pe vs (Eb/ N0) curve would be identical for BPSK and QPSK systems, particularly for high
SNR. This can be intuitively understood by realizing that the / and Q signals are orthogonal, and there
fore their probability oferrors should not interact. This statement no longer holds for higher order M-ary
PSK modulation schemes and the required Eb IN0 for agiven Pe increases for these modulation meth
ods.

In asense, FIGURE 17 isnot a fair comparison since the effective bit rates of the different modulation
schemes are different, whereas agraph of Pe vs (Eb/ N0) would take that fact into account.
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^-4(1-2*+4"t,+*Jj (EQ24)

Where Fac is the total adjacent cell interference andA is the distancebased attenuation fac
tor discussed previously. This equation results inaF^ of 1.52 for A=2.6 and F^ of 1.28
for A=5. This adjacent cell interference factor can be taken tobeapproximately equal to
the factor by which the number of users is reduced in a system as compared to a system
with no adjacent cells (equation [7] showsthe effect of this variable on the overall number
of users inan up-link CDMA system). Itisclear from equation [24] that the larger the dis
tance based attenuation factor A, the less the adjacent cell interference, equation [24] is
plotted in FIGURE 18.
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FIGURE 18. Adjacent cell
interference factor as a function of
the distance based attenuation factor
A as predicted by equation [24].

With A = 2.6, and a resultingF^ of 1.52, it is clear from FIGURE 8 and FIGURE 17, the
SNR has to be increased by approximately 1.5dB in order to compensate for the effect of
the adjacent cells.

2. FIGURE 17 is the plot of the followingequation

= IQiJSNR) -Q2(JSNR) «2Q(JSNR)
Bc«*

(EQ1)

where Q is the "tail" ofa Gaussian distribution function (1 - the Gaussian distribution function) [31].
3. Theincrease in BER fora given SNR due to theuse ofcompression algorithms is ignored here.
4. Note that this is the integrated signal power at the antenna, and not thepeak of theof thesignal. Such a

small magnitude signal, if relatively wideband, would bebelow thenoise floor of many spectrum analyz
erswhich typically have a NFofabout (25 dB). With a reasonable spreading gain, most spread spectrum
this signalwould fall belowthe noise floor of a spectrum analyzer.
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4.5 Receiver Linearity

4.5.1 Linearity as a Function of Modulation Scheme and Linearity of Stages

In general, in a receiver (for a given BER), the maximum allowable received input power
isdetermined by the modulation scheme utilized and the "linearity" ofthe various stages
in the system. The modulation scheme determines the maximum amount ofnon-linearity
allowed in the system. In general hard-limiting based receivers in which the amplitude
information is not used are much less sensitive to amplitude nonlinearities in the system.
These receivers are frequently used with FM and PM in analog communications and FSK
and PSK used with digital communications. Even in such systems, second order effects of
"premature" front-end nonlinearities result in a degradation in the system SNR and an
increase inBER indigital communication systems. This isparticularly problematic when
severe amplitude distortion generates phase distortion in some modulation schemes.1

4.5.2 Linearity Measures

The linearity of a receiver canbe characterized by various means. Acommon non-linear
ity measure used for other systems, the harmonic distortion, is typically not used in the
receiver design world. The reason lies in the fact that harmonic distortion components are
typically significantly outof band and can therefore be easily filtered out. Themost fre
quently used measures for the linearity of a receiver are the -1 dB compression point,
^-idB» m^ ^e inPut referred or output referred third order intercept points, /^ and
0IP3. The -1 dB compression point refers to the input level power of a desired (in-band)
single tone causing the output power of the device under test to deviate (reduce) from its
linear value by 1 dB. The third order intermodulation products are caused by closely
spaced input signals (for example, /, and f2 which are in-band orslightly out ofband)
distorting and generating frequency components at or near the front-end frequency band
of interest (2fx-f2 and 2/2 -/,). Since these signals are very close to the band of
interest, it is practically very difficult or impossible to filter them. In general the only
method of reducing the adverse effect of this kind of nonlinearity in the system is to
reduce their generation. The 0jp3 refers to the theoretical output power value where the
linear gain would become equal to the third order intermodulation distortion in the system
when two equal amplitude closely spaced tones are input to the system. O^ is related to
/IP3 by thesimple relation

°IP3 = /IP3 +G 0EQ25)

1. In general, limiting detectors reduce the effectiveness ofaBPSK or QPSK modulated spread spectrum
system and should be avoided if possible [3].
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where Gis the gain ofthe stage. /Ip3 is usually ofinterest in receiver design, whereas in
other systems such as power amplifiers (used in transmitters) Olp3 is usually ofinterest.
Second order intermodulation distortion component, /, -/2, can be important in the
mixer stage ofdirect-conversion receivers but is usually filtered out in other systems and
not of consequence.

It can mathematically be shown that under certain conditions1 the third order harmonic
distortion, the third order intermodulation distortion and the 1dB compression point are
relatedby the following equations [11]

IM3 = HD3 + 9.54 dB (EQ 26)

°m = ^idB + 9.64dB (EQ27)

The desensitization level is defined as the input signal level of an undesired signal which
would cause the device's small signal gain to be reduced by a specified amount. It can
mathematically be shown that the 3 dB desensitization level isapproximately equal to the
1 dB compression point of a device. Note that the 1 dB compression point refers to the
output signal compression due to the high amplitude of a desired signal. For many nar
row-band applications such as in the analog cellular phone system, the desensitization
level is particularly important for the front-end components since adequate selective filter
ing of the undesired signals cannot be provided by the front-end filters and is typically
achieved at the IF stage.

4.5.3 Cascaded Third Order Intercept

Several methods can be used to determine the input referred oroutput referred equivalent
third order intermodulation intercept point of a cascade of elements. These methods are
outlined below for calculating Oin.

1. The simplest method is to ignore the interaction between the intermodulation distortion
ofthe various blocks in the chain and simply find the "weak link" by referring all the
Om gto the output ofthe cascade and estimate the overall OlP3 ^^3 to be equal to
min (Ojpj .) where 1refers to the /th stage ofthe cascade. This yields an overly opti-

1 These conditions are in general valid where the power series approach to distortion analysis is valid since
they are derived using the power series approach. Some ofthese relations also hold in the frequency
dependent distortion region (Voltera series) also, but in general these relations become too complicated
with many frequency-dependent terms in the Voltera region. The major assumptions made for apower
series based distortion analysis are that the gain is relatively flat as a function of frequency, the transfer
functions are smooth, single valued, and contain nodiscontinuities orkinks, and that theeffects of fre
quency dependent distortion isminimal. Note that these requirements are not necessarily mutually exclu
sive.
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misticresult which is unlikelyto be met in reality as the intermodulation distortion of
all of the components do contribute to the overall intermodulation distortion level. In
summary, using thismethod the following relations hold for ann-stage cascaded block

°IP3, cascade = min

or in terms of dB

°lP3,i II Oj
ysi+1 '

(0IP3, cascade'7 dB)^ =min (OlP3i)dB+ X GjdB

where G} is the power gain ofthe7th stage ofthe cascade.

(EQ28)

(EQ29)

The second andthird methods of calculating cascaded intermodulation distortion take the
cumulative effectof all of theelements in the chain into account and yielda more realistic
result than the first method. The assumptions in obtaining the following results are that
thegain and theinput and output impedances are flat with frequency overtheintermodula
tion distortion frequencies of interest and that the nonlinearities of the stages do notinter
act. The second method is differentiated from the third by the effect of the correlation
coefficient, c.

2. In general the phase of the distortion products is not known. If the distortion compo
nentsare perfectly correlated (c = 1), the intermodulation products will combinecoher
entlyincreasing the IM levels (decreasing theintercept points). This yields a worst
case result but for large systems it is probably the most accurate model as it is likely
that somewhere in thechain the intermodulation components will actually add in-
phase. It can be shown that for a two-stage cascade, the output referred intermodula
tion distortion is given by [12]

(O }Csl = ^2^IP3.1^IP3.2
^IP3. cascades-stage GO +f) (EQ30)

This equation can beused recursively tocalculate the intermodulation performance of
the cascade, starting from the first two blocks inthe cascade. For computer implemen
tations, the n-stage cascade third order intercept point is given by

c = l ,-i
t (^.cascade)^J = ^2-V^"'*... +(G^,,.,)-' +(O^J -1

= I II GPm,j
-1

>(G*+lSl) (EQ31)

Note that in calculating the intermodulation intercept points using this method the
intercept points are referred tothe output (by multiplying each intercept point by the
amount of gain following it) and then obtaining the cascade intercept point inan equa-
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tion similar to that of the equivalent resistor of parallel resistors. Therefore, as
expected, the smallest output referred intercept points determine the overall intercept
point of the cascade.

3. Ifthe distortion products are completely uncorrected (c =0), the output intercept point
of a two-stage cascade canbe shown to be [12]

tn \c=° - G2°m,\°mt2 ™„„.
^IP3, cascadeJ2-staee / „ „' (EQ32)

8 V«VW2+«W2
In this case, the denominator components add in annns fashion (similar to the manner
uncorrelated noise components add) resulting in asmaller denominator in equation [32]
than in equation [31]. Therefore as intuitively expected the overall distortion perfor
mance ofthe chain isbetter in this case and this method yields a more optimistic result.
Note that the parameters and the results obtained from equation [31] and equation [32]
are not in terms of dB's.

In reality, usually the 0IP3t cascade falls in between that predicted by the second and third
method. If there is a major "weak link" in the chain which determines the ultimate inter
modulation performance of the chain, all three methods yield approximately the same
result.

4.5.4 Nonlinearities in This System

As mentioned inSection 2.1, "Requirements," this system isprimarily intended for use on
a DQPSK modulation scheme in a CDMA environment with a BER of 0.001 which
requires a SNR ofatleast 12.9 dB for a single user system, and approximately 17 dB for
a 32 user system (down-link and ignoring the adjacent-cell factor). As a first order
approximation, it is assumed that the distortion components must be below the desired sig
nal byanamount equal to the required SNR inthe system. Inorder toallow for maximum
flexibility and testing of various baseband systems and modulation schemes, the system
can be used in a system with 8 bit A/D converters, requiring about 50 dB of SNR and
SFDR under certain conditions1.

In this receiver, the maximum input signal that the receiver can handle with "sufficient"
linearity is primarily determined by the distortion the first stage of the VGA and the front-
end mixer stage (in that order). "Sufficient" linearity can be approximated to be equal to
the receiver third order intermodulation distortion in terms of dBc for the particular kind
of modulation scheme used. This is because the harmonicsand the even order intermit lev
els of the signal can typically be easily filtered out. In case of the existence of weaklinks

This amount ofSFDR istypically not required in digital modulation schemes for wireless applications.
For example, asingle-user QAM-64 modulation with BER of 10"8 requires aSNR ofapproximately 28
dB. The SNR requirement for amulti-user QAM-64 in amultipath environment is difficult to predict; it
is avery strong function ofthe multipath environment, and typically very high. High-constellation point
modulation scheme are therefore typically not used inunpredictable environments such as wireless links.
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in the receiver chain for high level inputs, the linearity of the system, to the first order, is
specified by requiring the signal powers at the weak link elements to be a certain level
below the third order intercept point (or 1dB compression point) of those elements1. This
maximum allowable signal can then be referred to the antenna and specified as the maxi
mum allowable received signal for proper operation of the receiver. For example, given
that the 1dB compression point of the mixer is-4dBm, the through mode loss of the LNA
(S2i) is -7 dBm, the total insertion loss of the components prior to the LNA (i.e. filters,
switches, etc.) is -5.2 dBm, and allowing for operations 20 dB below the -1 dB compres
sion point of the mixer, we achieve

Pin,max = -4- 20+ 5.2 +7 = -11.8 dBm (EQ 33)

This iscertainly acceptable given the fact that the transmit power is about 0 dBm.

A(worst case) more accurate approximation to the maximum allowable signal may be
made by theanalysis of thenonlinearities of thesystem which is based on the2nd method
outlined in Section 4.5.3, "Cascaded Third Order Intercept,", using equation [31].

4.5.5 System Dynamic Range Performance

In this system, the system dynamic range performance can be calculated by requiring a
250 mVp-p (-25.9 dBm on 3KQ) differential signal at the input of the demodulator IC.
This level ofsignal will produce optimal performance onthe demodulator with norelative
linearity ornoise limitation induced by the demodulator IC. With this assumption, the
system variable gain must be adjusted to achieve such asignal on the demodulator inputs.
The system power gain is then calculated and properly distributed among the gain ele
ments. Clearly the power distribution can be achieved in various ways, with linearity and
noise performance which are superior in some distribution methods as compared to others.
In general, gain must be minimized prior to low IP3 elements in the chain in order to min
imize distortion generation inthe system. On the other hand, gain must bemaximized
prior to lossy or noisy elements in the system for noise considerations. These require
ments may be atodds for various gain settings. For example, in this system gain must be
maximized prior to the SAW filter, but minimized before the first stage of the VGA.

The accurate calculation ofthe maximum allowable input level to the system and the quantitative effect
oflarge input signals on system BER is difficult to determine analytically for large systems. Even with
sophisticated time and frequency domain simulation tools obtaining such quantitative models is difficult
The complexity ofthe problem and the answer to the question isalso very much a function ofthe modu
lation scheme used, and whether or not the signal is hard-limited or the amplitude information is actually
used. The method presented inthis section isa first order approximation.
In general, angle modulation schemes are relatively insensitive to amplitude distortions in the system.
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NFcum &»]* 0.6 2.6 3.2 10.2 12.2 26.2 34.4 43.1 54.6

APt stage m -0.6 -2.0 -0.6 -7.0 -2.0 -6.6 0.26 -24 16.7

0IP3, stage IdBm] 45.4 100 45.4 19.0 2.0 -0.6 -1.0 100 5.0

01P3, cum IdBm] 45.4 43.4 40.9 18.9 16.9 -0.9 -3.9 -27.9 -11.3

/•„, [dBm] -0.6 -2.6 -3.2 -10.2 -12.2 -18.8 -18.5 -42.5 -25.9

/Af3,o«/[dBml -92.6 -94.6 -91.4 -68.3 -70.3 -54.5 -47.9 -71.9 -55.1 1

a. Starting from the front and referred to the antenna

TABLE 1. System dynamic range performance for p. =0 dBm.

Table 1details the system dynamic range performance for an input signal level of 0 dBm.
Clearly in this case thesystem performance is limited by the intermodulation distortion in
the system, and particularly by the low intermodulation intercept levels of the front-end
mixer and the first block ofthe VGA. Even under these circumstances, an IM3 of29.2
dBc is achieved which is sufficient for the single user spread spectrum system as described
in Section 4.4.3, "A Simple SNR / BER Model," and marginal for a32-user spread spec
trum system. In reality, the output of thebase station is 0 dBm, and considering the fact
that the base station is at least 1meter away from the portable units, an input signal power
of 0 dBm is not likely to be received. Of course strong in-band interference (unwanted
signals) of such ahigh level may occur which will degrade the system performance. The
transmitters of the mobile units in the final version of Infopad will operate at a different
frequency band and will therefore notinterfere withthe spread spectrum receiver.

Table 2 details the system dynamic range performance for an input signal level of -15
dBm. At this signal level both the intermodulation distortion and the noise performance of
the system are limiting factors, but the system SNR and IM3 [dBc] ofover 50 dB ensure
proper systemoperation for many modulation schemes, and certainly for a32-user CDMA
system.
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NFstage m 0.6 2 0.6 7.0 2 14 15 24 4

NFcum ^ 0.6 2.6 3.2 10.2 12.2 26.2 34.4 43.1 46.8

AP. staged -0.6 -2.0 -0.6 -7.0 -2.0 -6.6 0.26 -24 31.7

0IP3,stage IdBm] 45.4 100 45.4 19.0 2.0 -0.6 -1.0 100 7.0

01P3, cum IdBm] 45.4 43.4 40.9 18.9 16.9 -0.9 -3.9 -27.9 2.1

Fout IdBml -15.6 -17.6 -18.2 -25.2 -27.2 -33.8 -33.5 -57.5 -25.9

IM3,out IdBm] -138 -140 -136 -113 -115 -100 -92.9 -117 -81.9

a. Starting from the front, and referred to the antenna.

TABLE 2. System dynamic range performance for Pin =-15 dBm.

Table 3 summarizes the system dynamic range performance for various input signal lev
els. The proper NF and output referred IP3 has been used for each gain setting to obtain
the overall system noise and distortion performance. In general, the NF of avariable gain
stage increases with reduced gain settings and the input referred IP3 increases (while the
output referred IP3 stays relatively constant). The details ofthe variation of IP3 and NF
with the gain settings are specific to the internal design of the particular stage and can vary
significantly.

Due to several gain setting stages, the system performance can be optimized for acertain
input level and gain by selecting a specific pattern of gain setting. For example, Table 3
shows the system performance for two different gain settings at an input signal power
level of -40 dBm. Both the distortion and noise performance of the system is improved
slighUy in the second method. Often, however, atrade-off exists between the proper gain
setting for noise performance versus the proper gain setting for distortion performance.
Because of the multiple variable gain setting blocks, the VGA control circuitry should
"intelligently*' select the proper gain settings for the optimal system performance. The
strength of the received signal along with the apriori knowledge of the system front-end
should be used to develope the variable gain control circuitry algorithms where the full
dynamic range capability of the front-end system is to be utilized.
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a. -7 dB <Ap LNA < 16 dB, 2 settings; 0.3 rfB <Ap VCA, <32.3 dB, 2 settings;

1 dB<Ap VCA2<46 dB, 64settings.

b. Differentgain settingcomparison

TABLE 3. System dynamic range performance summary for various input signal levels
referred to the antenna.

Although it is in general true that at high signal input levels the system performance is
limited by distortion considerations and at low input signal levels by noise considerations,
thesystemlimitation maynotmonotonically change in between these two extremes due to
various possible gain settings in the systems. For example, in this system at-40 dBmand
-80 dBm input signal levels, noise limits the system performance. However, at -60 dBm,
both the front-end gain stages must be set to a maximum gain setting in order to deliver
the desired signal tothe input of the demodulator. With such ahigh level of front-end gain
at this input level the first block of the VGA starts to compress and the system 01P3
reduces significantly.

As evident from Table 3, this front-end system can provide over45 dB of SNR at the out
putwith a relatively low intermodulation distortion for input powers of about -10 dBm to
-65 dBm. Below -65 dBm the available output SNRdrops such that at -93.6 dBm of input
power level the output SNR is 12.9 dB, sufficient for a single-user Infopad system. This
agrees with the result derived in equation [23].

The mixer isalimiting element inour system for strong input signals because for such sig
nals where front end gain is not required, the LNAcould be setto abypass mode where it
basically turns into alossy MOS bypass switch, and its input IP3 increases to 26dBm.
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Therefore in this mode ofoperation, the LNA is no longer the limiting distortion compo
nent.

4.6 Dynamic Range Requirements for Analog Systems As Compared to
Digital Systems

In general, digital modulation schemes can achieve extremely good BER's for relatively
low SNRs. For example a good quality analog NTSC TV requires an SNR of more than
45dB, whereas an equivalent QAM64 modulated video signal would require an SNR of
about 28dB for a BER of 10~8.

5.0 System Components

Several factors are considered in selecting the appropriate commercial components for
this module. Linearity, noise, power consumption and the availability of a power-down
mode, size (footprint), requirements for impedance matching and cost were among these
considerations.

5.1 The LNA/MIXER

The Philips Signetics NE600 was used as the LNA/mixer in this system. The general
issues involved in the selection anduseof front-end LNA's and mixers are outlined below
along with the particular aspects related to the NE600. The issue of power conversion
gain vs. voltage conversion gain iscovered in Section 4.3, "Receiver Noise Figure".

5.1.1 Small Input Shunt Inductance to LNA

By using an external shunt inductor ofapproximately 15 nH at the input RF port of the
LNA, the NF ofthe LNA and hence the entire system is improved by approximately 0.3
dB. Furthermore input matching, Sn, is also improved by about 3.6 dB. The LNA gain
also slightly increases. The reason for this phenomena is that the shunt inductor effec
tively tunes out some of the input capacitance of the LNA, providing for more gain at
higher frequencies (and hence abetter NF), and abetter resistive 50 Q impedance (since
the input impedance ofthe LNA is capacitive) and hence a better Sn (FIGURE 19). This
technique is more effectively used with GaAs devices since for bipolar devices the base
resistance ofthe front-end transistor buffers the input capacitance from the external induc
tor reducing theeffectiveness of thetuning process.

5.7././ Impedance Matching atthe Input ofthe LNA Using a Smith Chart

The optimal value of the tuning inductor can be obtained by various methods. One
method would be to use the Smith Chart. FIGURE 19.a displays the loci of points
obtained on a Smith Chart by increasing the value of the shunt inductance at the input of
the LNA. The reflection coefficient of the LNA is measured to be T = 0.332Z-1620
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(|5ll| = -9-57 dB. VSWR = 1-99 : 1, Z= 25.66 -j 6.62 CI) at 958 MHz, the center fre
quency of operation1. This untuned reflection coefficient corresponds to point O in
FIGURE 19.a. By using an ideal shunt inductance of 18 nH we obtain point © in
FIGURE 19.a. This point corresponds to T = 0.29Z0° (\Sn\ = -10.66 dB , VSWR =
1.82 : 1, Z = 27.33 +j 0Q), a 1 dB improvement in the return loss. The actual mea
sured improvement in return loss is approximately 3.6 dB at 958 MHz. Point © in
FIGURE 19.a corresponds to a shunt inductor of 0 nH which as expected corresponds to
the short circuit point on the Smith Chart.

It is important to note that the matching is implemented for a particular frequency. One
advantage of using a Smith chart is that after the narrow-band match is implemented, its
effect on a wideband system can be observed on the Smith Chart. In this case since the
bandwidth of interest (32 MHz) is relatively small as compared to the center frequency,
our result yields an improvement in the broadband match also.

FIGURE 19. The effect ofa tuning inductor at the input ofthe LNA on the input match, S,,. (a)
Using a single ideal shunt inductor and (b) using a singleideal series inductor.

FIGURE 19.b displays the effect of a series tuning inductor on the input match of the
LNA. Similar to FIGURE 19.a, point O corresponds to the unmatched case of
T = 0.332Z-1620 (\SU\ = -9.57 dB, Z=25.66 -j 6.62 Q) at 958 MHz. Point ©cor
responds to the best match obtainable by using this method, with a series inductor of 1.1
nH, with T = 0.320Z0°. Clearly in this case this method does not yield much improve
ment to the input match and the other parameters. Furthermore, the value of 1.1 nH is too
small to realize reliably. Point © in this figure corresponds to an infinite large series

1. This value is slightly more capacitive than that specified by the manufacturer.
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inductor and as expected yield the open circuit point on theSmith chart. There are situa
tionswhere a seriesmatch would yielda betterresult than a shunt match.

5.1.1.2 SRFofthe Tuning Inductor at theInput ofthe LNA

The self resonance frequency ofthe inductors should also be considered in implementing
this match. Since typical 15 nH surface mount inductors are very close to their self-reso
nant frequency at 958 MHz, a smaller value inductor (with a higher SRF) may actually
yield a better shunt match. At 958 MHz the result obtained for the 15 nH inductor was
almost identical to that of a 10 nH inductor. Atthe lower frequencies however, the 10 nH
inductor yielded a slightly better result and at frequencies above 1 GHz, the 10nH induc
tor yielded a better result.

5.1.2 Impedance Matching to External Filters

The two-stage LNA provides 50Q input and output matching. At the output the matching
isobtained by the use ofcombined local series and shunt feedback internally to the chip.
In order tominimize the NF of the LNA, however, atthe input, inductive emitter degener
ation (using the bond-wire of the package) has been utilized. This inductance, when
referred to the input by the capacitive high-frequency beta roll-off, results in a resistive
input impedance (Zi - P(y©) Z£ = 2nfTLE - 50Q) [13]. The 50Q matching provided
by the LNA satisfies the termination requirements of front-end RF filters. The input of
the mixer is also 50C1 matched. Therefore no impedance matching is required at the RF
ports. The output of the mixer however, is an open collector. The gain of the mixer is
defined by using an external pull-up resistor (in parallel with a choke which is used for
biasing the collector) to V^.. In order to provide for sufficient gain, this resistor should
nominally be about 1KQ. In a narrow-band application, this is also a good choice of
input impedance for the IF filter. This is because narrow-band IF filters (e.g. SAWs) typi
cally require about 1KQ ofinput and output impedance, and hence no impedance match
ing would be required atthis stage. In the case ofthis system, however, the filtering needs
are quite different. In a narrow band application, such as the 900 MHz cordless telephone,
it is usually required to filter the incoming signal to the bandwidth ofinterest before a sig
nificant amount of gain. Since this selectivity cannot be provided at the RF front-end
(because ofthe high-Q filters required), it istypically provided before any IFamplification
sothat an undesired signal (within the RF bandwidth) would not saturate the IFstages. In
a broad-band system where the RF bandwidth is approximately equal to the IFbandwidth
it is not necessary to place such a filter immediately before a high gain stage. In this sys
tem, for example, the SAW IF filter is placed after the first IFgain stage (with a voltage
gain of38 dB) in order to reduce the NF. Asimple LC filter has been placed after the RF
mixer in order to attenuate the high-band mixer output and the LO leakage through the
mixer.
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5.1.3 Local Oscillator Frequency Selection

In this system the choice of the carrier frequency was made primarily by the "immediate"
availability of commercial filters and VCO's for that frequency. But in general, given a
carrier frequency, should one use a local oscillator frequency which ishigher than orlower
than the carrier frequency? In other words should^ >fc orflo <fc ?

5.1.3.1 Choice ofLOfor Tunable Receivers

Traditionally, most tunable receivers chose a//o >fc for typical super-heterodyne architec
tures. Consider traditional AM broadcasting, for example. The IF frequency is fixed at
455KHz, and the signals range from 550KHz to 1.600MHz. The upconverting^0 would be
required to tune to 1.005MHz to 2.055MHz, whereas the down-converting LO would be
required to tune to 95KHz to 1.145MHz. The frequency ratio of which the former needs
to tune to is much smaller. Practically designing such an oscillator is much easier.

5.1.3.2 Choice ofLO in This System

This system, however, is not bound by such a constraint since it is a fixed frequency sys
tem (i.e. it does not need to tune to different carrier frequencies). FIGURE 20 however,
clearly indicates that operating at a higher LO frequency reduces the image problem sig
nificantly, as the image band is much "cleaner" for the high side LO. The measurement
which FIGURE 20 is based on was performed on the roof ofCory Hall, the EECS depart
ment at U.C. Berkeley. Therefore, the same measurement at a different geographical loca
tion would yield a different result. Due to FCC partitioning of the different bands, within
the U.S., however, measurements would look similar. Of course in the future the FCC
regulations may change and the 1028 MHz band may become completely occupied, but
for the time being, because ofthe lack ofany opposing reason, the high side LO was cho
sen.
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748MHz Image Band

1028MHz Image Band

FIGURE 20. The "cleanliness" of
the spectrum at the possible image
frequencies for the receiver
system. The 1028MHz image band
appears to be much "cleaner." This
spectrum was measured at the roof
of Cory Hall, the DepL of EECS, at
UCB.
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5.1.4 Up-Converting IF vs. Down-Converting IF

Relatively narrow-band systems generally use an IF frequency which is lower than the
incoming RFfrequency primarily because designing active high gain stages aswell asele
ments such asvariable gain amplifiers is much easier to accomplish at the lower frequen
cies. At times, particularly for very wideband tunable applications, it is beneficial to take
advantage of an upconverting first IFstage. The reasons for such a choice are explained
below.

The superheterodyne architecture was invented primarily to overcome the necessity of
designing high-selectivity-tunable filters and gain stages. If a down-converting IFstage is
used in a broadband system, a tunable image reject (pre-select) filter would be required to
attenuate the image. The need for such a filter significantly reduces the effectiveness and
simplicity of a superheterodyne architecture. For example, consider a CAble TV (CATV)
tuner. It is required to tune from 54MHz to about 1GHz1. If an IF frequency of say
30MHz were to be used and assuming^ >/c, the image would fall anywhere between
104MHz to 1060MHz. Obviously a fixed frequency image-reject filter could notbe used
as this would eliminate some of the channels. If an up-convert first IF stage is used how
ever, a wideband fixed-frequency LPF or a narrowband fixed-frequency bandpass filter
can act as the image-reject filter. Forexample if 1.1GHz wereto be usedas the first IF fre
quency, the image frequency would fall in the range from 2.254GHz to about 3.2GHz.
Clearly this can be filtered out using a LPF f_3dB= 1.2GHz or BPF
(/c«l.lGHz,/BW,>6MHz).

Furthermore, by using up-conversion the oscillator tuning range is significantly reduced;
for the above example, from approximately a decade (10:1) to an octave (2:1). Design of
the latter oscillator is much simpler.

When the first IF frequency is high enough that providing sufficient gain is difficult at that
frequency, a second low frequency IFcan be used toprovide a significant amount ofgain
and functions such as AGC. In the above example, 30MHz can be used as the second IF
frequency.

5.1.5 LO Power

There is typically a trade-off in the selection of the LO power between the mixer NFand
its IP3 forboth single balanced (2-quadrant analog-multiplier based) and double balanced
(Gilbert Cell based) active mixers. For the NE600, which uses a single balanced mixer,
this is shown in FIGURE 21.a. Initially, as the LO power increases, both the distortion
performance and the noise performance of the mixer improve. This is to be expected,
since higher LO drives cause transistors Q3, Q4, Q5 and Q6 in FIGURE 2Lb in the Gil
bert Cell (and Q2and Q3 for the single balanced mixer of FIGURE 21.c) to switch faster,
more closely resembling ideal switches with no non-linearity contribution. On the other

1. Present cable systems can notsupport the higher end of theband, butthereasoning here remains valid.
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FIGURE 21. (a) Trade-ofT between mixernoise figure and mixer IP3 (b) Shematic for a double
balanced mixer (c) Schematic for a single balanced mixer similar to the one used in the NE600.

hand, low values of LO drive, cause all switching transistors to be conducting simulta
neously for a relatively long period of time, resulting in higher distortion levels. The
physical origins of the decrease in IP3 for larger LO drives are not known [14] but this
effect is observed in both single balanced and double balanced mixers. It is interesting
that in this region, the -1 dB compression point of the mixerkeeps on increasing. There
fore as seen inFIGURE 21.a equation [27] which relates P_XdB to Olp3 no longer holds.

It is apparent from FIGURE 2 La that too low of a LO drive level will increase the mixer
NF. This canbe attributed to the fact that in general the faster transistors Q3, Q4, Q5 and
Q6 in FIGURE 21.bin the Gilbert Cell (and Q2 and Q3 for the single balanced mixerof
FIGURE 21.c) switch the less the time spent in the transition region and hence the less
theircontribution to the mixer noise. This is because in the transition region when the LO
is switching from one state to another, all of the switching transistors are on, reducing the
amount of degeneration that these devices see which increases their noise contributions.
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For example for the Gilbert Cell mixer, when transistors Q3, Q4, Q5, and Q6 are equally
on (vlo = ° v)• Q3 is only degenerated by 1/ gm4, Q4 is only degenerated by 1/ gm3,
etc. and therefore Q3 contributes

v2 = v?eq K3

£w4
2

8m\

^2

\l+8mlRElJ

(EQ34)

to the input referred equivalent noise (note that gmA = gmX 12 in this case). The same
argument can be made for Q4, Q5, and Q6. Note that any attempt to reduce REX in order
to improve the noise performance of the mixer will result in areduction ofthe mixer IP,.

On the other hand, in the fully switched states, for example when VL0>3VT
(VT = kTI q), Q4 is conducting almost no current and therefore Q3 is degenerated by
approximately roX, and therefore its noise contribution to the equivalent input noise is sig
nificantly reduced to

v = v2eq v3

8m4

1+*m4rol

8 ml

\2

yl+8m\RE\J

(EQ35)

a similar argument can be made for Q6. Furthermore, in this state Q4 and Q5 contribute
no noise to the equivalent input referred noise of the mixer. Insummary, to minimize the
contribution of these devices to the noise of the mixer, the time spent in the transition
region should be minimized.

By using FIGURE 21.a it is observed that an LO power of approximately 0 dBm is a
happy medium between mixer EP3 performance and its noise figure. In this system the
LO power is set to 0 dBm.

5.1.6 Amplitude and Phase Trackingin Image Reject Mixers

An image reject mixer is often preferable to a simple mixer. In this system, for example,
the use of a front-end image reject mixer would have eliminated the need for the inter
stage ceramic filter (BPF2 in FIGURE 10) with its associated cost, area and insertion
loss1. The block diagram of atypical image reject mixer is shown in FIGURE 22.
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FIGURE 22. The block diagram of an
image reject mixer.

Theoretically, an image reject mixer offers the complete suppression of the image band
while generating the desired band. However, it is practically difficult to achieve more
than 25 to 30 dB of image suppression in today's technology due to phase and amplitude
mismatches from the theoretical desired values. In order to achieve an infinite suppression
ofthe image while maintaining the maximum power in the desired sideband, the following
conditions mustbe satisfied in theblockdiagram of FIGURE 22

h=avh = °v^P\ = ^P2 = 90< (EQ36)

where ix and qx are the amplitude of the in-phase and "quadrature" components of the

input signal, i2 and q2 are the amplitude of the in-phase and "quadrature" phase of the
local oscillator signal and Zpx and Zp2 are the angles ofthe "quadrature" components of
the input and LO signals respectively relative to their in-phase components.

With the simplifying assumption that /, = qx and Zpx = 90° in FIGURE 22 (i.e. the
mismatches in one of the two sources only is considered) the amount of the rejection of
the image frequency in dB is given by (See section B, "Image Suppression Degradation
Due toAmplitude Mismatches and Quadrature Phase Inaccuracies").

**-*, " 10
l fl+G2 +2Gslnp\

6]<l +G2-2Gsinp) (EQ37)

where G = q2l i2 indicates the mismatch in the (voltage) amplitude tracking of the LO
quadrature generation and Zp = Zp2 is the angle of the quadrature signal of the LO.
Clearly the image rejection is infinite only when G=1and Zp = 90°. FIGURE 23 dis
plays the reduction of the image suppression due to mismatches in the gain G, and offsets
from Zp = 90°.

1. The noise generated by an image reject mixer is typically higher than anon-image reject mixer for the
same power consumption dueto its higher count ofcomponents. Thisadded noise is traded off for the
reduction in the systemnoisedue to the elimination of the BPF.
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quadrature angle on the incoming signal. Based on reciprocity, the same plots apply for a
perfect LO and mismatched incoming signal gain and phase.

The image suppression ofthe mixer can also be studied assuming perfect amplitude track
ing in both the incoming signal and the LO generation and considering the phase offsets of
both of the quadrature generation circuitry simultaneously. With these assumptions, the
image rejection can be calculated from (See section B, "Image Suppression Degradation
Dueto Amplitude Mismatches and Quadrature Phase Inaccuracies").

W„„ =1010*
[ \ +cos (px-p2) )

l + cos(pj+p2) (EQ 38)

where/? j and p2 are as mentioned previously. FIGURE 24 displays the effect ofquadra
ture offsets on the image suppression of the image rejectmixer.
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FIGURE 24. (a) Imagesuppression as a function of quadrature phase offsets of the LO and the
incoming signal, assuming perfect amplitude tracking, (b) Image suppression as a function of
mismatch in the quadrature phase ofthe LO signal alone (Zp, = 0).

From equation [53] and FIGURE 24 it is clear that the image suppression is infinite as
long as Zpl + Zp2 = 180° while Zpx and Zp2 are non-zero. In other words it is pos

sible to obtain perfect image rejection for example by using Zp{ = 145° and
Zp2 = 45°. On the other hand the maximum amplitude of the desired signal is obtained

for Zp, = Zp2 = 90° and other angle combinations are rarely used in practice.

It is interesting to note that equation [37] and equation [38] are independent of the LO and
incoming signal frequencies. Maintaining quadrature phase accuracy (and to a lesser
extent gain balance), however, at the higher frequencies is more difficult (1° at 1GHz is
only 17ps). Image suppression is therefore much easier to accomplish at lower frequen
cies.

As an example, the quadrature demodulator used in this system, displays a typical phase
offset of 4° and amplitude accuracy of 1.03 (at 70MHz). Assuming this demodulator
were used for the LO quadrature generation in an image reject mixer application with an
ideal quadrature generated incoming signal, the image signal would be suppressed by 28.4
dB as predicted by equation [37]. This prediction is verified in FIGURE 25 by taking the
FourierTransform of the resultant signal.
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FIGURE 25. Fourier transform of the output of the image reject mixer of FIGURE 22 for a
perfect incoming signal quadrature generation butgain mismatch of 1.03 and phase offset of 4°
in the LO quadrature generation.

On a practical note, mismatches in phase quadrature and amplitude tracking result from
systematic and/or random mismatches in the design and fabrication of the quadrature cir
cuitry. In order to obtain maximum image suppression, therefore, it is very important to
follow proper layout methodology such as common-centroid geometry schemes and the
use oflarge components. Furthermore, frequently dummy elements are utilized in the lay
out to obtain a symmetrical layout in order to minimize systematic offsets. Offset trim
ming techniques can also be utilized to maximize image suppression. Finally, often
external pins are provided on IC packages for the user to maximize image suppression by
biasing the pinto the proper voltage.

The above discussion on image suppression ofamixer also applies directly to the issue of
sideband suppression in the modulator output ofasingle sideband modulated signal.

5.2 The IFVariable GainAmplifier

This IC includes two sections with taps provided for external inter-stage filtering. The
gain ofthis IC is digitally controllable with aresolution of ldB, amaximum voltage gain
of 87dB, and aminimum voltage gain of16dB. In this system, the gain can be set using
dip-switches for testing purposes, or with external control circuitry during normal opera
tions.

This IC is specified for "normal" operations with an IF frequency ofup to 70MHz. It was
experimentally verified that the slight loss ofgain in this IC at the high side of the CDMA
signal (70Mhz to 86MHz) was acceptable for operations in this system.

Issues regarding the noise and linearity of this stage are discussed in See section 4.0,
"ReceiverDynamic Range".
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5.3 The Demodulator Used inThis System andits Limitations

The commercial demodulator used in this system was designed for narrow bandwidth sys
tems (such as the cellular phone), and therefore did not have the proper output bandwidth.
This demodulator was the only DC coupled monolithic I/Q demodulator commercially
available at the time. In order to provide maximum flexibility in the system it was of
interest to provide the DC coupling option so that true baseband signals could be used.
Furthermore, other monolithic AC coupled I/Qdemodulators did not offera 16MHz BW
either, although they did provide asignificantly higher BW than the DC coupled one. The
use ofpassive demodulators was also not attractive primarily because oftheir large physi
cal size.

The (dc-coupled) demodulator used in this system presented a 5KCI output impedance.
Clearly this part was not intended for wideband applications, considering that a 2pF para
siticcapacitance at theoutput node would generate a poleat about 16MHz, which is in the
bandwidth of interest. Since the manufacturer of the part was unwilling to provide any
insight into the output driver used, the output driver schematic of the chip was determined
tobeasshown inFIGURE 27.a (this was done byvarious trial and error reverse engineer
ing measurements, consideration of what the logical output stage would be and the likely
internal configurationof the chip).

This configuration would make sense. The mixer cellis most likely a gilbert cellconfigu
ration which is extremely broadband. Thefront endof the mixeris specified to be able to
accept signals as high as 100MHz. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume the bandwidth
limitation is due to the output stage driver. Once again, as thischipwas intended for nar
rowband voiceband applications, by using a 5KQ output impedance, the designers both
tightly bandlimit the noise of the mixer at the output as well as avoided the design of a
large output stage which would be required to drive a healthy voltage swing on a small
value output load (and would be very power hungry). In a "typical" application for this
part the device would connect to a very high impedance load and have a baseband band
width of less than lOOKHz.

5.3.1 Effects of Harmonics of the LO on / and QGeneration in a Simple RC
Quadrature Generation Circuit

Many methods exist for generating quadrature signals. One method commonly used for
off-chip implementations is shown in FIGURE 26.a. This method can also be used for
integrated circuit applications although the capacitor sizes may become relatively large.
This method of generating quadraturecomponents, however, is sensitive to harmonic con
tents in the LO signal. For example, a perfect sinusoidal inputgenerates a 90° phase off
set between the / and Q outputs, but as the input signal migrates towards a square wave,
the phase offset asymptotically approaches 180°. This fact is shown in FIGURE 26.b in
which the horizontalaxis represents the numberof harmonics (j)considered in the Fourier
series expansion of a 50% duty cycle square wave to be input as the LO signal to the
quadrature circuit
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vloW =lAncos(nG)cO =iSi"(^^2)cos(ncocO (EQ39)
n=l n= 1

Clearly in this method, the quadrature accuracy also depends on component matching
between the resistors (R) and capacitors (Q in the quadrature circuit. Furthermore,
although thequadrature phase accuracy is maintained overa wide bandwidth of sinusoidal
LO signals, the relative amplitude ofthe / and Qsignals varies significantly for different
input LO frequencies.

The operation of the circuit of FIGURE 26 can be intuitively understood by realizing that
the / output is the output ofafirst order LPF with an LO signal applied exactly at its 3dB
cutoff frequency with a-45° phase offset and the Qoutput is the output ofaHPF with the
LO signal applied at its 3 dB high-pass cutoff frequency with a +45° phase offset. The
overall circuit therefore yields the desired quadrature signals.

As the LO signal approaches a square wave, more and more components of the LO are
subject to larger amount of phase shift by the LPF and the HPF. Ultimately, for aperfect
square wave, the poles exert a+90° and -90° phase shift on the LO signal resulting in a
180° "quadrature" circuit.
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components ofanequivalent square wave. nannomc

5.3.2 Other Methods ofGenerating Quadrature Signals

There are more suitable methods for on-chip implementation of the quadrature generation
circuitry. One such method utilizes digital flip-flops. If an LO signal 4x the quadrature
components of interest can be generated, the quadrature generation using flip-flops is
almost trivial and the phase and amplitude accuracy is usually very good. Otherwise a2x
LO should be generated for this purpose and aslightly more complicated scheme is used
to generate the quadrature components with asmall penalty in phase and amplitude track-
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ing as compared to the 4x method. Furthermore, both methods offer good amplitude
tracking over a wide bandwidth of LO signals. Aside-benefits ofusing an LO frequency
other than the actual IF frequency is areduction in the possibility ofoscillation (regenera
tion) in the circuitry. Furthermore, in coherent demodulation schemes, the possibility of
the demodulator capturing the LO signal instead ofthe incoming IFsignal isreduced.

Typically, when the flip-flop method ofLO generation is used, the LO signal is hard-lim
ited internal to the IC inorder to ensure that the system performance is relatively insensi
tive to the LO drive level. For example in the demodulator used in this system, the
demodulator performance does not vary significantly forLO levels of 0.3V to 1.0V. It is
empirically found, however, that best quadrature accuracy in the demodulator used in this
system (at room temperature) is obtained for an LO level of about 500mV.

This method of quadrature generation is typically insensitive to the type of LOwaveform
used, except forsignals with strong even harmonic content. Forexample one-side clipped
sinewave inputs as wellas non-50% duty-cycle square wave LOsignals willdegrade the/
and Q tracking in the demodulator.

5.4 The ADC Buffering and Filtering Stage

5.4.1 Bandwidth Enhancement of the Demodulator IC

Since it was concluded that the bandwidth limitation was directly due to the output stage
driver, two options were available. First, to load down the output of the demodulator /
and Q signals with a shunt resistor (pull-up or pull-down) at the output and sacrifice the
gain (and output swing) for a higher bandwidth and makeup for the gain further down the
chain. The valueof the resistor would be determined by the minimum voltage required to
keep the transistors out of saturation in addition to bandwidth enhancement criteria.

(a)

Demod Output
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FIGURE 27. (a) The "extrapolated" output stage of the demodulator IC used in this system, (b)
The simplified schematic of the output stage of the system as configured for a specific ADC
interface.
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The second option was to use a high speed opamp in the shunt feedback configuration to
providea very low impedance to the output / and Q signals and enhance their bandwidth
considerably (U| in FIGURE 27.b). At the same time, the DC operating pointcan be set
by using the same opamp. This method would avoid the trade-off between the gain and
bandwidth as presented by the first method. Furthermore, this method would allow pre
senting a 50C1 impedance to the anti-aliasing filter that would follow. In addition, one
would beable to level shift the output signal toOV DC inorder tosimplify the subsequent
stage buffer and the interface to the A/D converter1. Clearly, this method was chosen over
the first alternative.

5.4.2 Output Signal

If this board were to be used as a separate test vehicle for various applications, the output
ofU, would have come out of the box as an output signal. This would have required the
user toselect the appropriate antialiasing filter followed bythe proper gain and level-shift
ing opamp and implement itwith the A/D and digital circuitry on a separate PCB. To sim
plify the task of the users, however, these elements were also integrated on the same
board, with the understanding that this setup could not be as versatile as the first. There
fore output ports were provided at the output ofUj and its quadrature counterpart for users
with special requirements not met by the final buffering stage of this board.

5.4.3 The Antialiasing Filter

An antialiasing filter follows U^ The bandwidth and skirt-steepness ofthis filter depends
on the highest frequency ofinterest and the sampling rate. If the signal is oversampled,
the specifications on the skirt-steepness ofthis filter can be relaxed. Even if the signal is
oversampled significantly, the bandwidth ofthis filter should be kept as low as possible
and its steepness assharp aspossible inorder to minimize the amount of noise letinto the
A/D converter. A hybrid LC LPF with a bandwidth of 20MHz was chosen here and uti
lized on the PCB with special sockets in order to allow the use ofother filters for applica
tions where the entire bandwidth ofthe system is not required.

Ideally the anti-aliasing (Nyquist) filter should be placed immediately before the A/D con
verter. In reality, however, many A/D converters present highly capacitive and to some
extent undetermined input impedances which would significantly change the pole/zero
locations and hence the performance ofthe anti-aliasing filter. It is therefore essential to
buffer the filter from the input of the A/D by another high speed opamp. In this system,
this opamp, U2, serves to set the proper swing as well as the proper DC value for the A/D
converter as well as buffering the filter from the A/D. Furthermore it presents the output
of the antialiasing filter with a50ft impedance. U2*s output noise is only bandlimited by
the natural RC time constant at this node and will therefore degrade the performance of

1. This is essential because of the flexibility requirement This feature will facilitate interfacing to various
A/D's with different reference signal levels, as well as various top ofthe ladder and bottom ofthe ladder
levels.
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the system slightly (the effect here is more than just the integrated noise power, because
one needs to account for the effect ofthe sampling ofthe noise also (the higher frequency
noise aliasing back intothebandwidth of interest due to sampling).

5.4.4 Effect of Buffer Opamps on System Performance

It isclear that the choice of the proper opamps iscritical to the performance ofthe system.
As far as DCperformance of these opamps is concerned, small offsets usually canbe tol
erated (although this will also depend on the specifics of the system, the numberof bits of
resolution of theA/D,etc.). Large offsets, however, mustbe avoided as theycould result
in the clipping of the A/D converter. The overall offset drift is determined by the output
drift of the driving opamps plus the offset drift of the ADC.

As far as AC performance is concerned, the driving amplifiers shouldhave a betterperfor
mance than the ADC. In other words the driving amplifiers should not be the weak link in
the baseband system. In order to achieve an effective number ofbits (ENOB) of 8, assum

ing no oversampling1 a 49.9dB SFDR at the entire analog frequency band of interest
would be required (this is most difficult to satisfy at the higher frequencies).

Some other considerations that were taken into account for choosing the best possible
commercially available opamps for this system included:

• Power consumption, because of the portable nature of the application.

• Power supply rejection ratio. PSRR was an issue primarily because DC to DC con
verters were to be used to supply the -Vc,. of the opamp. Since DC to DC converters are
noisy, good PSRR, especially to the negative voltage supply was essential. Note that
many times the operation frequency of the DC to DC is relatively low, and effective
bypassing requires large value capacitors and is therefore difficult and costly to imple
ment. Assuming an 8-bit ADC with an input signal swing of 2Vp-p result in a
0.5LSB=4mVp-p. The effectof any ripple on the driving opamps, therefore, has to be
significantly less than4mV. The peak-to-peak ripple voltage generated by the charge-
pump converter used in this systemcan be approximated by

''-(v±c,+ra^pump^l

1. Oversampling theinput signal does helpreduce thequantization noise for agiven analog anti-aliasing Al
ter. This isbecause with oversampling the RMS quantization noise (qI J\2) is spread across alarger
bandwidth, a large portion of whichcan be filtered. Withoversampling the SNR (due to quantization

noise only) is given by SNR = 6.02N+ 1.76dB + lOlog where N is the effective number ofbits, fs

is the sampling rate,and / is the analog filter cutoff frequency.
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where Iout is the output current ofthe converter, C2 is the external capacitor at the out

put node ofthe charge-pump (DC-DC) converter, £S/?C2 is the effective series resis

tance ofthat capacitor, and fpump is the operating frequency ofthe charge pump
(which is equal to half the oscillator frequency). In this system, IOM <20 mA,
C2 = 150 UP, ESRC2 <0.4Q, and fpump is selectable at 5KHz or 21.5KHz. In the
worst case, this results in a fundamental peak-peak voltage ripple of 21.3 mV
(fpump ~ 5Khz). The current-feedback opamps used in this system (which have a
much worse PSRR performance than their voltage-feedback counterparts) have aPSRR
ofapproximately 45dB at low frequencies. This translates toa ripple of 120u Vp-p on
the desired signalwhichis clearly negligible.

The charge-pump does generate harmonics at higher frequencies also. However, the
PSRR ofthe opamps are maintained to a reasonably high degree atthese frequencies
and the harmonics do not cause any problems. For the current-feedback opamps, the
PSRR is about 40dB at 10MHz.

Finally, the peak-peak ripple ofthe opamp can be reduced by increasing the charge-
pump operating frequency at the expense ofadded power consumption and higher fre
quency harmonics. This option is provided on this board by the use ofjumpers.
• Common mode input range. Since the opamps were to operate with a ±5V supply,
and since the demodulator required aDC operating point such that Qx and Q2 in
FIGURE 27 would not saturate for the largest possible output swings, the CMIR ofthe
opamp was very important. 5Vsupply based current feedback opamps were ruled out
for this stage primarily because oftheir poor CMIR performance.
• Maximum output current. For example, inthe configuration shown inFIGURE 27,
opamp Ux isrequired to drive a 100ft load atthe proper voltage swing i.e. about 6mA
of current.

•High loop gain at the highest frequency of interest. All the benefits of feedback begin
to vanish at the higher frequencies as the loop gain starts to decrease in magnitude.
These benefits for ashunt-shunt feedback stage, as constructed with Ux and U2
include low distortion, low input impedance as observed by the demodulator, and low
output impedance as required by the filter. Ahigh loop gain is therefore necessary at
the highest frequency of interest. This can be obtained by using an opamp with ahigh
open-loop DC voltage gain and/or wide open-loop bandwidth (for voltage feedback
opamps), and with ahigh open-loop DC transimpedance gain and/or wide open-loop
bandwidth forcurrent feedback opamps.

5.4.5 Voltage vs. Current Feedback Opamps

Two different family of opamps were investigated for the buffering stages in this system.
These are the current feedback (transimpedance) family of opamps and the voltage feed
back (traditional) opamps.
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5.4.5.1 Theory ofOperation

FIGURE 29.a display ahigh level model for atraditional voltage feedback amplifier. In
an ideal voltage feedback opamp, Rin -» ~ anda -»oo where a is the voltage gain ofthe
open loop amplifier (the gain ofthe voltage dependent voltage source in FIGURE 29.a).

FIGURE 29.b displays ahigh level model for acurrent feedback opamp. In an ideal cur
rent feedback opamp, Rin -»0, e(;©) -» 1, igrr = 0, and Z(jm) -> oo (not all these
relations are independent). In this case, e (/©) is ideally aunity gain voltage buffer and
*errZ U® ) is me S**11 °f acurrent dependent voltage source (a transimpedance stage).
Vd iskept small inavoltage feedback amplifier by the use of negative feedback, whereas

in acurrent feedback amplifier Vd is made small byrequiring e (yco) -> 1 and R. -» 0.
In asense, inacurrent feedback amplifier, the inverting input of the opamp is truly an out
put port.

At a high level, the operation of the current feedback amplifier in a non-inverting mode
can be explained as follows (the inverting operation ismuch easier tounderstand using the
actual transistor-level schematic and will not be discussed here; at the transistor level the
inverting circuit operation can be explained by analogy to the explanation given here).
Assuming the opamp had been in steady state operation, when astep input is presented at
the non-inverting input, the step voltage is very quickly transferred to the inverting input
through the unity gain buffer. Since the signal has not yet propagated tothe output, atran
sient current is generated across the feedback resistor. This generates avoltage at the gain
node and subsequently at the output node of the opamp approximately equal to
KrrZ U® ) • The transient current ierr will then flow until equilibrium is reached and
Vd = 0 again.

5.4.5.2 Circuit Operation

Circuit-wise, the high speed and very high slew rate performance of current feedback
amplifiers is provided through the use of current stages (current can be handled much
quicker than voltage since generally capacitive parasitics dominate overinductive parasit
ics and bipolar transistors are much faster current handlers than they are voltage handlers,
e.g. ECL logic). To interface to the outside world however, the opamp needs to present
the final signal in the form of an amplified voltage. In order to achieve these objectives, a
class AB input stage is utilized (FIGURE 28). This input stage is followed by current mir
rors (Wilson or simple) and theoutputs of thecurrent mirrors are converted intoa voltage
at the high impedance gain node of the opamp. This voltage is then buffered by using a
class AB output stage. In order to avoid the gain node from significantly reducing the
bandwidthof the opamp, the parasitic capacitance at this node must be minimized. This is
achieved by minimizing the Miller effect at that node and by buffering the gain node
through an emitter follower stage.
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FIGURE 28. Schematic of a typical
current-feedback opamp.

5.4.5.3 Slew Rate and Settling Time Issues

The high slew rate performance of current feedback opamps (1300V/p.s in the case of
CLC412, used in this system) offers very low distortion for large magnitude, high fre
quency signals, offering avery high full-power bandwidth. In other words, the high slew
rate allows the amplifier to operate in the single pole exponential region during the tran
sient and avoid the nonlinearities introduced due tothe slow linear slewing. In theory cur
rent feedback opamps are slew limited by the amount of capacitance present at their gain
node. Slew rate limitation can however occur at the class AB input stage under certain
conditions. Because of the use of class AB stages, thequiescent current can be small with
out significantly limiting the slew performance of the opamp, although inreality non-ide
alities can cause the current consumption of the high speed current feedback opamps to be
more than that of their voltage feedback counterparts.

Current feedback opamps do offer extremely fast settling times to about 0.1% of the final
value, and this fact makes them suitable for use in application with requirements ofup to
about 10 bits of resolution. "Thermal tails," caused by the unequal current flow inthe dif
ferent branches of the class AB stages as well as the current mirrors cause very slow set
tling for applications requiring more than 10 bits of resolution. Thermal errors in the
current mirror can be reduced by using a Wilson current source (in a simple current
source, one side dissipates more power than the other, due to unequal V *s). Thermal
tails are usually of no consequence in applications where the low frequency behavior
(below about lOOKHz) is not ofinterest since these tails vary very slowly.
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FIGURE 29. High level models for voltage feedback (a) and current feedback (b) amplifiers ina
shunt-shunt feedback (inverting) configuration.

5.4.5.4 ConstantBandwidth vs. Gain Setting

The main advantage of current feedback opamps as compared to their voltage feedback
counterparts is their relatively constant bandwidth for different values of closed loop gain.
A high level discussion of this property of the current feedback opamps is presented here.

By summing the currents at the inverting node of a voltage feedback opamp (node ® in
FIGURE 29.a), and using the fact that V0 = a (y©) Vd it is easy to calculate the closed-
loopbandwidth of the voltage feedback amplifier, A (yco)

A0(0) =-^Oco) = -*/'*,
1+/?,//?

1+ £—*
a (j(0)

where -Rf /Rs is the DC closed loop gain of the amplifier, A0, and

inverse of the loop gain of the opamp (as it can be verified by breaking the loop in
FIGURE 29a and examining the loop), a (j©) , the open loop gain of the amplifier, can
be typically approximated as asingle pole response with a3dB frequency, ©3dB,

a (id)) =

W
©

CO
3dB

l+Rf/R
a (;©)

(EQ41)

is the

(EQ42)

The bandwidth of the closed loop amplifier is increased from the open loop bandwidth by
a factor equal to the loop gain. This increase, however, is reduced as the closed-loop gain
-Rf /Rs is increased, and hence the well-known gain bandwidth product "limitation" of

conventional opamps1.
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The equation for the closed loop gain of a current feedback amplifier can be developed by
writing KCL at the inverting node ((D) of the amplifier shown in FIGURE 29.b and using
the fact that V. = -ierrRin at this node and that V0 = ie|TZ(y©) at the output node.
The closed loop gain, A, is therefore given by

A(j®) = t—rl- (EQ43)
l+=7r4-r

70©)

where -Rj IRS is the dc closed loop signal gain of the amplifier similar to avoltage feed

back amplifier, and T (y©) is theloop gain of the current feedback amplifier given by

T(jco) = ill**! (E044)u } Rf +Rin(l+Rf/Rs) (EQ44)

Assuming a single pole roll-off for Z (y©), similar to that given by equation [42], with a
3dB bandwidth of ©3dB, the closed loop response can be calculated explicitly.

Unlike avoltage feedback amplifier, In the ideal case where Rin -> 0 the bandwidth of
the current feedback amplifier is only dependent on the feedback resistor. Therefore, to
the first order, the dependence between the closed loop gain and the closed loop band
width of the amplifier has been eliminated.1 In practice, the value of Rin is closely related
to the 1lgm ofthe inverting input transistors, and therefore reduces with increasing bias
currents. It is typically few tens ofohms. For example, the effect of Rin along with other
second order effects not accounted for inequation [44] can reduce the bandwidth of acur
rent feedback amplifier with aclosed loop gain of 10 to half of its unity gain bandwidth,
which is still impressive as compared to avoltage feedback amplifier.

1. It is interesting to note that even at asignal gain ofunity in the inverting gain configuration, the band
width of the amplifier is only halfof the "unity-gain bandwidth." This is because in the inverting mode
configuration assuming /?, =/?,, the effect ofshunt feedback loading at the input ofthe opamp reduces
the open loop gain ofthe amplifier by afactor of 2. Therefore the loop gain ofthe amplifier is also
reduced by afactor of 2, and consequently the bandwidth ofthe closed loop amplifier is only halfofthe
unity gain bandwidth. In anon-inverting unity gain buffer application, due to series feedback at the
input, the open loop gain is not reduced due to feedback network loading. This is why the "noise gain" of
an amplifier is different from the signal gain ofthe amplifier in an inverting mode application. Further
more this is why the opamps typically exhibit more peaking and are more prone to oscillation in the non-
inverting unity gain configuration. The bandwidth of the inverting unity gain configuration approaches
that ofthe non-inverting unity gain configuration only ifthe supply approaches an ideal current source
(e.g. photo-diode application), fl.-*«, orwhen R,«R .

1. Asimilar relation can be developed for the voltage feedback and current feedback opamps in the non-
inverting mode. The inverting mode relations has been developed here since the opamps on this board
have all been utilized in this mode.
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5.4.5.5 Graphical Representation

The equation for the loop gain of acurrent feedback amplifier can be used to obtain a
graphical aid in determining the stability ofthe current feedback amplifier, very similar to
the analysis done for avoltage feedback amplifier. This can be done by plotting the open
loop magnitude and phase of Z(y©) in dBO and degrees respectively. Then the phase
margin is determined by the location where the denominator of the loop gain
(equation [44]) in dBQ is equal to the magnitude ofZ(y©) in dbft (i.e. where the loop
gain =OdB) (FIGURE 30). For the current feedback opamp used in this system CLC412

Rf+ Rin (l +Rf/RS) ~634 + 10°(l +634 /1268>
= 7840

= 58dBQ

Using FIGURE 30, 58dBQ of open loop transimpedance gain corresponds to a phase
margin of approximately 60°.
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FIGURE 30. The simulated (inverting) open loop gain and phase response of the current feedback
amplifier used in this system.

Using equation [44] and FIGURE 30 it isclear that tothe first order, specifying Rf spec

ifies the bandwidth of the system and its stability. Increasing Rf will make the system

more stable with a smaller closed loop bandwidth whereas decreasing Rf increases the

bandwidth at the expenses of peaking and potential instability. By increasing Rf> there
fore, the noise bandwidth of the system could have been reduced in this system. This
method was not used, however, since this would cause a prematuredegradationof the loop
gain at the higher frequencies of interest resulting in an increase in the distortion of the
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amplifier, an increase to the output impedance of the amplifier and in general a reduction
in the benefits of feedback at these frequencies.

5.4.5.6 Offset Voltage ofOpamps

Using FIGURE 31.a the output referred offset voltage of an opamp is given by

•±v41 +fc)±^+T)w/)*(^-T)'offin

Rr1+-^-
R s\J

Rs2 (EQ45)

where Vos is the input referred offset voltage of the opamp, Ibwdlb+ are the inverting
and non-inverting bias currents respectively, and 1QS isthe input referred offset current of
the opamp. In an uncompensated-bias-current voltage feedback opamp where /. = /.

assuming Ios is negligible, the output offset voltage can be minimized by the system
designer by selecting the external resistors such that the opamp input ports observe an
equal value of resistance. For example in FIGURE 31.a, RsX II Rf = Rs2 would elimi
nate the systematic offset voltage at the input of the opamp due to the bias currents (this
can be verified using equation [45]). This method does not reduce the input referred offset
voltage ofbias current compensated opamps (examples ofbias-current compensated front
stages is shown in [9]). Since typically in voltage feedback opamps the drift voltage is
related to the offset voltage, this method effectively reduces the opamp's drift voltage also.

The asymmetry of current feedback opamps results in unequal input bias currents which
often have different temperature coefficients. As aresult the above method ofequating the
inverting and noninverting resistances in order to reduce the input referred offset voltage
and drift is notuseful and is notused. Because of this fact and some other second order
effects, the absolute DC accuracy ofcurrent feedback opamps is normally not as good as
their voltage feedback counterparts.

In ADC buffering applications using high speed opamps, usually small DC offsets are not
ofconsequence. However, if the combined offset (and/or drift) ofthe opamp and the ADC
is large, the gain ofthe system would have to be reduced in order to avoid clipping the
ADC's, resulting in areduction in the system dynamic range.

5.4.5.7 Noise Performance of Opamps

Using FIGURE 31 .b The output referred voltage noise ofan opamp is given by

r

Vl = BWn«i«uN noise
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where i.m9i\+ and v. are the input referred noise sources of the opamp. equation [46]
applies toboth current feedback and voltage feedback opamps, with the difference that /.

and 11+ are approximately equal (but uncorrected) in the case of a voltage feedback
opamp but are significantly different in the case of a current feedback opamp. v.
accounts for the input referred voltage noise ofboth ofthe opamp inputs, assuming ahigh
common mode rejection ratio (otherwise, two independent input referred voltage sources
would have to be used in the model). BWnoise is the noise bandwidth of the opamp. Ifno
external bandlimiting is utilized, and assuming a two-pole, maximally flat closed loop
response, this bandwidth would be approximately 1.1 ©3dB dosed. [9].

FIGURE 31. Models for output referred offset voltage of an opamp (a), and output referred
noise voltage of an opamp (b). Models apply to both current feedback and voltage feedback
opamps.

In voltage feedback opamps, for relatively small source resistances (most applications),
typically the input referred voltage noise is the dominant source of noise. At the output,
this noise is seen as multiplied by the noise gain of the opamp. In current feedback
opamps, the dominant noise source istypically the inverting current noise, i^. The reason

i;. is significantly more in current feedback opamps than in voltage feedback opamps is

that the inverting input of the opamp has no currentgain relative to the current mirrors in
the circuit (FIGURE 28). The noise of the current mirror is then transferred to the input
with no attenuation. This does not occurin a voltage feedback amplifierbecausethe input
stage is usually a differential common emitter (or common source) amplifier with a cur
rent gainof p.
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5.4.5.8 Noise Reductionin Opamps

In general, the noise performance of opamps, both current feedback and voltage feedback,
can beimproved by using external impedance transformers by matching the source resis
tance to the ratio of the input referred voltage noise to the input referred current noise of
the opamp.

5.4.5.9 Opamp Summary

In summary, voltage feedback opamps have symmetrical inputs (differential amplifier),
and therefore traditional bias cancelation schemes work well on them. They, in general,
offer alower power consumption and alarger CM input range than their current feedback
counterparts. Voltage feedback opamps, however, suffer from the traditional constant gain
bandwidth product problem; i.e. the bandwidth ofthe closed loop amplifier reduces as the
feedback elements are changed in order to achieve ahigher amount of gain such that the
gain-bandwidth product remains approximately constant.

Current feedback opamps have non-symmetrical inputs, and hence traditional input bias
cancellation schemes are not effective on them. In general their inverting input current
noise dominates, and can be substantial. The feedback network is fixed for optimal perfor
mance (highest BW). Current feedback opamps present arelatively constant bandwidth
for different amounts of gain.

5.4.6 BufferOpampSelection in thisSystem

Many factors, including all ofthe factors mentioned in Section 5.4.5, "Voltage vs. Current
Feedback Opamps," were considered in selecting the proper buffering opamps for the
ADC's in the receiver and for the DACs in the transmitter. For example, the noise perfor
mance of several different commercial opamps which were considered for Ux in
FIGURE 27.b is shown in FIGURE 32. Note that in general the noise performance ofthe
current feedback opamps (CLC412, CLC409, AD9617) are significantly inferior to the
noise performance ofthe voltage feedback opamps in this configuration1.

As expected and shown in FIGURE 32, SNR improves with increasing Rf. In the case of
current feedback opamps, however, the value of Rf is fixed for best bandwidth perfor
mance and is typically less than 1.5tfO. This value of Rf results in apoor noise perfor
mance for theseopamps.

Although the value of the feedback resistor is not fixed for optimal bandwidth perfor
mance in the case of avoltage feedback opamp, excessively large Rf would result in the
generation of relatively dominant poles (as aresult of Rf and parasitic capacitances in the

1. Noise performance of these buffers are relatively unimportant when the front-end gain is high They
could limit the system noise performance, however, in cases where the front-end is in alow-gain mode.
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system) which could significantly reduce the phase margin and eventually result in oscilla
tion.
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FIGURE 32. SNR vs. Rf for various
commercial candidates for Ul in
FIGURE 27.b. The SNR shown here
takes into account noise due to this stage
only. Results are for /?, = 3KQt
Rp = /?, \\Rfiand a Nyquist bandwidth
of 21.4MHz which corresponds to the
bandwidth of the LPF which follows this
buffer.

A voltage feedback opamp was selected for Ux in FIGURE 27.b primarily because of its

superior noise performance and its relatively large common mode input range. Rf was
selected to be 2.5KQ which results in a relatively good noise performance while main
taining a reasonable phase margin.

U2 waschosen to be acurrent feedback opamp so that it candeliver arelatively large gain

whilemaintaining ahighbandwidth. The noise performance and common moderange are
relativelyunimportant for this stage.

5.5 The Transmitter Modulator

The input frequency range of the IQ modulator used for the transmitter of this system
ranges from 0 to 100 MHz. The transmitter implemented in this system utilizes a single
stage up-conversion. However, the data canbe unconverted to an intermediate frequency
by a digital upconverter, andthen upconverted to the RF frequency by using this modula
tor. Such a two stage upconversion scheme in general canbe easilyAC coupled eliminat
ing any DC offset problems. Further more,a two stage upconversion scheme reduces the
possibility for the RF LO to be transmitted through the antenna, allowing for the use of a
single balanced mixer in the modulator. Furthermore, a two stage up-conversion scheme
allows for the generation of the quadrature LO signals at a lower frequency and/or in the
digital domain which would result in a betteramplitude and phase tracking between these
signals. A single upconversion scheme, would require very good isolation on the mixer
LO port and its output port. In general this is achieved by usinga double balanced mixer.
If a singlebalanced mixer suchasthe one shown in FIGURE 21.c is usedin a single-stage
upconversionscheme (and sometimes even for double upconversion modulation), the LO
is input through Ql, and the baseband signal throughQ2 and Q3. This is done to achieve
maximum rejection to the LO at the output portof the mixer.
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Generally, single balanced mixers offer a better noise performance than their double bal
anced counterparts for the same power consumption, and are therefore more frequently
used in front end receiver applications. In atransmitter application, however, noise per
formance is typically much less of an issue than the isolation of the output port to the
incoming signal and to the LO, and hence double balanced mixers are typically utilized in
these applications.

The quadrature modulator used in this system is based on a double balanced architecture
and is manufactured in GaAs technology.

5.5.1 DC Offsets

5.5.1.1 DC offsets in CDMA systems

DC offsets in a DC coupled systems can be extremely devastating. For example in a
CDMA application, if the amplitude of the carrier signal generated due tothe DC offset is
larger than the processing gain ofthe system, the system will completely die and the BER
will tend to go to unity. This is because in effect the DC offset generates aDC voltage at
the input ports of the differential amplifier of the mixer input (FIGURE 33). When this
DC signal is mixed with the LO, it generates a tone at the carrier frequency. In other
words, DC offsets degrade the carrier rejection of the mixer. The amplitude of the carrier
tone will be a function of the DC offset, the LO power and the gain of the mixer.

ISIG 0—•

IREF D-

3Kft

•• To/Mixer

FIGURE 33. Model of the in-
phase (/) port of the quadrature
modulator

In aCDMA application, the strong carrier resulting from aDC offset (or from any other
means, e.g. LO feed-through in adirect up-conversion transmit scheme, or in ahomodyne
receive scheme) is in asense an in-band interferer, at its worst. At the receiver despreader,
any interfering signal is spread, whereas the wanted signal is despread. Ifthe interfering
signal is at the center ofthe band ofinterest, its entire energy will fall in band after being
spread by the receiver correlator. Hence if the amplitude ofthe interfering signal at the
carrier frequency is higher than the spread signal by afactor equal to the spreading gain of
the system, after the despreader the achieved SNR would be 1or OdB. Clearly this will
result in an extremely poor BER. In the case of asinusoidal interferer which isnot in the
center ofthe band (military jamming, for example where the enemy does not exactly know
the carrier frequency, or amicrowave oven operating at afrequency different than the car-
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rier frequency ofthe transmitted signal), only the portion ofthe spread jammer signal that
falls in band affects thesystem performance.

Any DC offset resulting inacarrier more than 15dB over the spread signal will annihilate
this system if the system were operating with a 15dB processing gain. In out particular
modulator, this translates into about lOOmV of offset on the / or Qchannel inputs. Of
course this is avery large offset and would typically not occur unless the system ispoorly
designed.

5.5.1.2 DCoffsets in Suppressed CarrierAnalog Modulation Systems

In suppressed carrier analog modulation schemes the in band carrier is undesirable
because it carries much power with no information content. The high signal power of the
carrier can result in the generation of excessive distortion in the transmit and receive cir
cuitry, reducing from the dynamic range of the system. On the other hand, unsuppressed
modulation schemes such as the traditional AM take advantage of the carrier at the
receiver envelope detection.

5.5.1.3 Causes of DCoffsets in thetransmitter section ofthis system

In the case of this system, DC offsets can becaused by the input differential amplifiers of
themodulator itselfand by thedigital circuitry (when directly feeding the modulator) and/
or the DAC and its output buffers. Furthermore, PCB layout can also contribute to DC
offsets.

5.5.1.4 Methods ofreducing DC offsets

The DC offset can be reduced by utilizing a DAC at each of the reference inputs of the
modulator with a resolution equal to the offset error required (based on FIGURE 34). The
DC offset generated may also be reduced by injecting a digitally generated offset in the /
and Q input sources.
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FIGURE 34. Measured output power when onlydc offset(s) is applied to the input ports of the
modulator IC.

FIGURE 34 shows the resulting carrier output power as a function of the DC input volt
age, when no other signal but the DC offset is applied to the system. For this measure
ment theLO power wasset to OdBm. In thebestcase, when no external DC offset exists,
the carrier rejection of the system is about -36dBm and is primarily a function of DC
matching within the IC. The "I & Q Offset" indicates the case where the indicated DC
offset voltage is applied to both the / & Q ports, whereas the "I or Q Offset** indicates
when the offset was only applied to one ofthe ports. In reality for the latter case, the / port
was subjected to the offset, and the Qport inputs were tied to a 2.5V DC voltage. As
expected, theoutput power of thecarrier is 3dB (2x) more for the "I & QOffset** as com
pared to the "I or Q offset.** Over IV of DC offset causes the mixers to distort signifi
cantly (the limiting seen in FIGURE 34).

5.5.2 AC vs. DC Coupling of the Inputs

Whether a system is designed tobeAC or DC coupled is dependent on many criteria. For
example, in general, DC coupling is best for single up-conversion systems. In such sys
tems, the baseband signal is directly upconverted to the carrier frequency. IfAC coupling
is used tocouple the input to the upconverting mixer, a portion of the baseband spectrum
will have to bechopped off, since AC coupling is ineffect a high pass filter. Thefilter cut
off frequency is dictated primarily by the capacitance of the AC coupling stage and the
resistance which it sees. Since many times this resistance is fixed by other system require
ments, the only flexibility the designer has is tochange the coupling capacitor's value.

5.5.2.1 Start-upand Streak Transients

InAC coupled systems, the designer has tobeaware ofthe start-up transients. As the sys
teminitially starts operation, many symbols may be lost due to the initial transient intro
duced byusing the AC coupling capacitors. Furthermore, the designer should beaware of
the effect of long streaks of l*s or 0*s in the system performance, as this will cause the
common mode voltage of the system todrift up ordown, resulting in a major system per-
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formance degradation. The start-up orstreak transients, ineffect cause a DC signal at the
input of the modulator resulting in all the problems that DC offset voltages cause in a DC
coupled system.

The start-up transient problem may be solved by using tri-statable output stages at the out
put of the DAC so that the common mode signal stays at the proper voltage (around 2.5V
for our system) during the non-active times.

The streak transient problem is not a problem inCDMA applications. This is because the
data is encoded by a pseudo-random (PN) sequence which has approximately the same
number of1*s and 0*s in one period. Furthermore, the nature ofa PN sequence guarantees
that no more than a small determined number of l*s or0*s will come in a sequence. For
non-CDMA applications, the problem ofstreak transients may be overcome by utilizing
some kind of line-coding scheme (multiplication by a PN sequence, is in fact one method
of line coding).

Based on the above arguments, AC coupling ofthe inputs is best for 2(or more) stage up
conversion systems. In our system, for example, AC coupling could be effectively used in
sequence with a digital modulator taking thebaseband signal toanIFof less than 100MHz
(since 100MHz is the highest input frequency that the analog modulator can accept).

IfaDC-coupled system is used with no provisions to avoid start-up transients, some sym
bols will be lost at the initialization ofthe transmission sequence. The number ofsymbols
lost is dependent on the size ofthe coupling capacitor, the symbol rate, and other factors.
The smaller the sizeof the capacitor, the less time it will take for the DC offset across the
input ports ofthe modulator to disappear and the signal to"settle.** On the other hand, the
smaller capacitor will chop-off more of the baseband signal of interest, hence the trade
off. At the same time, a larger capacitor will cause itto take more symbols during astreak
transient to cause problems and drift-off.

The start-up transient issue may or may not be aproblem depending on the system config
urations. On true CDMA applications, where multiple access is achieved by orthogonal
codes, once data transmission is initiated, itwill stay ineffect until the user shuts down or
moves into a different cell (where there may ormay not beaninitial transmission transient
issue). Therefore in such systems, the initial transient issue may not be aproblem, partic
ularly at high data rates. The first nsymbols can be ignored at the receiver ifnecessary
before aproper link is established. In other systems, such as aCDMA/TDMA based sys
tems, where CDMA is only used to lower the power spectral density of the transmitted
signal, but multiple access is achieved through time division, the initial transient may be
an important issue, since the problem arrises at the beginning of the transmission every
time a user isselected (at the beginning of the users time slot).

5.5.3 Methods ofACCoupling and DC Coupling inthis System

To offer maximum flexibility, this system is designed to offer both AC coupling and DC
coupling on the transmitter.
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FIGURE 35 shows how the AC coupling part ofthe system is configured. This configura
tion is based on the equivalent input circuit for the input port of the modulator as shown in
FIGURE 33. The high pass filter roll-off is dictated by the RC time constant where R is
almost 100 ohms and Cis the value ofthe bypass cap. The 2.5Vreference supply needs to
be able to source 3.2mA of current (2.5V on four 3.1KQ loads). Note that in this case
since both signal and reference are tied to the same reference voltage, the only systematic
external DC offset (and resulting deterioration of the carrier suppression) would be due to
any mismatches on the 100 ohm resistors. Note also that the driving signal source (/
and Qin) will have to be able to provide the required voltage swing on a100Q load.

Iin

Qin c2

2.5V DC

100

FIGURE 35. AC coupled modulatormodel

Modulator

Qref
Q.ig

in

To illustrate the start-up and streak transients discussed above, the model was further sim
plified and simulated (FIGURE 36). It is important to note that the value of the resistor
was chosen much smaller than what would really be used in the system to allow for area
sonably short simulation time.

It may seem at first glance that the steady state voltage at node Ais approximately 2.5V,
and since the voltage across the capacitor can not change instantaneously, every time a
pulse is applied at the input the voltage at node Awill have to follow, and hence the system
will never settle. In reality, however, the voltage at node Awill slowly move towards the
common mode voltage of node B(the input) and the transient problem will beeliminated.
As mentioned before, observing in areal system, this may take thousands ofsymbols, and
hence require avery long simulation time on SPICE to observe. In asystem with asym
bol rate of1MSPS, however, this will only take afew milliseconds and should be transpar
ent to the user.
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FIGURE 36. Start-up and streak transients due to AC coupling, (a) Simplistic model, (b)
Transient Behavior

The DC coupledsystem (transmitter side) is shown in Appendix F, "The Schematics".

5.5.4 The Local Oscillator Level

The LO signal is internally hard-limited within the modulator IC for reasons explained in
section Section 5.1.5, "LO Power". The limited signal is subsequently used to generate
the quadrature components of the LO. In general, the higher the LO level, the less sensi
tive the system is to mismatches in the switching transistors, and therefore the better the
phase and amplitude tracking on the / and Qchannels. A high LO level also translates to a
better noise and distortion performance on the mixer. A high LO level, however, can
degrade the carrier suppression of the system. A propercompromise therefore has to be
made between the above factors in the system.

5.5.4.1 OutputPower Controlon the Modulator

A system designer has a modest control on the modulator output power through the ampli
tude of the LO signal. Furthermore, the output signal level is a function of the magnitude
of the voltage swing imposed on the input ports of the modulator (clearly the distortion
generated by the modulator increases with increasing input signal levels). FIGURE 37
shows the output power of the modulator IC as a function of the LO power for two differ
ent peak-to-peak input levels. Based on the factors discussed in the previous sections and
the desired output power from the modulator, and the voltage swing imposed on the input
ports of the modulator, an LO powercan be selected. Forexample, input sinusoidal signal
levelsof 1 Vp-p and an LO level of 0 dBmwould yield an output signal of approximately
-4dBm. Although a power amplifier has not been designed in the transmitter of this mod
ule, OSMT miniature coaxial connectors have been provided at the output of the modula
tor for the use of an external power amplifier if required. In the above scenario, a power
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amplifier with a gain of approximately 7 dB can beutilized for 0 dBmdelivered power to
the antenna (this accounts for the loss in the front end switches and filter).

Output
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FIGURE 37. Double sideband output power ofmodulator IC as a function ofthe LO power for
two differentvalues of input / and Q swings.

The (double sideband) output third order intercept point of the output amplifier of the
modulator isapproximately +13 dBm. Therefore two -4dBm output tones would result in
third order intermodulation components at -38 dBm, or a third order intermodulation
rejection of34 dB. If this system were to be used with the Infopad QPSK/DQPSK modu
lation, amodulator output level of0 dBm would yield acceptable linearity performance
(third order intermodulation rejection of 26dB).

It is not necessary to filter the output of the DAC immediately before the modulator as
long as the extra power of the aliases do not cause premature distortion of the modulator
or its buffer amplifiers. The filtering can be performed after the modulation process, or
partially before the modulator and partially after the modulator. The latter scheme is the
one utilized in this system. A simple relatively wide-band LPF filters the output of the
DAC before the modulator. The remaining of the filtering is performed by the front-end
ceramic filter. The total filtering required is primarily dictated by the amount of attenua
tion required outof the operation bandwidth as dictated by the regulatory agencies (e e
FCC).

5.6 The Transmitter DAC Buffers

Many criteria, including those mentioned inSection 5.4.5, "Voltage vs. Current Feedback
Opamps," were considered in selecting the DAC buffers. These buffers were selected to
be ofthe voltage feedback type primarily because ofthe large input common mode range
required.
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5.7 Filters

System designers are well aware ofthe problems associated with filters. In general, filters
are very costly, often, the most expensive elements ofthe system. They typically consume
large board areas. Furthermore, non-active filters require impedance matching at their
inputs and outputs.

5.7.1 SystemArchitecture Implications on Filtering in the System

Many elements govern the type of filters used in a system, the number of filters used, and
their placement. One ofthese factors is the system architecture. For example the super
heterodyne architecture was mainly designed to overcome the need for a costly sharp tun
able front-end filter for tunable frequency applications such as theAM radio. This archi
tecture is by far the most common receiver architecture used to date for both tunable
applications and fixed-frequency applications.

5.7.1.1 Homodyne vs. Superheterodyne ReceiverArchitectures

There is a major motivation to move to a direct conversion (homodyne) receiver, particu
larly for fixed frequency applications. A homodyne architecture eliminates the IF stage
and its associated filters, reducing the cost and area required by the system considerably.
Furthermore, much of the filtering can now be performed in a LPF form as opposed to a
BPF format at baseband. Many attempts have been made to design homodyne receivers.
The success of homodyne receivers has been relatively limited, and specific to a few rela
tively low-speed applications.

There are many difficulties associated with a direct conversion architecture. Some of
these problems are listed below:

• The LO of the receiver can leak through to the antenna and be radiated

• The isolation of the LO from the RFport should be very good. Depending on the
application this isolation may need to be as good as lOOdB or more. Achieving such
isolation is very difficult particularly in monolithic technologies because of substrate
coupling effects. The problem arises from the fact that the fed-through LO signal can
mix with itself and generate a DC component. Since in general for a homodyne
receiverthe systemcomponents cannotbe ACcoupled at baseband, this introduces a
DC offset. If anoffset cancellation scheme is not used, depending on the gain of the
baseband amplifiers, this DCoffset cansaturate the baseband components.

• The gain of the receiver will have to be distributed in two stages only. Since achiev
inghigh amounts of gain at the RFfrequency is difficult if not impossible, most of the
gain will have to be realized at baseband. Having stages with very high amounts of
gain makes those stages and the system prone to instability due to potential high fre
quency feedback paths and the associated high loop gain.

In quadrature receivers (e.g. QPSK) there are additional problems also associated with a
homodyne receiver:
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• The quadrature demodulation (IQ separation) will have to be performed atthe RF fre
quency (since it clearly cannot be performed atbaseband). The generation of high
frequency, accurate quadrature LO's isvery difficult and would consume more power
than its low frequency counterparts (e.g. many IQ demodulators rely on a2X or4X
LO frequency to generate the Sin andCos). Therefore it would be difficult to main
tain phase and frequency accuracy between the/ and the Q channels.

• Since the IQ separation is performed early on, the signal path isseparate for much of
the receiver chain. This would further degrade the phase and amplitude balance
between the IQ channels as they are subject todifferent components down the chain
(mismatch effect).

Despite all of theabove problems, because of thereduction in theoverall number of filters
in the system, ahomodyne architecture should be investigated carefully as itcan result in
an elegant, compact and low cost solution.

In the case of this board, the availability ofcommercial components limited the system
architecture to a superheterodyne.

5.7.2 Filter Types

A system designer has several choices inchoosing a filter. Below, a few of these choices
are listed with some explanation oftheir advantages and disadvantages.

5.7.2.7 Commercial LCFilters (Hybrids)

These filters are typically available from DC to over 1GHz. At the high frequency end,
these filters are limited primarily by the self-resonant frequency (SRF) of the inductors
which is to the first order due to the parasitic capacitance ofthe package. Depending on
the type offilter, the Qofthe inductors (as determined by their series resistance) may also
limit the upper frequency range. Furthermore, for the higher frequencies, the small values
ofthe inductors and/or capacitors (which become comparable to the package/board para-
sitics) and the associated tolerance levels also become alimitation. In some filters the par
asitic series inductance ofcapacitors can also become amajor source ofproblems. This is
particularly true for the larger value capacitors (See section 5.7.2.1.D, "Physical Capaci
tors").

At the very low frequencies, the size ofthe capacitors and inductors may get prohibitively
large.

Atthe higher frequencies, printed circuit board parallel plate capacitors and spiral induc
tors become practical to utilize (See section 5.7.2.2.A, "On Board Capacitors and Induc
tors"). For an input and output impedance of 50 or 75 ohms, typical of many
communication systems, this "higher" frequency is about 1GHz. It is interesting to note
that the upper UHF bands of500MHz to 1GHz have been traditionally aregion where the
proper size L's and Cs have been difficult to come-by. The surface mount chip capacitors
and inductors typically support filters up to about 500MHz, and the PCB type Us and Cs
support the bands over 1GHz.
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Commercial LC filters can typically achieve awide range of fractional bandwidths (3dB
bandwidth / carrier frequency) ranging from less than 5% toover 90%.

The insertion loss of these filters is typically low, and primarily a function of the series
resistance of the inductors used in the filter (the Qof the inductors). In many cases, the
highest frequency an LC filter can support is determined by the self resonant frequency of
the inductors.

5.7.2JA Physical Inductors

The SRFof an inductor is primarily a function of the parasitic capacitance associated with
that inductor. This parasitic capacitance is mostly caused by package capacitance. The
SRF of aninductor (or capacitor) is given by the simple resonance formula

Jlc
®SRF = -j= (EQ47)

Hence, inductors with larger values (for a given package type) will typically have a lower
SRF. Effectively, the impedance of these inductors increases with frequency as it should
until the SRF, after which it starts to decrease (capacitive behavior). This behavior is
shown in FIGURE 38.(a), (b), and (c) as predicted by an impedance analyzer, network
analyzer and SPICE respectively. A simple lumped element model for a physical inductor
is shown in FIGURE 38.d. Ideally, an inductor should be modelled as a distributed ele
ment with intermitting parasitic capacitance, self inductance, mutual inductance and resis
tance. The resulting model would be too complicated for most practical applications.
FIGURE 38.d represents a goodcompromise betweencomplexity andaccuracy.
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FIGURE 38.The behavior of a surface mount 1206 (12 mil x 6 mil) inductoras a function of
frequency, (a) Measured with an impedance analyzer (b) Measured with a network analyzer
(c) Simulated with SPICE (lOOnH, 7fl, 350pF). (d) Physical model. The manufacturer
specifies the part as 100nH±5% at 200 MHz, with a minimum SRF = 850 MHz and
*dc.ma* = 7n-

One ofthe most accurate methods ofobtaining the impedance ofacomponent isthe use of
an impedance analyzer. An impedance analyzer is aspecialized network analyzer with a
significantly higher accuracy at high values of VSWR than a general purpose network
analyzer, along with specialized calibrated fixtures for various size components.

5.7.2.1.B Network Analyzers vs. Impedance Analyzers for Measuring Inductance

A general-purpose network analyzer can also be used for measuring the value of an induc
tor or capacitor in the Smith Chart Sn measurement mode. Since ageneral purpose net
work-analyzer does not have sufficient resolution at high values ofVSWR (e.g. on the
outer perimeter of the Smith Chart) the measurements are typically not accurate. If the
measurements are performed at a frequency significantly below the SRF of the compo
nent, however, the measurement is relatively accurate. Furthermore, the network analyzer
provides a single reading for the imaginary part of the impedance (which is calculated
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from the impedance of the two-port at that frequency and the value of its resistance at that
frequency). This value is the net reactance ofthe two-port. With asingle measurement, it
would not be possible to determine the values of the L and C arasitic of FIGURE 38.d.
The value of the inductance obtained with this method is therefore accurate for frequen
cies significantly below the SRF of the component. Atthe higher frequencies asignificant
and unrealistic variation of the value of the inductance is observed as a function of fre
quency.

As expected, the lOOnH inductor behaves as ashort circuit at low frequencies (point O of
FIGURE 38.b). As the frequency is increased it passes through its SRF at point 0, and
resembles a capacitor at higher frequencies. An inductor with an infinite Q (zero series
resistance) would lie on the outer most circle of the Smith Chart. The fact that the mea
sured curve lies inside theSmith Chart for frequencies belowSRF signifies resistive losses
in the inductor. Theoretically, the Q of the inductor at any frequency can be measured
using this method on the network analyzer, but typically the calculated values are very
inaccurate. At point © of FIGURE 38.b the inductor displays gain. Clearly this is not
possibleand is due to calibration error on the network analyzer.

Simple equivalent models of physical components can be defined for many impedance
analyzers. The impedance analyzer can then use the obtained impedance at multiple fre
quencies to calculate the values of the equivalent model. This allows for a much more
realistic measurement of the valueof a component.

The SRF obtainedon a spectrumanalyzer is typically on the pessimistic side.

5.7.2.LC Monolithic Inductors

In an effort to achieve a single chip receiver, much research has been done and continues
in the area of monolithic LC filters. In a traditional Si process, relatively good perfor
mance capacitors can be achieved. The capacitor values that can be achieved, however,
are small, and therefore well suited for high frequency LC filters (over 1GHz). The Q of
the achievable inductors, however, are very low to be suitable for most filtering applica
tions (typically less than 5). This is because of the parasitic series resistance associated
with metal traces (aluminum). Widening the traces, will reduce the series resistance and
allow a better g, but at the same time, it increases the parasitic capacitance and hence
reduces the SRF. A trench-isolated "thicker" metal trace may be an interesting solution
(maintains low series resistance and low capacitance). In GaAs processes, the parasitic
capacitance of the substrate layer is smaller, and therefore higher Q inductors with rela
tively high SRF can be achieved.
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FIGURE 39. (a) Model for a physical surface mount capacitor, (b) Physical structure of a multi
layer surface mount capacitor (after [32]). (c) Impedance ofa family ofsurface mount capacitors
as a function of frequency, displaying the SRF and the series resistance (the value of the
impedance at resonance).

5.7.2.1.D Physical Capacitors

A model for areal capacitor is shown inFIGURE 39. R isdue tothe capacitor dielectric

leakage, it is in the 10's ofKQ and results in afinite Qfor the capacitor (Qc = (OCR ).
Rs represents the series resistance of the (inductance associated with the) capacitor and is
in the 100's of mCl for surface mount capacitors. The series inductance is due to the
package and the leads (in the case of athrough hole component) and translate into a finite
SRF. Clearly, surface mount packages offer the smallest amount of parasitic inductance
and hence the highest SRF. As ageneral rule, for agiven type of package, the SRF of the
capacitor reduces with the increasing value of the capacitor according to the simple reso
nance equation [47]. In some cases, however, higher value capacitors can becomposed of
multiple layers, with areduction in Ls and Rs as compared to the smaller valued capaci
tors with the same package type. For example for small 1206 (12 mil x 6 mil) surface
mount capacitors Ls ~ 1 nH, whereas for larger value 1206 capacitors L « 0.5 nH.

5.7.2.1.E EffectofFinite Q on FilterPerformance

Low Qinductors can be used effectively inapplications such as chokes. The requirement
for better Q's and better tolerances, however, are more outstanding inhigh order filters and
particularly in filters with ahigh sensitivity to pole (and zero) locations (e.g. elliptic, Che-
bychev). For example, a tenth order Bessel filter would require components with aQof
about 2whereas atenth order 1dB ripple Chebychev filter would require aQof more than
60. In general, as a result of finite Qelements, the insertion loss of the filter is increased,
but typically the stopband-rejection is maintained. Finite Q components also cause the
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amplitude response to become smoothened (rounded) and tend to reduce the ripples in a
Chebychev filter, and reduce the rejection of elliptic filters in the vicinity of the zeros.

In the s-plane, the effect of a finite Qis to shift the poles to the leftby an amount equal to
1/Q (increase the magnitude of the real component of the pole at the same imaginary com
ponent magnitude). Therefore, the effect of the finite Q of the elements can be compen
sated for by "pre-distorting" the pole locations to the right by an amount equal to 1/Q.
Clearly, the limitation here is governed by the highest Qpole in the filter. The poles can
be pre-distorted by a maximum amount equal to Re (j.) where s* is the location of the

highest Q pole of the filter in the s-plane.

5.7.2.1.F Frequencyand Impedance Scaling in LCFilters

Another important issue is the scaling of the filter components with the required input and
output terminations and with the operating frequency. Since the impedance of a capaci
tance is given by Zc = 1 / y'coC and the impedance of an inductor is given by

ZL = j(OL, it is clear that for the same input and output termination, as the frequency

increases (is scaled up), the inductors and capacitors both get smaller. On the other hand,
by Bartlett's Bisection Theorem, the input and output impedances are scaled up, for the
samefrequency, in order to maintain the same impedances throughout the filter, the values
of the inductors are scaled up and the values of the required capacitors are scaled down.

Many times, particularly at the IF frequencies (about 100MHz), IC designers prefer to
drive large impedance external nodes to reduce the power consumption and the need for
sourcing (and sinking) largeamounts of current. Manycommercial filters however require
50Q or 75Q input and output impedance. This is because for the higherimpedance input
and output filters (say 1KQ), the values of the capacitors get too small to maintain a rea
sonable tolerance and the values of the required inductors increases such that maintaining
a high enough SRF would become very difficult (FIGURE 40).

FIGURE 40. Topical available commercial LC filters as a function of frequency and input and
output termination. Higher frequency LC filters require lower values of input and output
termination due to physical limitations.
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5.7.2.1.G Tolerance and Matching ofComponents in LC Filters

Another important issue is the tolerance and matching of the components. With discrete
implementations of LC filters, much effort is spent in tuning variable capacitors and
inductors to achieve the proper response. In aproduction type environment this is avery
costly operation. In amonolithic implementation, tuning such filters would beeven more
of achallenge. Switch capacitor type filters overcome the matching problem by making
the poles of the system depend on the ratio of capacitors as opposed to their absolute
value.

5.7.2.1.H Classical Amplitude vs. Phase Trade-offin LCFilters

LC filters suffer from the well-known amplitude vs. phase trade-off. In other words sharp
amplitude filters such as the Chebychev have a non-linear phase response (non-constant
group delay) whereas linear-phase (constant group delay) filters suffer from a slow roll-off
in the amplituderesponse.

5.7.2.1.1 UseofBond Wires as On-Chip Inductors

Currently research is also underway in the useof the package bond wire as the inductive
elements. This approachseems to be a reasonable one, since a bond wire offers an induc
tance of approximately InH/mm. This approach has been utilized in the LNA/mixer IC
used in this system.

Researchers are also working on the application of printed capacitors and inductors in
multi-chipmodule (MCM) technologies.

5.7.2.1.J Air CoreInductors vs. Ferromagnetic CoreInductors

In general, ferromagnetic core inductors offera higher amount of inductance in a smaller
area than their air-core counterparts (this isdue the ferromagnetic materiaTs \i » 1). Fur
thermore, they help contain the magnetic field and reduce EMC problems. On the other
hand, they are typically more difficult to manufacture and very fragile. Because of core
losses, they typically have alower Qthan the air-wound inductors. Finally the ferromag
netic core can be driven intosaturation due to large amount of current.

5.7.2.1.K Use ofMetal Cans to Contain Fields in Filters

Hermetically sealed ormetal canned LC filters reduce coupling effects between the LC fil
ter and their surrounding world, and reduce the interaction between the filter and other
system components. Of course this comes atthe expense of added weight and costof fil
ter. Itis important tonote, however, that typical metal cans (packages) do not significantly
reduce the low frequency magnetic coupling betweenthe filter andthe outside world. Low
frequency magnetic fields are the most difficult to contain. The containment of these sig
nals requires the use of ferromagnetic material packages which increases the cost of the
package significantly and is usually not done (See section 6.9.2, "Magnetic Shielding vs.
Electric Shielding").
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5.7.2.2 Custom LCfilters

Custom LC filters in general have the same characteristics as the commercial ones listed
above. A few exceptions are outlined in this section.

5.7.2.2A On Board Capacitors and Inductors

The use of printed circuit board inductors and capacitors is popular at frequencies above
1GHz. Obtaining both printed circuit board capacitors and inductors, however, may beat
odds. This is because, to obtain high valued capacitors, one needs to place adjacent PCB
layers closely (small width of dielectric, d, in equation [48]). However this causes the
inductors printed onthe same layers tohave a low SRF because of the high valued para
siticcapacitance. One solution maybe to use multiple layer printed circuit boards (PCB)
with different dielectric widths. It is important to note that, however, PCB manufacturers
prefer producing PCB's that are symmetric with respect to the center (e.g. in a four layer
board, layer 2 has the same distance from the middle of the board as does layer 3, and the
dielectric thickness between layers 1to2 is equal to the dielectric thickness between lay
ers 3 and 4).

In general, the simple capacitance equation, given by

^ eA
C = — (EQ48)

applies in calculating the PCB printed capacitance, as long as the fringing effects are
minute. This would require the capacitor area tobe large in comparison to the capacitor
perimeter. The largest area/perimeter geometries would produce the most consistent and
smallest tolerance capacitances for two main reasons. First, the fringing capacitance is
due to a much less contained field than the actual parallel plate capacitance, and is there
fore much more prone to the capacitors outside world (which may vary from time to
time). Second, because of random edge effects (inaccuracies in the edge definitions in the
manufacturing process), it is usually best to maximize the above mentioned ratio. It is
therefore advantageous to use geometries that offer large area/perimeter such as circles
and squares.

A rule of thumb for the inductance of afree-space wire is about InH/mm. This rule of
thumb works as long as the length of the wire is much longer than its (cross-sectional)
diameter. This is why in general IC packaging bond wires offer a good source of induc
tance for potential use in IC technologies. As the diameter of the wire increases, its induc
tance decreases, and as it approaches the length of the wire, the above approximation no-
longer holds.

The free-space inductance per unit length of awire can be approximated from

hree-space =2X10"1 [2.303(log 2/)-0.75] [nH/mm] (EQ49)
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and the inductance ofastraight wire parallel to aground plane with one end grounded can
be approximatedby

Jadj_gnd =1(4.605x10^ {log [^(£^)]} +2xHr,(/>-*+0.25/-2/,+r))
(EQ50)

where / is the wire length inmm, r isthe wire radius inmm, his the height of the wire over

the infinitely large ground plane, p = Jl2-4h2, and k = Jl2+ r2.

equation [49] and equation [50] have been plotted inFigure 41 for r=1mm. Clearly, both
equations apply for regions where / is relatively large as compared to h and r. Otherwise
these equations would result in a negative orcomplex inductance value.
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FIGURE 41. Self inductance of a wire. O Straight wire in free space using equation [49]. 0,0,
and O Straight wire parallel to a ground plane with one endgrounded using equation [50]. r =
lmm in all cases.

As evident from Figure 41, the rule of thumb mentioned above does apply to printed cir
cuit board inductors if they are separated from an underlying ground plane by asmall dis
tance. The existence of an adjacent ground plane reduces the inductance value
significantly and no simple rule of thumb then applies. The existence of the ground plane,
however, results in an unit length inductance value which is relatively constant as a func
tion of the length of the inductor.

Due to space limitations on printed circuit boards, square orcircular spiral inductors are
frequently utilized to achieve reasonable size inductor values (more recently printed
inductors are also being utilized on Si IC's as well as MCM technologies). The simplest
model for the inductance of asquare spiral printed inductor is given by [15]

'sq_spiral = 8.57An5/3 [nH] (EQ51)

where n is the number of turns and Ais the area of the spiral in cm2. The accurate model
ling of the impedance of a spiral inductor requires considerations of self-inductance,
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mutual inductance and the capacitance of the turns and requires CAD tools. A significant
amount of the overall inductance of a spiral inductor is due to the mutual inductance
between adjacent sections. It is important to note that the current flows in the same direc
tion in adjacent sections, increasing the overall inductance of the structure.

FIGURE 42. (a) A printed circuit board (or MCM) spiral inductor, (b) The inductance of the
spiral inductor based on equation [51]. The numbers on the curves indicate the area of the spiral
inductorA in cm2.

5.7.2.2.B Input and Output Impedance Control

An advantage of custom LC filters is that the system designer has the control overinput
and output impedance (within physical constraints mentioned in Section 5.7.2.l.F, "Fre
quency and Impedance Scaling in LC Filters") and is therefore not locked into the input
and output impedance offered by commercial filter manufacturers.

5.7.2.2.C DielectricLoss Effectson FilterResponse

It is important toconsider the effect of a finite dielectric loss for PCB based capacitors and
inductors, particularly at the higher frequencies and when high Q elements are required.
Since Q is defined as the energy stored toenergy dissipated per radian of oscillation, any
factor that increases the dissipation in the system, reduces the effective Q. This is one of
the reasons why low-loss dielectrics (substrates) such as ceramics areused instead of FR4
at thehigher frequencies and/or when high Q 4s are required.

5.7.2.2.D ModularDesignofSystems that Utilize High OrderPassive Filters

As a matter of practicality, for high volume productions, higher order custom filters are
usually designed on daughter boards. This is because these filters require extensive tun
ing, which can be done in parallel with the main board assembly process, reducing the
overall time of assembly. Furthermore, these daughter boards are many times sent over
seas for inexpensive assembly and tuning. Utilizing a daughter board removes the need
for sending the entire system overseas and back.
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5.7.2.3 Active Filters (Custom and Commercial)

In general active filters offer many advantages over passive LC filters for certain applica
tions. Most types of active filters do not require inductors. They obtain the reactive ele
ment by using principles of feedback (a shunt feedback mechanism for example offers
inductive impedances). This fact makes them very attractive for Si monolithic implemen
tations. Furthermore, they are in effect abuffering stage and therefore do not require input
or output impedancematching.

A simple RC filter locates the poles of the filter on the negative real axis. In order to
achieve complex pole values in a non-active filter more than two reactiveelements must
be used. In an active circuit this task isaccomplished byusing principles of feedback.

On the other hand, active filters require gain stages (typically opamps) with a high fre
quency response. The required frequency response is very much a function of the type of
filter and the Qrequired, but in general should be at least several times more than the high
est bandpass frequency of the filter for linear active filters. This requirement is typically
even more severe for switch capacitor type of filters. This requirement has traditionally
limited the use of such filters to lower frequency ranges. The advent of higher frequency
processes and opamps in the recent years has resulted in an increase of the use of active
filters at the higher frequencies, particularly for fully integrated solutions.

The traditional Sallen-Key filter is a popular linear active filter particularly for applica
tions where asteep roll-off is not required, but alinear phase response and simplicity are
desirable. For example, the use of aSallen-Key filter along with asingle transistor in the
emitter follower configuration as its gain element can offer a high frequency response
active filter which isuseful as an ADC antialiasing filters [16]. FIGURE 43.a displays the
schematic ofasimple emitter-follower Sallen-Key filter. Note the positive feedback loop
in this circuit. Underdamped (C, <C2), critically damped (C{ « C2) and overdamped
(C2 <Cj) responses can beeasily obtained from this structure as shown in FIGURE 43.b
as indicated by O, O and © respectively. The bandwidth of this filter in the case of the
maximally flat response is chosen to be 20 MHz (as required by this system operating at
its maximum speed).
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FIGURE 43. (a) Schematic of a emitter-follower based Sallen-Key low pass filter, (b) Output
voltage ofthe Sallen Key filter for various ratios of C^IC^

FIGURE 43.b also displays the complex valued zero in the response of the filter. This
zero is due to the forward transmission path from input to output due to C{. Sallen-Key
filters can be cascaded if necessary.

Active filters can also be implemented as sections of"biquads", with each biquad requir
ing two active gain stages and possessing acomplex-valued pole as well as acomplex-val
ued zero. Low-pass, high-pass, band-pass and notch filters can therefore be implemented
using biquad sections. Each biquad section of a high-order active filter can be "imped
ance-scaled" independently to allow for realizable and convenient capacitor values for
that section. The entire filter, however, has to be frequency scaled by the same factor. Due
to difficulties of driving large valued resistors in monolithic CMOS technologies as well
as due to the difference in the temperature coefficients of the Us and Cs used on chip and
its resulting time constant variations, active RC biquad sections are rarely used in IC
forms [16].

Higher order filters can also be implemented by using a ladder structure. It can be shown
that the transfer function ofaladder structure and its resulting filters are relatively insensi
tive to variations incomponent values. Subsequently, integrated gyrator-type active filters
can beeasily designed by substituting every inductor in the passive LCladder filter sche
matic withacapacitor-gyrator (which behaves likean inductor). These filters exhibit small
sensitivity to variations in the component values due to processing or temperature gradi
ents.

Both biquad and ladder filters can be represented in flow-graph form, requiring integra
tion, multiplication and addition operations, with integration as the most challenging oper
ation at the higher frequencies. Continuous-time filters can. be designed using the flow-
graph representation and avariety of methods for implementing the integrators. The most
popular high-speed continuous-time filters are based on transconductance-C integrators
[16]. Tuning of such filters is generally difficult as compared toswitched capacitor filters,
butthey offer much higher speed operation than the switch-cap approach.
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Switch capacitor filters offer two major advantages as compared to other types of filters.
First their response does not depend on exact values ofcapacitors, but on ratios ofcapaci
tors, which ismuch easier to control over temperature and process. Second, they can very
easily betuned by changing the switching frequency of the driving circuit (clock). On the
other hand, the user must be aware and take proper precautions to avoid problems due to
clock feed-through and aliasing of signals at frequencies close to the clock frequency.
Furthermore, the clock circuitry can generate unwanted ripple on the supply lines which
could interfere with sensitive circuitry on the same chip (and even on the board). Proper
layout techniques should be utilized to minimize the effects of this noise on the low-noise
front-end elements. The limited speed of switched-capacitor filters is due to their strong
dependence on amplifiersettling times.

Active filters suffer from the noise and distortion introduced by the active gain stage of the
filter. Noise of the active element limits the use of active filters in the front stages of a
receiver whereas the distortion of the gain elements limits the use of the filter in the latter
stages of the receiver (the noise problem in the front-ends is usually more of an issue).
Furthermore, active filters consume power which isat apremium in portable applications.

Active filters usually yield very predictable results, with measured filter characteristics
very close to design/simulation. The effect of finite Q elements is typically of noconse
quence in these filters (unlike passiveLC filters).

Commercially available active filters are not sufficiently broadband for any application in
this system. Furthermore the frequency response ofcommercially available opamps limits
the use of custom active filters to the ADC anti-aliasing section of thereceiver. Custom
active filters were not utilized inthat section, however, due tothe availability of relatively
compact high-order hybrid LC filters for the frequency bandwidth of interest. The use of
such passive filters in the present form of this system reduces the power consumption, dis
tortion, and noise of the system with almost no board area penalty. Active filters would
have been an attractive alternative, however, inamore integrated implementation of such
areceiver where the anti-aliasing filter could have been integrated on chip along with the
demodulator or the ADCs. Such a scheme would have saved a significant amount of
board area while avoiding the necessity for driving low termination impedance off-chip
passive filters.

5.7.2.4 Ceramic (dielectric-resonator) filters1

S.7.2.4A BandpassFilters vs. HP-LPfilters

The frequency response ofatypical Butterworth bandpass six pole (three pole equivalent
LPF) ceramic filter is shown in FIGURE 44.a. This filter was used as our front-end "pre
select" filter with fc = 888 MHz, and BW3dB = 32 MHz. This filter achieves 30 dB of
attenuation at 50 MHz from center. At first glance this result may be surprising since 938
MHz is only 34 MHz away from the upper 3 dB frequency and 938 MHz / 904 MHz is

1. These filters are quite different from the "bulk resonator" ceramic filters which are typically used at the IF
stage ofAM radios (455 KHz).
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much less than an octave, and such "steep" attenuation may require a filter with many
more number of poles. This is not the case however, and the above transfer function com
pletely agrees with the theoretical expectations i/the location of the poles isconsidered in
the equivalent LPF(FIGURE 44.b), which is the basisof the LPFto BPFtranslation. The
reason for this lays in the fact that in the BPF we are not dealing with simple real poles.
The poles are now high-Q complex conjugate poles, which can offer a much steeper
response than an equivalent low-pass-high-pass filter.

(a)

788 fc = 888
Frequency

(b)

CVbMHz)

FIGURE 44. (a) The frequency response of the Ceramic bandpass filter used in this system (b)
The simulated low-pass equivalentof the BPF(three poleButterworth). Note that the attenuation
at a certain offset frequency is approximately equal in both filters.

The frequency response of an ideal high-pass~low-pass filter with a high-pass cutoff fre
quency of 872MHz and alow-pass cutoff frequency of 904MHz is compared to that of a
true bandpass filter in FIGURE 45.a. Although the ultimate rejection of both filters is
equal at an infinitely large offset frequency from the center frequency, the "near-in" rejec
tion of the two filters are dramatically different. For most applications, such a LP-HP fil
terwould be effectively useless. In addition to an extremely poor rejection, the ideal LP-
HP filter in this case suffers from significant pass-band attenuation due to the droop intro
duced in the pass-band response by the proximity (nearness) of the LP and HP cutoff fre
quencies (the high Q nature of the filter). The simulation results shown in FIGURE 45.a
are obtained from behavioral SPICE models using the POLE and LAPLACE analyses in
HSPICE.
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FIGURE 45. (a) Comparison of the BPF response with an ideal HP-LP response, (b)
Comparison of an ideal HP-LP response (1AC0) to a cascaded HP-LP response (2AC0), a
cascaded HP-LP response witha 3 dB interestage resistive pad (3AC0) and a cascaded HP-LP
response with a 6dB interstageresistive pad (4.AC0).

In addition to suffering from apoor rejection and significant in-band attenuation due tothe
droop, the realistic (non-ideal) HP-LP section suffers from asignificant amount of interac
tion between the HP and LP sections of the filter. This problem is much more severe in
high-Q filters such as the one being discussed here, and as shown in FIGURE 45.b (curve
2.AC0 is the non-ideal case and curve 1.AC0 is the ideal case) can introduce significant
peaking in the passband response and also increase the group-delay variation of the filter
in the passband. This problem can be alleviated by isolating the LP section from the HP
section of the filter. One method is the use ofresistive attenuators (pads) in the form ofa
PI section or aT-section (See section 7.6.3, "Resistive Networks"). The use ofa3-dB pad
results in the J.acO curve in FIGURE 45.b and the use of a6-dB pad results in the 4.ac0
curve in FIGURE 45.b. Clearly the isolation is achieved at the expense ofadditional pass-
band loss in the filter which is not acceptable for front-end filters. An alternative solution
for the isolation problem in lower frequency HP-LP filters is the use ofabuffer amplifier
between the two stagesof the filter.

The clear disadvantage ofaLP-HP solution in this case arises from the high-Q require
ment ofthe BPF. When the Qretirements ofthe BPF is not as severe, aHP-LP filter may
be superior to atrue BPF. This is because aHP-LP filter is much easier to tune, does not
require as high ofaQ for the components, and is less sensitive to component value toler
ances.

The pole locations in the 5-plane of the filters discussed here are shown in FIGURE 46.
The poles ofthe BPF, its equivalent LPF, the low-pass section of the HP-LP filter, and the
high-pass section ofthe HP-LP filter are indicated by •, •, O,and Xrespectively on this
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figure. The high-fi nature ofthe BPF as compared to the LP-HP section isclear. The low-
pass to band-pass transformation has also been indicated in the figure by the arrows.
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FIGURE 46. The location of the poles of the filters in thes-plane for the BPF of FIGURE 44.a,
the equivalent LPF of FIGURE 44.b, and the LP-HP filter of FIGURE 45.a.

5.7.2.4.B Component Q Requirements for BPF's

The minimum component Q for athird-order Butterworth LPF isapproximately equal to3
[37]. The minimum Q required for the equivalent BPF constructed by transforming the
LPF, however, is approximately QfUter times higher. In this case, for example, the mini
mum Q required is approximately 83. Such high Q inductors are difficult to obtain at the
900 MHz band of interest. Other means are therefore used to construct such filters.

5.7.2.4.C Ceramic Filters

There is not much available onceramic filters in the literature. There are arelatively few
companies manufacturing these filters and for the most part they hold most of the patents
on these filters. In general in these filters, the frequency response is shaped by the reso
nance of the dielectric resonator, typically at the quarter wavelength of the propagating
signal in the dielectric. The quarter wave length, is therefore what dictates the physical
size of the filter. At the lower frequencies, these filters become prohibitively large,
whereas the tolerances achievable in themanufacturing process determine thehighest fre
quency of which ceramic filters can be used at. At the higher frequencies, when using a
quarter wavelength becomes prohibitively small, half wavelength sections are typically
used.

Ceramic filters offer a very low insertion loss and are therefore commonly utilized as the
front-end filters in a system. This is because the insertion loss of a filter prior to a gain
stage adds directly to the overall NF of the system (in dB).
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Ceramic filters are based on multi-section coaxial ceramic resonators. In order to under
stand the operation of ceramic filters, a brief description of the theory of operation of
coaxial ceramic-based resonators is presented below.

5.7.2.4.D Coaxial Resonators

Coaxial resonators typically offer long-term stability (negligible aging effects), very high
dielectric constants (between 30 to 100, which reduces the size of the circuitry) and low
loss (which reduces the system noise figure). They are typically used as a parallel reso
nant structure with very high Q(200 to 1000, typical), or as very high quality inductors.

The frequency range of operation of coaxial resonators is between 300MHz to about
5GHz. In general higher profile coaxial resonators offer higher Qvalues (at the expense
of size). The cutoff frequency for the high profile ceramic resonators is generally lower
than the low profile ceramic resonators. When the profile dimension of the ceramic TEM
mode resonator becomes comparable to the wavelength, higher order modes are excited.
This affects the device operation and should be avoided. Since the cutoff frequency is
determined by when the profile dimensions (physical dimension) become comparable to
the wavelength (electrical dimension), higher dielectric constants reduce the cutoff fre
quency of the ceramic resonator. The actual operating frequency of the ceramic resonator
is determined by the length ofthe coaxial resonator element for agiven profile and agiven
type(X/2orXV4).

Coaxial components can also be used as high quality inductors. Structurally, coaxial
inductors are similar to coaxial resonators, except they are specified with aprecise value
of inductance, and a specified self resonant frequency. For example, a 3.0nH ±5%can
easily be obtained with aQof400 and aSRF of2GHz, using a0.5cm long coaxial ele
ment [17]. In order to avoid SRF effects, these inductors are typically operated at amaxi
mum frequency of about 2/3 of the SRF.

In order to utilize the coaxial resonator in a X/4 mode, the coaxial resonator is short cir
cuited at the load. It is clear from FIGURE 47.a that in this mode, at the odd multiples of
X/4 the transmission line behaves similar to aparallel resonant circuit. Furthermore, the
coaxial element may beused as an inductor if the length of the section is less than X/4. In
order to use the coaxial segment as ahalfwave length parallel resonant element, the end of
the segment is left as an open, resulting in an impedance versus wavelength curve shown
in FIGURE 47.b. In this case, segments smaller than X/4 can be used as high quality
capacitors, and segments with X/4 <I<X/2 can be used as high quality inductors.
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FIGURE 47. The impedance of a coaxial resonator as a function of its length for (a) a short
circuited stub and (b) an open-circuited stub.

5.7.2.5 SAWfilters (transversal)

In a surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter, the input electromagnetic signal is transformed
into a SAW signal1, which is then (frequency domain amplitude) shaped, and subse
quently converted back into an electromagnetic signal (FIGURE 48). The principal of
operation of aSAW filter (except for resonator type SAW's) is much like adigital FIR fil
ter; the SAW transducer finger lengths are based on the taps of the desired impulse
response for the filter. An overall desired frequency response is obtained by designing a
two stage cascaded FIR system, one for the input transducer, and another for the output
transducer. The impulse responseof these two sections is then etched on the surface of a
piezoelectric substrate such as quartz. The choice of the dielectric is primarily a function
of the fractional bandwidth required. Theinput RFsignal causes the surface of the crystal
to expand and contractappropriately.

5.7.2.5A High Insertion Loss in SAW Filters

Sinceanideal SAW transducer is abidirectional radiator, 3dB of the inputsignal power is
lost in the input transducer as the RF signal is transformed into an acoustic signal. Simi
larly, another 3dB of signal is lost in the conversion from acoustic signal to the electro
magnetic signal. Therefore, the minimum insertion loss of a traditional transversal SAW
filter is 6dB. Issues such as couplingefficiency, mismatches,and resistive losses increase
this insertion loss to 15 to 35dB.

As the fractional bandwidthof a SAW filter is increased for a given substrate, the number
of inter-digitated electrodes on the surface of the substrate decreases, resulting in a degra
dation of the coupling efficiency, and hence an increasein the insertion loss (note that this
is typically opposite to that obtained for LC filters, where a narrower bandwidth filter
would require a high number of sections, and therefore have a higher insertion loss). In
order to keep the insertion loss due to coupling inefficiencies to a minimum, substrates
with bettercoupling coefficients must be used. The SAW filter used in this system has a

1. SAW waves discussed herearesimilar to the kind of waves generated by earth quakes.
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128° Lithium Niobate substrate with a very high coupling efficiency as required for such
a filter (45% fractional bandwidth at 70MHz). The better coupling coefficient is at times
in conflict with the drift performance of the filter.

5.7.2.5.B Triple Transit in SAW Filters

A lower insertion loss for the traditional transversal SAW filter is not necessarily desir
able. This is due to the so-called "triple transit" effect. Part of the signal that is radiated to
the output transducer is reflected back as shown in FIGURE 48. This signal is again radi
ated by the input transducer and appears at the output terminal three time constants after
the original signal had arrived at the input transducer. This is shown in the impulse
response of FIGURE 49.a for the SAW filter used in this system. This triple transit signal
is attenuated by twice the insertion loss of the signal as compared to the fundamental sig
nal arriving at the output since it travels the path twice more than the fundamental. Any
reduction in the insertion loss of the signal would cause a stronger triple transit signal.

In the frequency domain, the triple transit introduces both amplitude and phase ripple in
the response.

RFIN

acoustic absorberber I

acoustic

reflection

FIGURE 48. Basic structure of a transversal SAW filter.

-^RFOUT

acoustic absorberI ace

5.7.2.5.C RF Feed-through in SAW Filters

Ripple can also be observed in the frequency response of a transversal SAW filter due to
"RFfeed-through." The effect ofRF feed-through could be seen in an impulse response at
a delay of 0 seconds as compared to the propagation delay time of the acoustic wave (this
is not shown inFIGURE 49.a since the time scale starts at 1^i s). In the case of improper
SAW filter layout on the PC board (e.g. capacitive/inductive coupling paths between the
input and output of the filter, or improper grounding), the RF signal can quickly travel
through and arrive at the output long before the intended filtered signal. In addition to
causing ripple in the frequency response of the filter, RF feed-through reduces the selec
tivity of the filter.
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FIGURE 49. (a) The impulse response of the SAW filter used in this system displaying thetriple
transit spur attenuated by about 52dB. RF feed-through is not shown in this figure, (b) The
amplitude response of the same filter when proper RF shielding measures and proper grounding
has notbeen provided, resulting inan excessive RFfeed-through and amplitude ripple.

5.7.2.5.D Termination Impedance of SAW Filters andMatching Networks

Since the transducers are composed of conductors laid out on a dielectric substrate, the
input and output impedance of the SAW filters are typically capacitive as shown in
FIGURE 50. In some applications, the insertion loss of the filter can be reduced byusing
proper matching at the input and output of the filter. This matching can be in the form a
simple inductive matching, oran LCsection. Although matching can reduce the insertion
loss of the filter, one needs to be aware of its consequences. As explained above, a
reduced insertion loss results in alarger triple transit effect and hence degraded amplitude
and phase response. Furthermore, for broadband applications, asimple high Qmatching
network would introduce peaking in the resultant amplitude response of the filter. Finally,
one needs tobe aware of the potential coupling of the matching elements at the input and
theoutput which could introduce RF feed-through problems.
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FIGURE 50. The capacitive input
impedance of the SAW filter used in this
system.

In this system, transformers are used to match the high input and output resistance of the
VGA tothe low input and output impedance of the SAW filter, for the proper functionality
of the SAW(See section 7.8.3, "VGA1-SAW-VGA2 Interface (Sensitivity of SAW Filters
toTerminal Impedance Mismatches)")- No attempt has been made to tune out the input
and output capacitance of the SAW filter in order to reduce its insertion loss (because of
the reasons explained above). A complete analysis of the effects of impedance matching
on SAW filters is relatively complicated and requires CAD packages.

5.7.2.5.E Physical Size ofSAW Filters

The propagation speed of an acoustic signal is typically about 100,000 times slowerthan
the propagation of an electromagnetic signal. Therefore, as far as the physical dimensions
are concerned, relatively low frequency SAW filters are practical to implement (their size
is not too large). For example at 70MHz, a quarter wave length section implemented on
FR4 would have a length of approximately 0.5m, whereas the corresponding acoustic
wavelength would be 11 \i m in length. On the other hand, this limits the use of transver
sal SAW filters at the higher frequencies; they are too small to manufacture reliably. With
the advent of better SAW processing techniques, currently 1GHz SAW filters are available
which consume a fraction of the area of their ceramic counterparts at the expense of a
higher insertion loss.

5.7.2.5.F Phase Response ofSAWFilters

Due to their FIR-like characteristics, transversal SAW filters inherently present a linear
phase response, and the traditional trade-off between the amplitude and phase response
does not exist. Furthermore, the phase response and amplitude response can be indepen
dently designed for applications that require delay equalization. Similar to an FIR filter, a
steeper amplitude response wouldrequire a higher number of taps. In a SAW filter with a
given substrate, this results in a physically longer SAW filter.

5.7.2.5.G Amplitude Response ofSAWFilters

The ultimate close-in rejection of a SAW filter is typically very high (> 50dB) if proper
layout guidelines are followed. Frequently however, a region of the spectrum centered at
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the nth harmonic of the center frequency of the SAW, with abandwidth of approximately
ntimes the bandwidth of the SAW exists where the input signal is only attenuated by
about 10 to 20dB (FIGURE 51.b). This is effectively asecond passband for the SAW and
is aresult ofthe "dispersive" design ofsuch filters. The constant nis typically equal to the
number of fingers in the SAW design minus one. In the case ofthe SAW filter used in this
system, the filter iscomposed of four fingers (per side) and n=3.

5.7.2.5.H Impedance Matching forSAWs

The effect of the undesired pass-band can be reduced by using proper input and output
matching networks for narrow-band applications. For broad-band applications, however,
external tuning is usually not an option as explained in Section 7.8.3, "VGA1-SAW-
VGA2 Interface (Sensitivity of SAW Filters to Terminal Impedance Mismatches)". In
many systems, however, (e.g. this system) the existence of a second passband is not of
consequence as other filters in the system, as well as the natural roll-off frequencies ofthe
active components reject this band.

(a)

60 70 80
Frequency [MHz]

(b)

100 200 300
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SwKSJS lheJ"?J:u 2n5!i!?,de "^P011* of the SAW *>Tne «mpHtude response of theSAW in abroad bandwidth. Both figures are normalized and do not display the filter insertion

5.7.2.5.1 The Phase Response of theSAW Filter

The phase response ofatransversal SAW filter is very linear (FIGURE 52.a) and often
much better than that achieved with LC filters. The group delay response
(FIGURE 52.b), however, displays asignificant amount of ripple. This is because group
delay is the derivative of the phase response with respect to frequency, and the phase
response displays rapid but small perturbations as afunction of frequency due to time spu
rious signals (RF feed-through, triple transit, etc.). These rapid variations are usually of
no consequence in the system. It is important, however, to maximize the attenuation of
time spurious signals by proper layout in order to keep the group delay variation to amin
imum.
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5.7.2.5.J Low-Loss SAW Filters and Resonator SAW Filters

The discussions regarding SAW filters presented here pertain to transversal SAW filters
••w Z^l^f iD tHisusystem- Two other maJ°r fa^Iy of SAW filters exist, thelow-loss SAW filters and the resonator SAW filters. Low-loss SAW filters do not show
the trade-off between insertion loss and triple transit as stated above, but cannot be real
ized for fractional bandwidths of more than 10%. Impedance matching therefore can be
very effectively used for such filters to tune out the input and output capacitance of the
low-loss SAW filter, as it will not increase the triple transit problem, nor will it cause sig
nificant peaking in the response (since it is alow-fractional bandwidth filter).

Resonator SAW filters, are significanUy different than the transversa] SAW filters Thev
behave more like LC filters and show the characteristic phase and amplitude trade-offs
observed in LC filters. Furthermore, they can have fractional bandwidths of amaximum
of 1%. Resonator SAW filters, similar to transversal SAW filters, can be manufactured for
operation in frequencies as high as 3GHz.

5.7.3 Filters for Wideband Applications: ASummary

Table 4summarizes the qualitative characteristics of the filters discussed above as used in
wideband applications.
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Custom LC
Commercial

LC
Active
Analog

Transversal

SAW
Ceramic

fc Range8 RF BBb IF RF BB IF RF RF

BW ~ >80% fc Small >50% fc >15% fc

Loss Low Low — High Low Low

Size Small Lg Lg Sml Medium Large Small Small

Matching Critical Critical Not Crit
ical

Very Criti
cal

Critical

Special
Issues

Tolerance,
Q,SRF,

EMI

Limited Selec
tion, EMI

Power,
Noise,
Disto

FIR, Layout Nice for

front-end

a. Center frequency range

b. Baseband

TABLE 4.Qualitative summary ofsome available filters for wideband applications.

5.7.4 FilterSelection, Placement and Purpose inThisSystem

5.7.4.1 Out-of-Band Protection andImage Rejection

In the system diagram, FIGURE 10, the "pre-select" filter BPF1 serves several functions.
In the receiver mode, it ensures that the front-end LNA and mixer do not saturate due to
strong out-of-band signals. Furthermore, it serves as the first anti-image filter in the sys
tem. However, since there isno gain prior to this stage, its insertion loss adds directly to
the overall NF ofthe system (in dB). In the presence ofBPF2 for image-rejection pur
poses along with some frequency selectivity in the antenna, itmay be possible toeliminate
this filter in the receiver path, to obtain a much better NF (about 2dB better). This could
be done only in a controlled environment and the resulting receiver would be very much
prone to the saturation of the front-end in other environments.

The LNA used in this system, the NE600, is a true wideband amplifier with a frequency
response from near DC to about 1GHz (as a matter offact, the low frequency gain ofthis
amplifier is much larger than its gain at the 900 MHz band). If it were a tuned amplifier,
the system designer would have been more likely to be able to eliminate BPF1 in the
receiver chain. But even in this case, the operational environment would have had to be
carefully studied. Unfortunately, implementing tuned amplifiers inSimonolithic technol
ogy is currently difficult because ofthe lack ofhigh-0 on chip inductors. Tuned amplifi
ers are commonly used, however, in discrete designs as well as GaAs MMJC's. In
summary,BPF1 has been selected to be a coaxial resonatorceramic filter in order to mini-
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mize system NF. In the transmit path, this filter acts as the main bandlimiting filter for
regulatory purposes.

BPF2 is the main image and image noise rejection filter in the system prior to the RF mix
ing stage. BPF2 is also aceramic filter with alow loss (2 dB). Relatively low-loss (5 dB)
SAW filters could have been used at this stage with aslight penalty in system NF, but a
significant saving in board area. ASAW filter was not used at this stage due to the lack of
the commercial availability ofsuch filters for the band ofinterest at the time ofthe system
design.

Asimple LC filter has been provided between the output of the RF mixer and the input of
the IF VGA. This filter along with the natural roll-off ofthe VGA eliminates the possibil
ity ofthe saturation ofthe VGA due to strong out-of-band signals. This filter is not shown
in the block diagram of FIGURE 10.

5.7.4.2 Noise Limiting

BPF3 is selected as a transversal SAW filter with very high selectivity and very good
phase response. This filter is the main noise suppression filter in this system. Due to asig
nificant amount of gain prior to the SAW filter, its high loss can be tolerated.

The alternative filter for this stage is an LC filter. For the same rejection, the size of the
commercially available LC bandpass filters are significantly larger than the SAW filter. If
agood phase response is also required from the LC filter, phase equalization circuitry can
be used, adding to the size and cost of the LC filter.

BPF3 has been placed in between the two stages ofthe VGA. Placement ofthe filter prior
to this stage (closer to the front-end) would have caused asignificant increase in the sys
tem NF.

The output ofthe IF VGA and the demodulator IC are in adifferential form. Any radiative
or conductive noise pickup at the interconnects, therefore, is common mode and will be
rejected by the CMRR ofthe demodulator. No filtering has been provided at this point.

5.7.4.3 AntiAliasing

LPF1 and LPF2 are the anti-aliasing filters priors to the ADC's in this system. They are
hybrid LC filters and possess agood amplitude response at arelatively small size. Sockets
have been provided for these filters on the PCB so that avariety ofLPF's can be used for
different bandwidth communications.

5.7.4.4 Pulse Shaping, Saturation Protection and Band Limiting in the Transmitter

LPF3 and LPF4 are custom elliptic LPFs which prevent the premature overloading ofthe
/ and Qbuffer amplifiers due to strong out-of-band harmonics ofthe incoming signals. In
cases where digital pulse shaping (raised cosine or root raised cosine) and DACs are uti
lized in the transmitter, noise and out ofband signal limiting would be the primarily role
ofthese filters. When digital pulse shaping and DACs are not used and the digital signal is
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directly fed into the input ofthis system, these filters also act to shape the pulses. Clearly
such a(RLC) pulse shaping as compared to an optimum Nyquist pulse shaping is poor and
reduces the "eye-opening" in the received and demodulated signals.

LPF3 and LPF4 also aid BPF1 inband-limiting the signal prior to transmission.

5.8 Local Oscillators

5.8.1 Microstrip vs. Coaxial Resonator Oscillators

This transceiver utilizes three local oscillators; two in the form ofa voltage controlled
local oscillators (VCO), and one in the form of a third overtone fixed oscillator. The
VCO's used in this system were in the form ofan encapsulated module and came ina sur
face mount package. They utilized a microstrip resonator as the resonance element. In
general microstrip based resonators offer a smaller size and lower power consumption
than their coaxial resonator based counterparts at the expense ofa lower Qand higher
oscillator phase noise.

The VCO modules used in this system were based on a Colpitt structure, with a varactor
based tuning element.

5.8.2 Output Power vs.SupplyVoltage

The VCO's used were specified to operate at 4.2V±0.25V. Anominal 4.2V supply gen
erated an output power of 0 dBm. In the case of both the transmitter and the receiver this
was a desirable output level, and hence this VCO was operated at the 4.2V specified (the
supply for these VCO's isfed from an adjustable low-dropout voltage regulator and can be
adjusted to provide any other desired supply voltage). It is empirically found that the
noise performance of the oscillator was not significantly affected by increasing the supply
voltage over 3.6V. Although this was experimentally verified for the specific VCO's used
in this system, many Colpitt based VCO's behave similarly. Acertain minimum supply
voltage is required to satisfy the necessary conditions for oscillation (loop gain > 1and
180° phase inversion). The oscillator noise will reduce for higher supply voltages to a
certain amount, but after that limit is obtained, an increase in the supply voltage does not
significantly reduce the noise of the oscillator, but the output power of the oscillator will
continue to change. In our case asupply voltage in the range of 3.6V< Vsup <5.0V corre
sponded to an output power level of-3 dBm <P^, <2dBm. Therefore, the output power
level can be simply adjusted by operating the VCO at different supply levels through the
adjustable voltage regulators.

5.8.3 VCOSensitivity to ControlVoltage

Many VCO's used in wireless applications have arelatively wide tuning range. For exam
ple the receiver VCO used in this system had a tuning range of 952 MHz < / < 977
MHz corresponding to a control voltage ranging from 1V <Vc < 4V. This translates into
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an oscillator gain (sensitivity) of 8.3 MHz / V or 8.3 KHz / mV. This means that the con
trol voltage must be extremely clean to minimize noise. In the case ofaphase locked
VCO, this criteria is much easier to achieve, since the "near" phase noise is dictated by the
fixed reference oscillator which typically has avery good noise performance. Further
more, any low frequency noise within the bandwidth ofthe LPF used as the loop filter will
be significantly corrected for by the loop. In the case ofafree-running VCO, however itis
in general more difficult to supply avery clean control line, since the control voltage is
supplied by an open loop system with no feedback to adjust for small control voltage vari
ations (over time, temperature, etc.). In many applications it is desirable to reduce this
high sensitivity to the control voltage by reducing the gain ofthe VCO and making up for
the reduced range by using alarger tuning voltage range. Clearly supplying such high
voltage ranges in portable wireless applications is unpractical and would require the use of
step-up dc-dc converters. In other applications such as broadband TV tuner systems
which may be required to tune from about 50MHz to 1GHz, the front-end VCO has tobe
able to tune over an octave (from fIF1 +50 MHz to fm +1GHz). In many cases the first IF
frequency is at about 1.1 GHz (the high side IF frequency is selected to reduce the broad
band image problem; See section 5.1.4, "Up-Converting IF vs. Down-Converting IF').
Even with alarge tuning voltage range the sensitivity of the oscillator is relatively high.

5.8.3.1 Effect ofVoltage Regulation and Filtering ofthe VCO Control Une on Noise

In various experiments with free running VCO's it was found that the following causes
can contribute significantly to the noise performance of the VCO.

•Unregulated control signal. If the control voltage is supplied from acommon supply
with many other circuitry, particularly high current consumption switching circuitry,
the noise ofthe oscillator will be effected. Fast switching control voltage fluctuations
can be significantly filtered by aLPF but are not affected by the linear voltage regula
tor as the regulation oflinear regulators drops very rapidly with increasing frequency.
For example, the linear voltage regulator used in this system (LP2951) offers over 80
dB ofrejection for ripple frequencies ofbelow 1KHz, but only 30 dB ofrejection at
10 KHz for a10 mA load. Clearly, regulating the power supply does help the rejec
tion of low-frequency noise.

•Unfiltered control signal. This element is probably the most deteriorating element
affecting the noise ofafree-running oscillator. Asimple low pass filter can signifi
cantly improve the noise ofthe VCO (FIGURE 54). In our case, since the control sig
nal fed directly into avaractor and there was no DC current consumption on the
control signal, ahigh valued resistor was used to achieve alow-pass cutoff frequency
(FIGURE 53). If there were aDC power consumption, the maximum value of this
resistor would have been set by the maximum voltage drop allowable across it. In an
ideal case, to achieve acertain low-pass cutoff frequency, it isdesirable to increase
the value of the capacitors as opposed to the value of the resistor. This isbecause for
high-valued resistors, the noise ofthe resistive element may itself cause added noise
in the output signal, whereas by using larger valued capacitors and smaller resistors,
the KT /Cnoise will be reduced. In the real case, however, large value capacitors
typically are physically large. Furthermore, they have arelatively low self resonant
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frequency and will therefore not be able to provide effective filtering at the higher fre
quencies. Some times parallel capacitors are used to accomplish this task (See sec
tion 5.7.2.1 .D, "Physical Capacitors").

As an example, in the simple LPF used in this system (FIGURE 53), the noise band
width is 1.57 / (2nRC) which is equal to 0.34 Hz. The rms noise voltage in this
bandwidth due to the thermal noise of theresistor is 23.7 nVrms. Thisamount of noise
on the control signal ofthe VCO used in the receiver ofthis system (8.3 MHz / V) will
introduce a 0.2 Hz variation which isclearly negligible.

Regulated Supply

L 100 Kn 1000 dF
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FIGURE 53. Low noise operation for free-running VCO.
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FIGURE 54. The effect of unfiltered control signal on afree-running VCO output

It is important to note that using abypass capacitor alone at the control signal input to the
VCO does not provide a good enough bypassing and filtering. This is because the power
supply is effectively in parallel with the control voltage line and the resistance seen by the
capacitor is small and therefore the low pass cutoff frequency is not sufficiently low. In
our case, even a 1000 uF bypass capacitor could not provide nearly enough bypassing. In
a sense, a finite source resistance is useful in this case. Furthermore, the bypassing here is
different from a supply bypassing scheme in that in a supply bypassing scheme often LC
networks are used for bypassing (the L is in the form of a regular inductor or a ferrite
bead), where as here an RC bypass serves better. This is because while the LC filter
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slushes the high frequency noise back and forth, the RC filter dissipates itand turns itinto
heat. RC filters are impractical in supply bypassing because ofthe finite current consump
tion of the line and the resulting DC voltage drop across the resistor.

5.8.3.2 The Determination ofthe LPCutoffFrequency for the Control Line Filter

In general the low pass cutoff frequency is determined by the required tuning speed ofthe
oscillator. In variable frequency systems where theoscillator has to tune to different fre
quencies, usually a free-running VCO is not used. If a free-running VCO were to be used
in such asystem, however, the low pass cutoff frequency would have to be large enough to
allow for the control signal to settle to the proper value in the specified amount of time.

5.8.3.3 EffectofShieldingon VCO Noise

Another factor affecting the phase noise performance and in general the cleanliness of the
output signal is the proper shielding of the oscillator and its driving circuitry. In general
local oscillators, particularly at the higher frequencies radiate a significant amount of
energy which could affect the performance of the other parts of the system. At the same
time the radiation ofother elements in the circuit can significantly affect the output spec
trum of aVCO. In particular, two adjacent VCO's which are not properly shielded can
cause the "pulling" ofone another. Even when the VCO's are used in aphase lock loop
configuration, the pulling effect can pull the locked VCO out oflock and cause major sys
tem problems. Even other equipment in the vicinity such as computers can significantly
modify the output spectrum ofaVCO. For example it was observed that acomputer
located at about 2meters away could cause modulation sidebands on the output spectrum
similar to sidebands generated by aBPSK modulating signal.

5.8.3.4 Effect ofGround Loops on VCO Output

The added noise introduced by connecting the common port ofthe power supply used as
the control signal to the power supply's ground connection is shown in FIGURE 55.a and
the output of the VCO when this connection is removed is shown in FIGURE 55.b. No
significant filtering of the control signal was provided in this case. When the common
ground connection is removed on the power supply, the low frequency noise is signifi
cantly reduced. This is probably an artifact of the measurement mechanism. When the
ground is connected to the common on the power supply, two return paths exist for the sig
nals to ground: one through the power supply ground, and another through the spectrum
analyzer probe. This causes aground loop which significantly degrades the noise perfor
mance ofthe VCO. When the ground to common connection is removed on the power
supply, asingle point ofreturn exists for the probing signal, which removes the ground
loop problem. Obviously, when the signal is not being probed through aspectrum ana
lyzer, the ground loop problem does not exist.
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S.8.4 Effect of Power Supply Cleanliness on the VCO Output

In another test with asingle 900 MHz free-running oscillator it was observed that the sig
nal was being modulated (FIGURE 56). After extensive investigation and isolating all
possib esources of the problem, the issue was attributed to the power supply used as the
control element. Despite the fact this power supply was designated as alab power supply
t induced avery small magnitude signal with afrequency of about 3KHz on the control

line causing the modulation effect. It was practically very difficult to track down the
source of this problem since by looking at the output of this power supply with an oscillo
scope one would not observe this 3KHz signal due to its very small magnitude. Looking
at the output of this power supply directly with aspectrum analyzer provided no informa
tion on the problem-causing 3KHz signal since the spectrum analyzer which was used
had aminimum frequency limit higher than 3KHz. Only when the signal was upcon-
verted through the oscillator in test, this 3KHz signal was observed. When this power
supply was exchanged for another one of the same brand and model number the problem
ofSthPPVCO a8ain'ln thlS CaS£ n° RC fillering W3S Pr°Vided °n ^ COntrol Une
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FIGURE 56. The effect ofan unclean power supply on the control voltage.

All the above indicate the high sensitivity of high gain oscillators to noise. It is therefore
essential to follow the previously mentioned precautions in using these oscillators. Many
times it may be required to test the circuitry in an electromagnetically sealed environment
to isolate the problem.

5.8.5 Phase Noise Specification and Measurement

In measuring the single sideband phase noise of an oscillator (free running or phase
locked), at acertain frequency offset from the carrier frequency, one measures the magni
tude of the signal at that offset frequency on the spectrum analyzer and expresses the
result in terms of the peak of the carrier in dBc (i.e. dB's below carrier), FIGURE 58.
However, since phase noise is defined to be the power of the signal offset from the carrier
in a1Hz bandwidth, one needs to deduct from the above 10 log10(resolution bandwidth) of
the spectrum analyzer1. This is required because for example a resolution bandwidth set
ting of 1000 Hz is effectively admitting 1000 times more noise than the definition for
phase noise would call for.

Very low phase noise measurements can not be performed with aspectrum analyzer due to
the relatively high phase noise ofthe synthesized LO of the spectrum analyzer itself. The
limitation of a few different models of spectrum analyzers in measuring phase noise is
shown in FIGURE 57. Aphase noise measurement instrument with a very high spectral
purity oscillator is typically used for measuring small values ofphase noise.

1. This is for most applications areasonably accurate estimate. In reality the noise bandwidth of the spec
trum analyzer is slightly larger than its resolution bandwidth.
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FIGURE 57. Limitation of a few different models of spectrum analyzers in measurine ohase
noise (after [30]). * *
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FIGURE 58. Phase noise behavior of a typical coaxial resonator type VCO as accurately
measured using a phase-noise meter.

5.8.5.1 Analytical Treatment ofPhase Noise

Oscillator noise and phase noise1 are analytically difficult to analyze. Their contribution
to the system performance, however, can be significant and therefore they have to be taken

1. Oscillator noise close in to the carrier is almost entirely due to phase modulation (PM) ofthe carrier and
therefore phase noise and oscillator noise are effectively synonymous in that region. Far out from the
carrier, as the phase noise is reduced, AM noise may become asignificant contributor to the oscillator
noise. To make the issue more complicated, AM to PM conversion can also enter the picture.
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into account. Aperfect oscillator would oscillate only at one frequency and have afre
quency domain impulse shape. Real oscillators however can produce asignificant amount
ofenergy outside of the desired carrier frequency. This is referred to as oscillator noise.
The oscillator noise, for example, can effect atransmitter in causing the transmission of
signal above and below the carrier frequency ofinterest. In areceiver, the osciUator noise
can cause the mixing ofundesired signals into the IF bandwidth. In many cases, the inter-
channel separation is limited bythe phase noise of the local oscillator.

The oscillator output can be represented by

V(0 = A(f) [cos (©0/) +6(0] (EQ 52)

If A(t) is relatively constant (as it usually is), the osciUator noise would be due to the phase
noise, 6(t). If V(t) were frequency modulated by asinusoid with a frequency 0)m the
resulting signal would be

V(r) =Acos(v>0t +̂ sin((omt) j (EQ53)
where A© is the peak frequency variation and Aco / ©m is the modulation index, p. pindi
cates the peak phase variation. In this system, provisions have been provided for deliber
ately introducing phase noise on the oscillators and observing the system performance in
the presence of phase noise. In this way the effect of phase noise on system BER, for
example, can be quantified and analytical models can be refined accordingly. In order to
inject phase noise in the system, the "modulation" input of the oscUlators has been made
available to the user. The input signal is usually tied to this input in adirect-FM modula
tor, resulting in aFM modulated signal at the output. In this system, this pin has been
made available for phase noise injection.

Using equation [53], it can be shown that ifthe peak phase deviation is small, (P « 1), the
phase deviation results in frequency components on the two sides of the carrier at frequen
cies co0 ±co/t hence the name phase noise. If this noise power S. (u)J , normalized to
the carrier frequency magnitude and coro away from the carrier frequency, is interpreted as
being due to asingle sideband phase modulating noise at a frequency cora it can be shown
that [18]

R2

Where Pcan be interpreted as the peak value of the phase modulation. The larger the
phase modulation, the larger the oscillator phase noise.

Leeson has proposed the following relation for the output noise power spectral density of
a free-running oscillator
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SAa) = S( «o)0*404Q2tf
(EQ55)

where Qrepresents the Qofthe resonance element and SB (©) the noise power spectral
density of the feedback amplifier used in the construction of the osciUator. If © is

amp

assumed to be the flicker noise corner of the ampUfier (FIGURE 59), then two different
scenarios are possible, depending on the Qofthe osciUator tank (FIGURE 59 a, b). If the
tank has ahigh Q(case a), the near phase noise (region 1) isdominated bythe flicker noise
ofthe amplifier as weU as the Qofthe resonator as dictated by equation [55]. Because of
the high Qof the resonant element, the flicker noise of the ampUfier would be the only
major factor affecting the phase noise ofthe osciUator in region (2). In the absence ofany
external noise filtering, the ultimate noise performance ofthe oscUlator for frequencies far
away from the center frequency (region 3) would be determined by the noise floor of the
amplifier. A similar explanation could be made for the case of alow Qresonant oscillator
(FIGURE 59.b) where the amplifier flicker noise corner modulated to the carrier fre
quency is smaller than ©0 / 2Q. The above isagross simpUfication of the actual situation
but it does help in the understanding of the complex phase noise phenomena. For exam
ple, the figures shown below ignore any other frequency dependent noise of the feedback
amplifier besides its flicker noise. Bipolar amplifiers in general tend to have a lower
flicker noise frequency and would therefore be much preferred as far as phase noise per
formance is concerned over field effect devices in designing oscUlators. Furthermore, Si
devices tend to have alower flicker noise comer than their GaAs counterparts.

FIGURE 59. Output noise power spectral density of a free-running VCO. (a) with high Q
resonance element(s) (b) with low Q resonance element(s).
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The analysis ofthe phase noise performance ofan oscillator in aphase-locked loop con
figuration can get very complicated, particularly if non-Unear models are used for the
PLL. It can be intuitively stated and analyticaUy shown, however, that the phase noise
performance ofthe osciUator is primarily determined by the phase noise ofthe reference
oscillator (and the phase detector's phase noise) within the loop filter bandwidth. Outside
ofthis region, the phase noise performance ofthe oscillator is determined by the phase
noise of the free-running VCO, as the feedback loop cannot do much in correcting any
phase variations. It is therefore essential for low phase noise operation to use areference
oscillator with a good medium to long-term stabUity (low phase noise for low offset,
"nearby," frequencies) and aVCO with good short term stabUity (low phase noise at high
offset frequencies).

It can mathematically be shown that frequency division by Nreduces the noise power
spectral density by N2.

Finally, it is interesting to note that in ring-type oscdlators, phase noise can be minimized
by minimizing the timing jitter in the inverter stages since the spectral density of the phase
fluctuations S^ (/) is related to the normalized frequency fluctuations spectral density
Sy(f) by

*•</*> = ~12•Wm) CEQ56)

where y(r) = A/(r) / fQ is the normalized frequency fluctuations, fm is the offset fre
quency from the carrier and f0 is the carrier frequency [19].

6.0 Board layout and EMI Issues

6.1 Ground and Power Distribution Methods

In the design of high frequency analog and digital systems, the use ofground planes is
essential. Because ofcost considerations, however, many times system designers have to
opt to a2 layer board for example with no dedicated ground or power planes. Special
techniques exist for such cases which can be used for relatively low frequency applica
tions (e.g. the "cross-hatched system," or the "grid system" [20], [21]). Due to much
higher return-path inductance the resultant board wiU not have as good ofaperformance,
however, as an equivalent board with dedicated ground and power planes.
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6.2 Grounds and Power Planes

6.2.1 Reduction of Magnetic Coupling Due to the Use of Ground Planes

Signals foUow the path ofminimum impedance. At the lower frequencies, the resistive
part ofthe impedance isdominant and the signals wiU typically follow the shortest return
path to the source (FIGURE 60.a). However at higher frequencies, the dominant part of
the impedance is its imaginary part due to the inductive behavior of the traces, i.e. reac
tance. Therefore, these signals do not necessarily foUow the shortest physical path to the
source. In the presence ofaground plane (and this is one ofthe major advantages ofusing
a ground plane), the high frequency signal wUl flow on a return path exactly underneath
the forward signal (FIGURE 60.b) resulting in a better canceUation of the radiated fields
by the original signal. The forward current generates a magnetic field in one direction
(right hand rule), and the return current generates amagnetic field in the opposite direction
(right hand rule). At high enough frequencies the return signal wUl automaticaUy flow
underneath the forward signal because this path offers the niinimum loop area which cor
responds to the minimum inductance and minimum impedance. The frequency atwhich
the reactance component of the impedance becomes dominant is primarily a function of
physical dimensions of the board. For a 1 oz. (1.4 mil thick) copper, the resistance is
approximated as 0.64mQ/Q [22] and the (loop) inductance isapproximated as 0.18nHO
[23] and therefore for / » (RIL *0.6MHz) the return current flows exactly underneath
the forward current. Note that the 0.6 MHz value isonly an approximation, as the actual
inductance of the loop clearly depends on the dielectric thickness used in between the cop
per layers. The larger the dielectric thickness, the lower the frequency where the imped
ance is dominated by the inductance.

(a)

frapp
...» -> *****
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FIGURE 60. (a) DC currents take the path ofminimum resistance (b) AC currents take the path
ofminimum inductance, minimizing the loop area byflowing underneath the forward signal and
cancelling the induced magnetic field to the first order.

It is also important to note that in the absence ofaground plane the signals will still follow
the path of minimum impedance, but this path wUl most likely not fall exactly under the
forward signal (since there is no conductive trace there), resulting in apartial or no cancel-
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ation of the fields. As far as the field cancellation is concerned, the less the dielectric
thickness the better the field cancellation. In other words, athinner dielectric layer
reduces the loop area which results in the reduction of the inductance, and hence the
reduction of the radiation and cross-talk (note that inductive cross talk is directly prooor-
S;.*f rautuaJ ****** between two wires, and that mutual inductance is related to
the self-inductance ofeach of the wires).

pianesRedUCtl°n °f Far"F'e,d E,ecWc Interf««"* Through the Use ofGround

The strength of an electric field in the far field at adistance d from amagnetic dipole
source with acurrent magnitude /and current frequency o) is given by [20]

|£| =2.09xl0->^rv/ra] ^^

^«Cle« M°m eqUati°n,!57] ** reducing ^ enc,osed |0°P «ea/I reduces the radiatedelectric field proportionally. Note that the strength of the radiated signal in the far field is
typ.cally much more of interest in the study of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
issues such as passmg FCC requirements for aproduct. However, as me board sizes^nd
operating frequencies increase, segments of the board will be in the far field in reference to
some no.se sources on that board and therefore the study of the signal strengths in the far
field becomes also important to the functionality of the board. For example at 1GHz a
ta'thTflrleTd re *"apPr0Xima'ely X'U"5cm away from a*>""**considered to be

6.2.3 Effect of Ground Planes on Near-Field Electric Coupling (Cross-Talk)
The use of aground plane can also help reduce the capacitive (electric field) cross-talk
between s.gnals by referring asignificant part of the electric flux to the ground 2
instead of the other signal [24]. This is shown visually in FIGURE 61. assuming that the
dielectnc materialI in the PCB is linear and homogenous. The elecuic fluTdensrry i!
higher in the FR4 dielectric than it is in the air due to the higher dielectric constant ofRR4
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FIGURE 61. (a) Capacitive coupling and electric displacement in the absence of a ground plane.
(b) Capacitive coupling and electric displacement in the presence ofa ground plane.

6.2.4 The Use of Slitted Ground Planes

An effective means of isolating the different parts of aPCB is the use of slitted ground and
power planes. This mechanism may be useful in isolating the digital side of the board
from the analog side, or the transmitter from the receiver in a transceiver (as utilized in the
second revision of this board and shown in Appendix G, "Artwork"), or for providing a
clean I/O region for inter-board wires. There is usually a single point ofcontact between
the two regions of the slitted ground plane.

6.2.5 Ground Loop Issues

Asingle-point ofcontact is used to avoid ground loop induced noise problems. If there
exists more than a single point of contact in a slitted ground plane, AC and DC currents
can flow between the contact points resulting in potential difference between the points.
The existence of this "loop" makes the circuit more vulnerable to external magnetic fields.
The loop also can act as a transmitting antenna, radiating signals which would otherwise
be contained. In areceiver application for example, where the input signal is often afrac
tion of amicrovolt, such aground current is intolerable. Therefore unless it can be guar
anteed that the multiple points of contact for a slit are sufficiently equipotential, a single
point ofcontact method should be utilized. Even in a single point ofcontact method, care
must be taken to prevent the slit acting as a slit antenna.
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Ground loops are usually more of aproblem when the separation between the grounding
points are far apart and/or when the ground connections are connected to the ac power
ground (generating avery large loop through the ac supply grid). Similar to any other
noise source, aground loop induced noise is not ofconsequence as long as the magnitude
of the induced noise is small enough to allow for the designed SNR in the system. Ground
loops typically exist at relatively low frequencies only.

6.2.5.1 Combatting Ground Loops

Many methods exist for reducing the effects ofground loops. These include the use of
baluns (common mode chokes), transformers, differential circuitry, and optical couplers
The above methods work by effectively breaking the ground loop and/or making the
ground loop induced noise voltage appear as acommon mode signal. The effectiveness of
these methods is therefore determined by the amount of parasitic capacitive coupling of
the ground loop signal and/or the matching of the differential circuitry. It is important to
note that at high frequencies, asingle point of contact ground may act as amultiple point
of contact ground due to parasitic capacitances, and therefore require attention to the
ground loop problem.

6.2.5.2 Optocouplers

In order to reduce the potential for digital circuitry noise affecting high sensitivity analog
front end circuitry, the use ofoptocouplers was considered for the connection between the
output of the demodulator to the input of the ADC's and for the connection between the
output of the DACs and the input of the modulator. High linearity wideband optocouplers
as needed in this application (approximately 20MHz of bandwidth with 8bits of linearity)
are not available at the present time. An alternative method would be to use the optocou
plers at the digital side ofthe ADC's and DACs where linearity is not an issue. This would
require 8optocouplers, however for each ADC/DAC and is unpractical.

6.2.6 Discontinuities in the Ground Planes

The major advantage offered by using ground planes is the reduced enclosed loop area by
the currents. It is therefore essential to eliminate any mechanism that would result in large
loop areas. Aslitted ground/power plane mentioned above will cause large loop areas //
signals are routed across the slit on the component or the solder side of the board

1. Although the term "baton" is usually referred to atransmission line transformer, atightly coupled 1•1
wire-wound transformer configured as

in = out

also is sometimes referred to as abalun. The primary difference in the use ofatransformer for breaking the
ground loop as opposed to abalun is that abalun would allow dc coupling of the signal.
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(FIGURE 62.a). Similar problems can be caused by routes carved out on the ground plane
orany other improper discontinuities in the ground plane.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 62. (a) Effect ofan improperly routed signal over a slitted ground plane on return
currents. This configuration can also generate ground loops, (b) A more realistic view of the
return current displaying the current density.

6.3 Power Supply Bypassing

6.3.1 Bypassing for High-Speed Digital Circuitry

The use of proper power supply bypassing is also essential. In the case of digital circuitry,
the high speed switching of signals and the inductive bond wire path from high speed dig
ital components' power supply connection and ground connection to the PCB result in a
power and ground bounce effect which can cause the supply and the ground potential to
change significantly. For modern digital circuits, the ac component of the bias current is
composed ofnarrow spikes ofseveral nano-seconds ofduration. At such speeds, the ac
bias current must be treated as ahigh frequency RF signal as opposed to a dc bias signal.
Without the use of local bypassing capacitors, the ac bias current will have to be provided
directly by the supply, frequently located far away from the digital load element. Even if
the presence of a long inductive path from the supply to the digital load is not a problem
from the stand point of the digital component, the fact that these noise spikes have to
travel a long distance can cause major disturbances to the more sensitive analog circuitry
(and sometimes even other digital circuits). Furthermore, the ac current can induce amag
netic field on the long supply lead causing it to act as an antenna and radiate noise. The
point of using local bypassing capacitors for high speed digital circuitry is then to provide
for alocal charge reservoir to compensate for such fluctuations, provide the ac component
ofthe current locally, and hence prevent the spikes from distributing.

6.3.2 Bypassing for Analog Circuitry

In the case ofanalog circuitry, particularly low noise components, proper bypassing is also
essential. Even ifthere are no digital circuits present in the system (which is an unlikely
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scenario in modern electronics) and no ground and supply bounces exist, proper bypassing
of the supply lines provides for an effective filtering scheme against the high frequency
components on the ground and power lines. The use of shunt capacitors provides for a
LPF which shunts the high frequency components to ground. Theoretically, one could
simply use the largest value capacitor that space limitations allow in order to achieve the
best bypassing, but in reality large valued capacitors ar ineffective at the higher frequen
cies.

In adigital component bypassing case, the amount ofthe ac current provided by the local
bypass capacitor is determined by the impedance ofthe bypass capacitor at the frequency
ofinterest as compared to the impedance ofthe supply line as seen by the load at that fre
quency. In the case ofan analog component the low pass cutoffofthe bypassing circuitry
is determined by the reactance ofthe bypass capacitor and the supply impedance that it
sees (assuming that the supply impedance is much smaller than the load impedance which
is often the case).

An ideal decoupling mechanism would provide azero impedance path for the DC signal
to the load (through the decoupling elements) and an infinite impedance path for all other
frequencies. This translates into the use of the highest value bypass capacitors In the real
world, high valued capacitors are usually of the electrolytic form which have avery low
self resonant frequency (primarily because of the particular type of packaging which is
used for these type of capacitors and because of their high value as explained in
Section 5.7.2.1.D, "Physical Capacitors") and cannot provide alow impedance path to
ground at the higher frequencies because of their inductive behavior. Tantalum capacitors
are slightly better in that sense but typically cannot achieve as high ofavalue Surface
mount ceramic chip capacitors typically offer avery high self resonant frequency but
have a maximum value of about luF.

To summarize, the problem is that large value capacitors offer alow impedance path to
ground at the lower frequencies, but not at the higher frequencies. Smaller value capaci
tors do the opposite.

6.3.3 Various methods ofSupply Bypassing

Examples of various methods ofbypassing acomponent from the power supply are shown
in FIGURE 63. It is evident from FIGURE 63.a, curve 1C.AC0 that asingle bypass
capacitor does not offer much ofan attenuation ofpower supply noise; at the lower fre
quencies because of its small capacitance and resulting large impedance as compared to
the load, and at the higher frequencies due to its self resonance and its large impedance as
compared to the load. To overcome the problem of bypassing at the higher frequencies,
muluple different value capacitors can be used in parallel. Apotential problem with this
scheme is that the inductance of the larger value capacitors can resonate (parallel reso
nance) with the capacitance of the smaller capacitors at particular frequencies resulting in
avery high impedance to ground at those frequencies which makes the bypassing ineffec
tive at those frequency. For example, FIGURE 63.a, curve 1C1C.AC0 displays the result
of using the circuit of FIGURE 63.b with capacitor blocks ©and Oused as bypassing ele
ments. At first glance this method provides abetter decoupling than asingle capacitor at
CDMA Transceiver BotnJ Uyout ^ mi ^^
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all frequencies (for this particular example). The resonance points have been identified on
the figure as points A(1 jiF capacitor self resonating with its 5nH capacitor; series reso
nance), B(5nH inductor resonating with InF inductance ofsecond capacitor; parallel res
onance), and C (InF capacitor self resonating with its 0.5nH inductance; series
resonance). Clearly, in this case, the series resonance of the elements provides a high
impedance path to ground resulting in abetter decoupling, but the parallel resonance pro
vides for alow-impedance path to ground and loss ofeffective decoupling.

The problem with using multiple valued capacitors in parallel is more pronounced when
the value difference between the capacitors islarge. However this scheme can be particu
larly dangerous if the bypass capacitors are placed physically far apart. This results in a
series inductance on the trace connecting the capacitors as shown in block €> of
FIGURE 63.b and simulated as curve 1C1L1C.AC0 of FIGURE 63.a. Although the
decoupling is improved at most frequencies, two clear resonant points are generated that
boost the unwanted noise on the power supply as seen by the load. Of course the series
resistance of the interconnect trace reduces the peak of the resonance, but the magnitude
of the series resistance is typically small. Insertinga small damping resistor will cause an
IR drop across the resistor. In any case,one needs to be very careful in using multiple dif
ferent value capacitors as the bypass elements. This is why many designers use a single
capacitor for bypassing and choose the value of this capacitor such that it provides a low
impedance path to ground up to the highest frequency of interest while accounting for its
self resonance frequency. Sometimes it helps to put two capacitors with the same value in
parallel, and very closely spaced. This reduces the effect of the series inductance by as
much as 50% by putting the inductors in (pseudo) parallel. The limitation here is that
more than two capacitors in parallel usually does not improve the situation by much as the
PCB parasitics take over as the dominant parasitic inductive elements.
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Many times, in addition to the bypass capacitor(s) aseries inductor is added to help the
bypassing scheme (FIGURE 64.b, block O). This method allows for ahigher order LPF
and often even at resonance with the bypass capacitor will provide avery low pass imped
ance to ground as seen by the source (curve ILIC.ACO in FIGURE 63.a). In other words
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with no bypass series inductor, the resistance ofthe bypass node is typically very low (as it
is in parallel with the source resistance) and the low-pass cutoff frequency is therefore
very high, resulting in an inefficient bypassing scheme. By providing aseries inductor, the
impedance seen by the capacitor is increased significantly, resulting in a much better
bypassing scheme. It is important to note that peaking resonant situations can occur in
this case also.

In general, in order to maximize decoupling efficiency, it is essential to keep the bypass
capacitor as close as possible to the supply pin on the IC package. The bypass inductor
(ferrite bead, etc.) can be placed as far as necessary from the IC package.

6.3.3.1 Use ofFerrite Beads for Supply Bypassing

The use of ferrite beads is also common for supply series bypassing. Ferrite beads are
inductors wound on a ferromagnetic material, and can be to the first ordermodelled as a
resistor in series with an inductor. They typically offer a higher value inductance along
with ahigher value SRF as compared to their air-wound counterparts. They are, however,
lossy even at DC, and therefore have a typically low Q (which is desirable in a supply
decoupling application). They are also often used to dampen high frequency parasitic-
based oscillations in a circuit. Ferrite beads are typically specified with a characteristic
curve which shows their impedance (and resistance) as a function of frequency
(FIGURE 64.b). At the higher frequencies they are typically purely resistive, whereas at
the lower frequencies they display more of an inductive behavior. Due to use of a ferro
magnetic core, ferrite beads are prone to magnetic saturation as a result of excessive
amounts of current.
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FIGURE 64. The characteristics of a ferrite bead: typically reactive at lower frequencies and
resistive at the higher frequencies.

6.4 Splitted or Slitted Power Planes

Another method commonly used in reducing the couplingbetween the different sections
of aboard is to slit orsplit the ground and power planes. If properly used, this method can
significantly reduce the cross talk between the different sections of the circuit. What is
commonly done for example, in circuits where both high speed digital circuitry and low
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noise analog circuitry exist, is to separate the power and ground planes into two sections
and distribute the power to these sections with asingle point of contact at the power sup
ply. If more than one point of contact exists between the analog and digital sections
ground loops may be created. *

6.5 EMI Issues on the I/O Section

6.5.1 I/O Cables and EMI

When some critical signals have to travel from one board to another via unshielded wires
it is best to keep the I/O section of the board as far apart as possible from the noisy ele
ments of the circuit. These unshielded wires behave as good antennas and are prone to
both electromagnetic radiation and pickup. The most preferred wired method of inter-
board communications for critical signals is the use of coaxial cables. The use of such
cables however is expensive and difficult, and many designers opt for atwisted pair wire
or aribbon cable. In general twisted pair wires (signal with accompanying ground) offers
abetter performance than ribbon cable wires. Ifaribbon cable is used, it is best to have a
ground wire for every signal wire as shown in FIGURE 65 where the return signal can
return in the two adjacent ground wires, forming acrude coplanar transmission line, which
is much more immune to radiation and pickup than asingle wire. This reduces the co-wire
interference because each wire has its own return path1. In any case, it is best to keep the
inter-board cables asshort aspossible.

FIGURE 65. The proper use of ribbon cables for reduced noise radiation and pickup.

6.5.2 I/O Region Board Layout

Sometimes it is useful to separate the noisy part of the board from the I/O region by using
aclean I/O ground regions. This is accomplished by connecting the I/O ground plane to
the: main board ground plane by the use ofasingle point of contact method (FIGURE 66)
•nus may provide aquiet ground region by providing ahigh impedance path to the signals
that do not belong in that area.

1. .The use of alternating ground lines could be used effectively to reduce cross-talk in SIP resi
resistors also.
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FIGURE 66. Adedicated "quiet" I/O ground region may reduce EMI radiation and pickup.

In general, proper layout for minimization of coupling of signals and EMI is much more
of an art than ascience at this time. Many EMI experts for example, recommend the use
of multiple pads across the slitted/splitted ground planes so that the performance of the
system can be evaluated by inserting zero ohm resistors across these pads; a purely trial
and error based system (FIGURE 66). Fortunately, sophisticated 2 dimensional and 3-
dimensional modeling tools are slowly emerging which could help in the analyzing of
these very difficult problems by solving Laplace's equations by various finite element
methods. Solving Laplace's equation for most real world problems is an extremely com
putationally intensive task.

6.6 Controlled Impedance Lines

6.6.1 When To Use Transmission Lines

The use of controlled impedance lines is essential in high frequency boards where the
lengths of the traces becomes comparable to the wavelength of the highest frequency of
interest, X. Arule of thumb which is typically used in RF applications for this purpose is
to use controlled impedance lines when the trace length is larger than 1/32 X. In high
speed digital circuitboards, the use of transmission lines is recommended when the "elec
tric length," defined as

/f"V««r>
(EQ58)

is smaller than 1/6 the physical length of the trace carrying the signal. In equation [58] t
is the rise time of the signal and vp (teff) is the propagation speed of the waves in the
dielectric as a function of the effective permittivity of the material (see equation [101]).
Clearly the above guidelines are only rules-of-thumb and different literature may quote
different guidelines.

The two extremes of when transmission lines are tobe used is for power distribution lines
(60 Hz, 100's of Km's long), to RF circuit boards (GHz range signals, a few em's long).
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The principles are the same in both cases. With the present day technology it is rarely nec
essary to consider transmission line effects on IC's.

6.6.2 AdvantagesofUsing Transmission Lines

In general, transmission lines offer less distortion, less far-field radiation, and less near-
field cross-talk than non-transmission line point-to-point connections. In order for the
transmission line to be effective, however, the system designer has to pay particular atten
tion to the special requirements imposed by using such distributed sub-circuiu. For exam
ple, distributed sub-circuits always "ring" if they are not properly terminated (lumped
circuits can ring if they have ahigh ft for example, high inductance (thin) wire driving
large capacitive loads).

Transmission lines reduce EMI and near-field cross talk by somewhat containing the fields
(the amount of containment depends on the particular type of transmission line used)
Further more, by reducing the overall area enclosed by the current, and hence reducing the
inductance, they reduce the amount of generated magnetic field. The magnetic field of
one loop caused by achanging current in that loop can cause cross talk by interacting with
the magnetic field ofanother loop (mutual inductance) and hence generating anoise volt
age on the second loop.

6.6.3 Intuitive Explanation ofTransmission Line Operation

Atransmission line is adelicate balance of distributed shunt capacitors and series induc
tors. This distributed network is shown in FIGURE 67.a for adifferential (symmetrical)
transmission line where the signal path and its return path are similar (e.g twisted pair
transmission line). The distributed network for anon-symmetrical transmission line, such
as that used in amicro-strip is shown in FIGURE 67.b where the return path is assumed to
nave avery low inductance (a ground plane).

By choosing the proper values for the distributed Cand Lelements in atransmission line
one effectively tunes out the capacitance and inductance of the transmission line such thai
the impedance observed at the two port input (port Ain FIGURE 67) of an infinitely long
ideal transmission line is equal to the characteristic impedance (= characteristic resistance)
of the line. For atransmission line that is not infinitely long, but is properly terminated
the same rule applies. For example, in an ideal case, along RG58 coax cable connecting
the 50O output of an osciUator to aspectrum analyzer does not cause any capacitive or
inductive loading on the oscillator. The oscillator will only be resistively loaded by the
spectrum analyzer's 50Q input impedance. In practice avery long RG58 coaxial cable
cannot be modelled as an ideal transmission line since its total resistance can become
comparable to the characteristic impedance ofthe line (50Q) and will therefore introduce
amplitude and phase distortion in the signal (See section 6.6.6, "Non-Ideal Transmission
Lines ).
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FIGURE 67. Two examples of transmission lines, (a) Twisted pair and its (distributed) ideal
circuit model (b) Microstrip and its (distributed) ideal circuit model wnonwa; weai

6.6.4 Ideal Transmission Lines

In an ideal transmission line, the signals of interest propagate with no phase or amplitude
distortion and no signal attenuation. In an ideal transmission line, the propagation speed
of the wave is equal to 1/ JLC where Land C are the inductance and capacitance of the
transmission line per unit length respectively. Since this relation is frequency indepen
dent, the resultant signal will have no phase distortion. Furthermore since the transmis
sion line is loss-less for all frequencies, no amplitude distortion exists. For an ideal
transmission line, the characteristic impedance is given by the following important rela
tion

:° =ic (EQ59)

For any physical structure transmission line, in order to maintain aconstant characteristic
impedance, it is essential to keep the above ratio constant. For example, as a crude
approximation, the equation for the characteristic impedance of amicrostrip with w<hd
is given by

zo= ;rr^=ml*^J oeqoo)2njze K "J

A simple way to remember the relations in the above equation is to use the fundamental
relation given by equation [59]. For example, if the unit length capacitance, C, is
increased by reducing hd in FIGURE 67.b, the inductance should be increased by the
same factor in order to maintain the same characteristic impedance. This can be achieved
by reducing w(thinner wires have more inductance). As another example, if the same
microstrip is implemented on adifferent substrate material with ahigher dielectric con
stant, in order to maintain the same characteristic impedance, one needs to increase the
unit length inductance L, in order to compensate for the higher capacitance due to the
higher permittivity of the dielectric. This line ofreasoning can be used for all physical
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constructions of transmission lines (coplanar, etc.) as well as for obtaining higher/lower
characteristic impedances (e.g. a50fl microstrip transmission line will have awider won
the same layer ofaboard than its 75Q counterpart).

As indicated in equation [60] for amicrostrip transmission line, the value used for the per
mittivity of the dielectric is not simply the dielectric permittivity. This is because the
dielectric on top of the transmission line is air with arelative permittivity of approxi
mately 1. Since the fields are not completely contained in the microstrip dielectric, the
epsilon used should be aweighted average of the two dielectrics, er. The relation for ze
is given in Appendix C, "Characteristic Impedance ofMicrostrip Transmission Lines1'.

6.6.5 The Skin Effect

Skin effect is aphenomena which causes the ac current to concentrate on the outermost
section of aconductor resulting in the higher frequency components of the signal to expe
rience higher amounts of attenuation.

Intuitively the skin effect phenomena can be explained as follows. Consider the cross sec
tion ofthe stripline given in FIGURE 67.b as shown in FIGURE 68.a. The conductor wire
can be imagined as multiple rectangular rings as shown in the magnified view. At higher
frequencies, the current takes the path of minimum inductance (since this is the path of
minimum impedance). The inner rings display amuch higher inductance than the outer
rings, and hence the current distributes itself concentrated around the outermost rings
This higher density ofcurrent at the outer rings can be modeled as an ac resistance known
as the skin effect. Note that in reality, the mutual inductance of these rings also forces the
current to concentrate in the outer rings. FIGURE 68.b displays the exponential current
density distribution associated with the skin effect. The ac resistance of asquare copper
line in Q/in is approximated by [21]

r (f\ - 2.16xlQ-7 r
acU) " wire perimeter [in]V/ ™6»

(note the square root relation dependence on frequency) and the overall resistance of the
square copper is approximated by

*(/) « </*i +*i</> (EQ62)

In the transmission lines used in this system, the skin effect is dominant at frequencies
above 6MHz.
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FIGURE 68. Skin effect in astripline transmission line (a) Physical structure (b) Current density
contour plot (cross section) for ac currents in the conductor. Note that current density drops
exponentially as we getfarther away from thesurface of the conductor, (c) 3-D model

6.6.6 Non-Ideal Transmission Lines

In anon-ideal transmission line, signals experience afrequency-dependent attenuation due
to the skin effect ofthe conductor. Skin effect is the primary cause ofamplitude distortion
in transmission lines operating at high enough frequencies. Phenomena such as the prox
imity effect are relatively frequency independent and do not contribute to the amplitude
distortion of a transmission line.

In anon-ideal transmission line, the finite series resistance of the hne causes phase distor
tion also. The phase shift introduced by the transmission line is given by1

A<|> (co) =exp (-// Im JWW +jnL) O'coC))

1. Thisrelation can beeasily derived from equation [66].
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where / is the propagation distance, and R, L, and Care the resistance, capacitance and
inductance ofthe transmission line per unit length. For an ideal transmission line (R = 0)
and for a "low-loss" transmission line (co « R IL and before skin effect becomes domi
nant) equation [63] results in a linear phase relation and hence no phase distortion. It can
similarly be shown that an ideal transmission hne or a low-loss transmission line do not
introduce amplitude distortion.

The above statements ignore"the finite loss in the dielectric material. This loss can be typ
ically ignored for microstrip transmission lines with FR4 dielectric material for operation
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at relatively low frequencies. When the dielectric thickness becomes very thin, however,
the fields can no longer propagate freely, causing an increase in dialecUc losses. In such
cases, the dielectric losses may have to be considered. The power loss due to the finite
conducdvity ofadielectric can be modeled by the dielectric's loss tangent which is given
by

tan6l85EV0 ««>
where o is the dielectric conducdvity and er is the dielectric relative permittivity. The
loss tangent for atypical FR4 is approximately 0.02. The loss tangent is avery weak func
tion of frequency, and its dependence on frequency is ignored here.

For amicrostrip line the conductance of the dielectric medium, G, in mho/unit-length can
be related to the loss tangent (through equation [64]) and the physical properties of the
microstrip as follows

G = JTC CEQ65)
trE0

The amplitude and phase distortion ofanon-ideal but infinitely long transmission line
which has finite conductor and dielectric losses can be calculated using the complex
"transfer function" of a transmission line1

y,(co) = *-[<*♦**) (g+*>oj«* ^Q66)

equation [66] can be also applied to aproperly terminated, finite length transmission line.

A non-ideal transmission line's operation as a function of frequency can be broken down
to three regions. The first region, the so-called "RC transmission line" is the region where
amplitude losses are low (and relatively frequency independent) but the phase is propor
tional to 7co resulting in anon-linear phase response. This region is characterized by
co «RIL. Second, the low-loss region, which is characterized by arelatively constant
amplitude attenuation as well as arelatively linear phase response. This region corre
sponds to frequencies where co is comparable to R/L. Obviously, given a non-ideal
transmission line, this is the best region to operate in. The third region in atransmission
line corresponds to CO »R IL where the skin effect is dominant introducing amplitude
distortion in the frequency response.

6.6.6.1 Reflections on Transmission Lines

The discussions and relations stated above apply to infinitely long transmission tines,
where no signals are ever reflected back on the line. Although infinitely long transmission

1. This equation is identical to the equation for the unguided propagation of aplane wave in alossy media.
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lines are impossible to construct, one may achieve the desirable properties of infinitely
long transmission lines by using proper terminations.

A system which attempts to carry ahigh frequency signal overan uncontrolled impedance
line, an improperly terminated line, or an unmatched source impedance will face several
problems. For example, much of the power of the source will be reflected backand forth
between the load and the source and ultimately the total amount of power delivered to the
load will be less than a perfecdy matched system.

The reflection coefficient of a transmission line, Tf indicates the fraction of the transmit
ted signal which is reflected back onthetransmission lineand is given by

Z-Z0
r =zTT0 «67)

where Z is the source or load impedance and Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the
line. Ideally, for a "matched" transmission line where no signals are reflected back we
need T = 0 which can be achieved only if Z = Z0. Clearly we can provide proper ter
mination at the load only, at the source only, orat both ends. Providing a termination at
the source only can be dangerous since the intermediate circuitry (such as bias elements
located between the source and the load) will see one reflection of the transmitted signal.
Since a load resistance equal to the source resistance provides maximum power transfer,
proper terminations (passive or active) are almost always provided atbothendsof the line
for RF applications.

It is important to note that the reflection coefficient T relates to the scattering parameter
Su through the relation

Sn [dB] = 201ogr (EQ68)

The scattering parameters are the 2-port parameters of choice in the high frequency sys
tem and circuits analysis.

6.6.6.2 Right Angle Bends on Transmission Lines

Right angle bends inamicrostrip transmission line, if not properly rounded or chamfered,
havethe effect of a parasitic small capacitance to ground as shownin FIGURE 69.a. This
extra capacitance, if large enough compared to the distributed capacitance of the line, can
disturb the delicate balance between the line's capacitance and inductance which was
shown in FIGURE 67. The amount of parasitic capacitance can be approximated by the
simple parallel plate capacitance C = zA I h, but because of the large fringing field area
as compared to the parallel plate area this estimate will not be accurate. A better estimate
which relates the amount of capacitance tothe properties of the transmission line is given
by [21]
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C«0.61w— (EQ69)
^0

where w is given in mils, Z0 in ohms, and Cin pF. For the board in this system, if round
ing of the right angles had not been performed, the parasitic capacitance would have
amounted to 67fF, a small value indeed.

The effect of aparasitic capacitance on the transmission line, as far as the Sn is con
cerned, is a small reflection on the line. Using the reflection coefficient relation,
equation [67], substituting CIIZ0 for ZL = Z and assuming 2»coZ0C, we obtain

r(co)«--;coZ0C (EQ70)

which is similar to the s-domain relation for anegative differentiator. In this system, for
example, a 1GHz input sinusoid would reflect back an inverted cosinusoidal signal with
1% ofthe transmitted power when passing through atransmission line with asingle right
angle bend1.

6.6.6.3 Transmission Lines Traversing Through Vias

The physical structure of a via and an equivalent circuit model for it are shown in
FIGURE 69.b. The parasitic capacitances ofthe via are primarily due to its pads, whereas
its inductance is primarily due to its barrel. For typical size vias in aPCB operating at typ
ical RF frequencies, the capacitance ofthe via is negligible as compared to its inductance,
and the via therefore behaves inductively.

Using the reflection coefficient relation, equation [67], substituting Z0 +j®L (inductive
via in series with the transmission line segments) for ZL = Z and assuming
2 » (coL / Z0) , we obtain

r(co)«+IM (EQ7J)

which is similar to the 5-domain relation for apositive differentiator. In this system, for
example, a 1GHz input sinusoid passing through astandard size via (16 mil in diameter,
63 mil length, with an average estimated inductance of 820pH) would reflect back acosi
nusoidal signal with 0.82% of the transmitted power.

1. If rounding of theright angles had notbeen performed.
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(a) (b)

Via Pad

FIGURE 69. (a) Effect of right angle corners on microstrip transmission lines, (b) A via
structure and an equivalent circuit for it

Using the "physical" model of atransmission line in HSPICE, the effect of asignal tra
versing through multiple vias is investigated and displayed in FIGURE 70. The induc
tance of each via is estimated at 820pH (based on the three methods presented in
Appendix E, "Via Inductance Relations"). The signal is passed through four 1inch seg
ments of transmission line, going through one via at each transition point. The effect of
these vias on the Sj j and S2l of the transmission line are displayed inFIGURE 70for: via
inductance =0 (ideal case), and via inductance =820pH compensated with various size
capacitors on the two sides of the via. It is clear from FIGURE 70 that thiscompensation
is relatively sensitive to the actual value of the via inductance.

In some applications, it is possible to take advantage ofthe above results and compensate
for the added series inductance of a via to the transmission line by fattening the traces
going to the via and hence increasing the local transmission line capacitance
(FIGURE 72.a).
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FIGURE 70. The effect of Uncompensated" and "compensated" vias on transmission line
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The inductance of avia in pH, to the first order can be determined by [21]

Lvia =5.08xlOJ/iKSH (EQ72)

where his the length of the via and dits diameter. The inductance ofavia as afunction of
its length and its diameter using three different relations is shown in FIGURE 71.

As evident from FIGURE 71, the estimates are at times more than 100% different from
one another. This points out to the fact that the actual via inductance is very much PCB
process dependent and it is also strongly afunction ofmeasurement method. For exam
ple, depending on how sharp or dull the drill bits used in PCB manufacturing are the via
inductance can vary significandy (drill bits loose their sharp edges after long periods of
use). The values obtained for via inductance, therefore should be used as acrude estimate
only As ageneral rule of thumb, via inductance increases almost linearly with increasing
via length but decreases logarithmically with increasing via diameter. Increasing via
diameter, therefore does little toreduce via inductance.

The relations resulting in the graphs of FIGURE 71 are given in Appendix E, "Via Induc
tance Relations". It is important to note that all of these relations have their range of valid
ity, beyond which they can result inanegative inductance value.

As afinal note on this subject, it is interesting to note that graphs have been compiled from
experimental measurements of the inductance ofavia [36]. One important factor included
in these graphs is the ratio of the via diameter to the width of the traces that the via ties to
one another The larger this ratio, the smaller the effective via inductance, as in this case
on average the current has to traverse ashorter path to reach the via
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FIGURE 71. Self-inductance ofavia as estimated by three different methods. Simple formula
given byequation [72] (O), using therelation for semi-empirical relation for theinductance ofa
cylinder (©), and using arelatively complex semi-empirical via inductance equation (©). (a) as
a function of via length for a diameter of 30 mils, and (b) as a function of via diameter for a
length of 60 mils.

Fattened line

internalPCB layer

FIGURE72.Fattened transmission lines may beused to compensate for the inductivebehavior
of a via on a transmission line in narrowbandapplications.

6.6.6.4 DifficultiesofDesigning WidebandTransmission Lines

Using equation [70] and equation [71] it is clear that shunt capacitive parasitics and series
inductive parasitics on a transmission line cancause significant distortion in wideband RF
and digital systems. There is muchless of a distortion problem for narrowband RF sys
tems due to these parasitics. In general, however, a high valued reflection coefficient in an
RF application (even a narrow-band one) can cause the reduction of system SNR, cause
instability problems for conditionally stable high-frequency amplifiers and change the
transfer functions of high-Q filters by modifying their inputand output impedances.

6.6.7 Time Domain vs. Frequency Domain Characterization of Transmission Lines

In the laboratory a transmission line can be cauterized using two methods, in the time -
domain by using a time-domain reflectometer (TDR), or in the frequency domain by using
a network analyzer. By using a network analyzer one can determine the characteristic
impedance of the line at different frequencies using various display techniques (Smith
Chart, log-magnitude, etc.). Using a simple network analyzer, however, it would be diffi
cult to determine the physical causes attributing to discrepancies between the expected
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characteristic impedance and the measured characteristic impedance. ATDR system, on
the other hand, launches avery fast rise-time (100's ofps, typical) pulse into the transmis
sion line and displays the time-domain response ofthe pulse on the screen. Using this
method one can easily observe the effects ofchanges in the physical properties ofthe line
(width, height, going through right angle curves, passing through avia, etc.) on the charac
teristic impedance of the line exactly at the location where the perturbation of the line
occurs and therefore be able to pinpoint potential problems and their causes on the trans
mission line. Using equation [70] it is clear that the "step" function applied to the trans
mission line by aTDR system will cause areflected inverted "impulse function" at the
location ofthe capacitive load. Similarly, equation [71] indicates that the TDR step func
tion would cause a non-inverted impulse function reflection when passing through a
(inductive) via. If the rise-time of the incoming pulse is fast-enough and if the parasitic
capacitance or inductance ofthe line is large enough, the magnitude (peak) ofthe reflected
impulse may be used to estimate the amount ofparasitic capacitance or inductance on the
line. In general this kind of an estimate is much more valid when there is asingle pertur
bation on the line. This is because multiple perturbations change the characteristics ofthe
incoming TDR pulse. For example the transmission coefficient ( =1- reflection coeffi
cient) has alow-pass characteristic when the signal is transmitted through acapacitive
load, and therefore any subsequent perturbation on the transmission line may observe an
incoming pulse which has been distorted by alow-pass characteristic.

Anetwork analyzer with an inverse FFT option is very useful in characterizing transmis
sion lines. The inverse-FFT of the measured frequency-domain response is equivalent to
the reflection response obtained from aTDR test set. If the TDR signal obtained by the
inverse FFT option is showing multiple perturbations on the transmission line, one can
electronically eliminate that portion ofthe transmission line in the time-domain response
and subsequendy observe the frequency-domain response ofthe line. By going back and
forth between the time-domain and frequency-domain responses and r*rforming multiple
"what-if' analyses, the designer can exacdy pinpoint the sources ofthe perturbations on
the transmission hne and their effect on the overall time and frequency responses ofthe
transmission hne.

6.6.8 IVansmission Lines Referred to Power Planes (as Opposed to Ground Planes)

Aquestion that frequendy arises is whether it is allowable to use apower plane as the
return path for amicrostrip transmission line as opposed to aground plane. The need for
such transmission lines occurs for example in afour layer board where the second layer is
a ground plane and th third layer is a power plane. Any microstrip transmission line
routed on the fourth layer (solder side) will be referenced to the power plane. Ideally, as
far as the (high frequency) transmission line signals are concerned, there is no difference
between aground plane and apower plane. Realistically, however, it is always best to use
the same return path for the signals as they are referenced to, so that any noise on the ref
erence would act as common mode and be rejected. For example, it is best to reference an
incoming signal from an antenna to the same potential as the antenna "ground" which is
usually signal ground (and hence use aground layer underneath the microstrip transmis
sion line connecting to the antenna). On the other hand it is best to reference amicrostrip
carrying the output signal of aresistively loaded common emitter amplifier to the supply
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The selection ofaproper return signal path is much more critical in low noise applications
such as the front end ofareceiver. When the signal has asufficiendy large amplitude as
compared to the noise levels on the power planes the problem ismuch less pronounced.

In aboard with perfect supply bypassing, itwould make no difference whether the signal
is referenced to a supply or ground. The return signal will easily find a nearby bypass
capacitor and flow through it to the proper layer and then propagate underneath the for
ward current (in order to rninimize the loop area). In a four layer board, for example, the
distributed capacitance between the power and ground plane (particularly if thiclcness of
the dielectric between these layers is small) facilitates such transition.

If an RF signal propagating through a microstrip transmission line has to change layers
through avia, it is important to provide the proper path for thereturn current aswell. For
example if the signal traverses from the component layer (layer 1) to the solder layer
(layer 4) in a four layer board, thereturn signal will have to flow from layer 2 to layer 3. A
local bypass capacitor near the via will provide such a return path (depending on the
closeness of the internal layers to one another, the distributed plane capacitance may also
provide such a transition path).

A similar situation arises when the forward signal on the stripline traverses the boundary
between two partial power (or ground) planes which are on the same layerof a PC board.
The situation is more complicated than the previous case in that no direct distributed
capacitance exists between the two partial planes, and therefore local bypassing must be
used (with a 0603 capacitor for example). One must be aware, however, that by using
such abypassing capacitor high frequency noise signals are now coupled between the two
partial planes.

In eitherof the above scenarios, if a low impedance transition path does not exist for the
return signal, the return signal will have to take a longinductive path. On aTDR system,
this can be observed as a large positive going impulse-type blip. Further more, the large
loop area enclosed by the current will cause a significant amount of radiation and cross
talk.

6.6.9 Effects of Bias Stubs on Transmission Lines

Almost all active discrete RF components as well as someRF IC's require an external bias
for the high frequency RF circuitry. If a pull-up, pull-down, or a combination of the two
method of biasingis used, it is important to observe the following guidelines

1. If the biasing resistors are not intended to act as load terminations, one needs to assure
that theirequivalent resistance is significantly morethan the characteristic impedance
of the line, e.g. (Rb] II Rb2) »Z0 inFIGURE 73.a.

2. One needs to assure that thebiasing stubs are veryshort as compared to the wavelength
of the frequencies of interest. If there is a long distance between the power lineand the
transmission line, the biaselements should be kept asclose as possible to the transmis
sion line side and lengthened on the otherside of the biasingresistors as shown in
FIGURE 73.a. This effectively buffers the transmission line against being loaded by a
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long stub. If (Rbl || Rb2) »Z0 and the biasing layout is similar to that shown in
FIGURE 73.b, and the stub length approaches a quarter of the wavelength atthe fre
quency of interest, the stub will actas an impedance transformer. Theworst cases
occur where the stub length isequal to an odd multiple of X/4, transforming the high
impedance Rbl and Rb2 into low impedances as seen atnode O and given by

Z2 Z2

0 Kb\ Kbl
(EQ73)

This will clearly attenuate the RFsignal of interest. If the microstrip transmission line
is intended for relatively narrowband signals (such as that inmany RF applications),
and if the frequencies of interest are large enough andboard dimensions allow, one can
intentionally provide a low impedance at nodes ©and ©by using C, and C2 as shown
in FIGURE 73.c. Now the low impedances at nodes © and © are transformed into a
high impedance as seen at node O. Using this method it is notrequired for

(Rb\ MRbi> *zo ^ lonS ^ (* /coCi) «Rb\ and (l /coC2) *Rb2'

(a)

9

R, = Z,

:R. = Z„

(b)

J*n

*jL I Device
Kb2%. ~

(c)

{vice

FIGURE 73. (a) Proper biasing ofa transmission line assuming (Rbl \\Rb2) »Z0 (b) Improper
biasing ofa transmission line assuming (Rb]\\ Rb2) »z0. (c) One possible solution tothebias stub
loading problem usable in narrowband applications.

6.6.10 Transmission Lines Used in This System

Many equations have been derived and reported for microstrip transmission lines. The
simple relation given by equation [60] works well as a first order approximation but does
not takeintoaccount many second order effects. It alsodoesnot givean accurate estimate
for cases where wk hd. One set ofequations used inobtaining the characteristic imped
ance for this board are oudined in Appendix C, "Characteristic Impedance of Microstrip
Transmission Lines". Since most transmission line equations which take second order
effects into account are semi-empirically derived and do not exactly agree with one
another, the average of two different methods were used to obtain the dimensions of the
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transmission lines used on this board. The physical characteristics of the transmission
lines used in the second version of the boardare1 »

w = 26mil

/ = 2.8mil (2oz copper)

Z0 = 50Q (averaged overtwo methods)

hd
zr = 4.5

zeff = 3.37 (averaged over two methods)

C = 3.59 pF/in (averaged overtwo methods)

L = 9.07 nH/in (averaged overtwo methods)

Rdc = 9.36 mQ/in (return path resistance negligible)

attenuation « 0.026 dB/in (see table below)
3Z0
^-° = -l.lOfl/mil
aw

(EQ74)

In this system, with physical properties described in equation [74] and equations given in
Appendix C, "Characteristic Impedance of Microstrip Transmission Lines", the R/L fre
quency is about 200KHz which ismuch below the RF carrier frequency and the transmis
sion lines therefore operate well within the skin effect region. In this system, however, the
distortion introduced across the bandwidth ofinterest, 872MHz to 904MHz is negligible
even for the skin effect region of operation. Using equation [61], equation [62],
equation [64], equation [65] and equation [66] the results of Table 5 are obtained for the
ac resistance, phase shift, and attenuation at the band edges of interest.

1. SI isused throughout this report as the standard unit system. For discussion ofPCB issues, however, the
inch-based system has been used to conform to that industry's standards.
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@ 872MHz @ 904MHz

AC Conductor Resistance [Q/
in)

0.111131 0.113138

Conductor Loss [dB/In] 0.004801 0.004888

Dielectric Loss [dB/ln] 0.042935 0.044510

Total Loss [dB/ln] 0.047736 0.049398

Ideal Phase Shift (linear)
[Degree/in]

-56.64608 -58.72483

Phase Shift With Cond. Loss

Only [Degree/In]
•56.64611 -58.72487

Phase Shin With Dielectric

Loss Only [Degree/in]
-56.64891 -58.72777

Phase Shift With All Losses
rDegree/inJ

-56.64831 -58.72716

TABLE 5. Amplitude and phase distortion on the microstrip transmission lines used in this
system at the band-edges of interest

The results of Table 5 indicate the significance of dielectric losses in the microstrips used
in this system as compared tothe conductor losses. This fact can be partially attributed to
the fact that the transmission lines used were composed of 2oz (2.8mil) copper with rela
tively large surface area and alow dc resistance. Furthermore, the dielectric layer was rel
atively thin resulting in a higher dielectric loss than a typical FR4 PCB microstrip.
FIGURE 74.a compares the amplitude attenuation due to dielectric losses and conductor
losses ofthe microstrips used in this system. FIGURE 74 also indicates that for most pur
poses the microstrip transmission lines used in this system can be assumed lossless and
distortionless at the frequencies of interest.

(a) (b)
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FIGURE 74. (a) Overall attenuation/inch vs. frequency (O) in the microstrips used in this
system, composed of conductor losses (©) and dielectric losses (€>). (b) Phase linearity is
preserved toavery high degree despite the conductor and dielectric losses. Curve (O) represents
a lossless, distortionless microstrip.
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Stripline transmission lines behave reasonably distortionless as long as the bandwidth of
interest is relatively narrow. In ultra-wideband applications such as wide-band radar sys
tems, however, the distortion introduced by the transmission line should be seriously con
sidered. Similarly, very-high speed digital circuitry utilizing transmission lines should
also consider such effects since theharmonics of the signals of interest are typically sev
eral decades higher in frequency than the fundamental. The distortion introduced by the
nonlinearities of the transmission line, for example, can generate intersymbol interference
and the smoothening of the high-speed pulses in high speed digital communication sys
tems.

6.6.10.1 Test Patterns on the First Board

A set of test patterns were imprinted on the first revision board for this system
(FIGURE 75). Many of theconclusions of theprevious sections were experimentally ver
ified using these test pattern.
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FIGURE 75. (a) Test patterns for investigating various microstrip effects, implemented on the
first revision board of this system, (b) TDR response for a signal launched on the ("A" Mitr'd) of
(a). The two curves correspond to two differnt rise times for the TDR input pulse. Note that in
order to resolve small perturbations to the impedance of the transmission time very fast rise time
stimulating pulses are required.

6.7 Some General Layout Rules of Thumb for RF Application

Many high sensitivity components require a partial ground plane immediately under them
on the same layer as they are soldered on. These partial plane are connected to the main
ground plane through multiple vias distributed around the plane. In the case of passive
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elements such as filters this reduces the parasitic ground inductance thereby preserving the
intended transfer function. For active components such as MMIC amplifiers this reduces
the inductance on the ground pins ofthe package, thus reducing the danger ofunwanted
oscillation.

When very high levels of isolation is desired between two signals (e.g. diplexers T/R
switches, etc.) it is best to route the traces orthogonally to one another, minimizing field
interaction and reducing mutual inductance between the lines. Furthermore, signals that
require ahigh degree of isolation can be routed on the different sides of the ground plane.
These measures can reduce the coupling by several tens ofdB's.

It is important not to route high frequency or high sensitivity signals underneath the IC
packages, as they can pickup and/or radiate unwanted signals. Because of relatively low
conductivity, the IC substrate is not considered agood ground plane and cannot decouple
the signals routed underneath achip from the signals on the chip effectively.

6.8 Special Issues on PCB Layout for SAW Filters

SAW filters, as discussed previously, can offer avery sharp amplitude response, rejecting
the nearby out of band signals by more than 60dB. The designer must pay very close
attention to PCB layout issues in order to achieve such ahigh degree ofisolation. In addi
tion to following the good layout guidelines mentioned in Section 6.7, "Some General
Layout Rules ofThumb for RF Application,", one must:

•Provide for apartial ground plane underneath the filter with many distributed vias
connecting the partial plane to the main ground plane. The filter must be in direct
contact with this partial plane, and ifpossible soldered to this plane at multiple points.

•Aplated slit (or adouble row ofplated through holes) must be provided in the middle
ofthe partial ground planes tieing these partial planes to the main board ground plane.
The lack of such aslit can cause triple beat effects (Section 5.7.2.5.B, "Triple Transit
in SAW Filters") on the output of the filter. This is because the electromagnetic signal
which travels about 100,000 times faster than the acoustic signal can couple directly
from input to the output in the absence of such aslit due to the dielectric leakage of
the board material.

•Narrowband matching vs. broadband matching network. If impedance matching
components are used external to the SAW filter, the output matching components
must be placed on the PCB orthogonal to one another, and ifpossible hermetically
shielded from one another. It would also be useful to place them on the opposite sides
ofthe PCB so that the ground plane can provide the necessary isolation between
them.
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6.9 Shielding

6.9.1 IntuitiveExplanation of Shielding

Enclosing high sensitivity/noisy components inside ametallic cage can provide significant
EMI shielding in two ways. First, through reflective shielding. The effectiveness of this
shielding is dependent in the type of the incident field (electric vs. magnetic vs. electro
magnetic) and the wave impedance. Reflective shielding ismost effective atthe lower fre
quencies.

Second, shielding is provided by absorption. Absorptive shielding is independent ofthe
type ofthe incident field: it behaves similarly in response to near or far, electric or mag
netic fields. This type ofshielding ismost effective for higher frequencies.

Alternatively, the incident field can be thought ofgenerating currents in the shield. These
currents then generate fields apposing the incident field, thereby reducing the effect ofthe
incident noise. The above qualitative statements are quantified and further justified below.

6.9.2 Magnetic Shielding vs. Electric Shielding

In general, a shield provides for different amounts ofshielding for electric and magnetic
fields, particularly in thenearfield. Theoverall effectiveness of a shield canbe calculated
simply by adding the reflective shielding and the absorptive shielding ofthe cage

S[dB] = i4[dB]+/?[dB] (eq75)

In general, low frequency magnetic (inductive) fields are the most difficult to stop. Proper
shielding ofsuch signals requires the use offerromagnetic material for the cage, which are
typically more expensive and heavier than non-ferromagnetic material used for shielding.
Furthermore, they typically do not offer as good ofan isolation against electric and elec
tromagnetic fields.

6.9.2.1 Low Frequency Magnetic Shielding

Since non-ferromagnetic shields provide little isolation against low frequency magnetic
fields, the magnetic field penetrates through the shield. Part of the penetrated signal
reflects multiple times inside the shield and part of the signal penetrates out. Because of
all of these complicated and multiple reflections, penetrations and absorptions,
equation [75] does not accurately model the shielding effectiveness against low frequency
magnetic fields. See [20] for a thorough discussion ofthis subject.

6.9.3 Shielding Mechanisms

6.9.3.1 Absorptive Shielding

Absorption loss through aconductor increases exponentially with conductor thickness and
is proportional to e^h <w) where dis the metal thickness and 5(co) is the skin depth of the
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metal. 6(co) decreases with the square root of frequency, providing better isolation at
higher frequencies. A similar argument can be made for magnetic and electromagnetic
fields. It can easily be shown that thicker metals provide better absorptive isolation at a
rate of about 8.7dB for each 5(G)) of thickness.

FIGURE 76 displays the wave impedance as a function of the observationdistance. Wave
impedance is defined to be theratio of theelectric field to the magnetic field

1M --
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V^ Zw =120*
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(EQ76)
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FIGURE 76. Waveimpedance asa function of observation distance for a predominantly electric
source (O) such asa straight wire antenna, and a predominantly magnetic source (©). In reality
the wave impedance behaves in a complex manner at an observation distance of about X/2n.
This behavior is not shown in this figure.

For near fields, the wave impedance ismuch higher for electric radiators than for magnetic
radiators. The near field is defined tobe the area enclosed by a sphere centered at theradi
ator (assuming the radiator can be modelled as a point source), with a radius equal to
\/2n. In the near field the electric and magnetic fields behave very differendy, where as
sufficiendy far enough from the source, they both behave as electromagnetic waves, with
a wave impedance approaching 377Q in free space. In the case of a lOOKHz magnetic
interfering source, for example, the magnetic field would dominate in a radial distance of

5m, in which the magnetic field attenuates by 1/ r3 and the electric field attenuates by
1/ r2, with alow wave impedance. As observed at aradial distance of greater than 5m,
the wave behaves as an electromagnetic (plain) wave with the intrinsic impedance of free-
space, 377ft.

6.9.3.2 Reflective Shielding

The amount of reflective shielding offered by the cage is only a function of the incident
waveimpedance Z* and the metal impedance Zn, and is given by [25]
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R [dB] = 201og (EQ77)

Except for when we are dealing with anear-magnetic field, equation [77J simplifies to

* [dB] =201og^
lit

(EQ78)

and therefore the reflective shield effectiveness isonly a function ofthe ratio ofthe wave
impedance to the metal impedance. From equation [77] and FIGURE 76 it is apparent
that near-field magnetic fields are not easily prone to reflective shielding since Z* and Z^
are comparable in magnitude. From the discussion on absorptive shielding we know that
absorptive shielding is much more effective to high frequency radiators, and therefore
does not offer much isolation against low frequency magnetic radiators. FIGURE 77 dis
plays the shielding effectiveness and its components reflective and absorptive as a func
tion offrequency for an ideal shield with no perturbations ofthe metal.
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FIGURE 77. The reflective and absorptive components of the shielding mechanism as a
function of frequency for an Ideal (no seams or holes) 0.5mm copper in the plane-wave reeion
(far-field) (after [20]). *

Since equation [77] is completely symmetric with respect to Z* and Z^,, the reflective
shield should beeffective whetherZw»ZmOTZm»Zvr Since

*m - & (EQ79)

One can make an effective shield against low frequency magnetic radiators by using high
permeability ferromagnetic material ("mu-metal") such as iron fti» 1). Unfortunately
such material do not offer as good of a shielding against other radiators since their Z„, is
comparable to the wave impedance for such radiators.
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6.9.4 Apertures and 'Discontinuities" in Shields

In general, most metallic materials offer a very substantial amount of shielding against
unwanted electric and magnetic signals (except low frequency magnetic as mentioned
before). Apertures in the shield which are often required to route traces in and out of the
shielded area or provided for tuning purposes are usually the main culprits in reducing the
effect ofshielding. Due to the lower wave impedance ofmagnetic fields inthe near field,
apertures in the shield affect the magnetic field leakage more than the electric field leak
age.

The amount ofleakage due to shield discontinuity depends primarily on the maximum lin
ear dimension (not the area) of the opening, the wave impedance, and the frequency of the
source. This can be intuitively explained as follows. As mentioned before, the incident
field generates currents on the shield which in turn generate opposing fields to the incident
field, resulting in the cancellation of the incident noise in acertain region. Any mecha
nism that perturbs the natural generation and flow of such currents would result in the
reduction of the effectiveness of these currents in generating opposing fields. For example
ashield with an aperture length equal to or greater than half awave length offers no isola
tion to the incident field. Shorter apertures act as wave guides which are operating below
their cutoff frequencies, and therefore attenuating the incoming signal. In this case the
attenuation offered by the slitted shield is given by [25]

Sa = Ra +Aa (EQ80)

where Sa is the total shielding, Ra is the reflection loss due to impedance discontinuity
between the incident field and the aperture, and Aa is the attenuation of the incident field
due to the operation below the cutoff frequency of the aperture (waveguide). If the source
of the field is far from the shield as compared to the maximum linear dimension of the
aperture, then the following approximate equations apply

*fl[dB] = 201og (EQ81)
4Zo*W

(note similarity ofequation [81] to equation [77]) where Zfl is the aperture impedance and
is given by

where /is the maximum linear dimension of the aperture and is expressed in meters. Note
that for small /, ZQ « Zw for typical electric and electromagnetic fields. Alarge differ
ence between the two impedances produces alarge amount of attenuation of the incident
field. As / increases, Zfl becomes comparable to Zw which results in less attenuation of
the incident field.
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The "waveguide attenuation" of the incident field, Aa is approximately given by

^fl[dB]«30J (EQ83)

where /is the thickness ofthe shield. Note that splitting a1cm slit into 40.25cm slits in a
2mm thick shield improves Aa by about 18dB.

Two comments are in place. First, both equation [82] and equation [83] are approxima
tions. In reality both equation constants (3.4 in equation [82] and 30 in equation [83]) are
a function of the geometry of the aperture. The equation constants stated here are aver
aged values for circular and rectangular apertures. Second, these equations do not apply
to shield attenuation when the radiator is inside the shield and the distance between the
source and the aperture is small as compared to /. In this case the equations become com
plicated. Although analytical equations exist for such cases, 3-D electromagnetic simula
tionor physical measurements will produce themostreliable results.

6.9.5 Shielding Provided in This System

On the second revision of this board, provisions have been made for the enclosement of
the receiver and transmitter VCO's and some of their associated circuitry in ametal cage
(Appendix G,"Artwork"). Minimum size apertures have been provided for signals toexit
and enter the cage).

In some other parts of the board, partial ground planes and ground strips have been uti
lized to minimize cross-talk. As arule-of-thumb, cross-talk between adjacent microstrip
transmission lines is halved by placing athird grounded (at twoends) microstrip between
the two lines, and halved again if the strip is grounded at multiple intermediate points.

Critical traces have been routed on the opposite side of the board when possible, shielded
from each other through the internal power planes. Finally, critical signals on the same
layer have been routed orthogonal to one another where possible in order to reduce the
coupling of the fields.

7.0 Impedance Matching Issues

7.1 Impedance Matching for Optimal Noise Figure

At the RF frequencies, impedance matching is frequently used for several reasons. For
example, a particular low noise amplifier, requires a unique optimal value for its source
resistance inorder to provide the lowest overall noise. This unique value is only a function
of the input referred voltage of the LNAand its input referred current noise according to
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(EQ84)

For example for MOS devices the required source resistance approaches infinite.

Since typically this value of Rs is different than the characteristic impedance ofthe line
and/or the driving source resistance impedance matching can be used to provide this opti
mal source resistance to the low noise amplifier. It is important to account for any inser
tion loss in the impedance matching network. For example, high frequency baluns that
may be used for impedance matching may have an insertion loss as much as 2 dB. This
insertion loss will degrade the system NF significandy.

7.2 Impedance Matching for Maximum PowerTransfer

At other times it is desirable to provide maximum power transfer to aload. This requires
the source resistance to be equal to the load resistance (in the case ofimpedance, the load
must be the complex conjugate value of the source for maximum power transfer, but a
well designed system requires aresistive load equal to the characteristic impedance ofthe
line any ways). Once again, impedance matching can be used to provide such amatch.
Unfortunately the source resistance required for maximum power transfer is usually dif
ferent than that required for best NF performance, although often these values are some
times close in magnitude. The reason for the difference in optimal source resistance for
noise purposes and maximum power transfer is that an optimal maximum power transfer
source resistance results in anoise gain / signal gain that is larger than that achieved by
using an optimal NF source resistance.

7.3 Feedback for Impedance Matching

In typical implementation of LNA's feedback type-impedance matching is used at the
input and output to reduce the system noise figure1. As compared to brute-force resistive
matching, this can result in asignificandy better noise figure. For example, in afiber-optic
preamplifier where the source resistance of the detector diode is high, the NF of apream
plifier implemented with apassive 50Q input matching with aNF of 3dB can be ideally
reduced by approximately 1.25 dB to 1.75 dB through the use of ashunt-feedback input
stage2.

1. Resistive matching at the output stage of an LNA implemented in an integrated circuit fashion may be
used mthe case ofmulti-stage amplifiers. The effect of the added noise due to passive matching is
reduced by the gain of the first stage(s) of the LNA.

2.. Note that the NF is not reduced by 3dB, but the current noise is reduced by 3dB.
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7.4 External Impedance Matching Requirements in This System

The LNA and the front-end mixer implemented in this system provide on-chip 50Q
matching. At the time of the design of this system, however, it was found that most com
mercial components were not geared towardsTarge fractional bandwidths at the low IF
frequencies (below 300 MHz). In the design ofthis system this was the primary area of
need for the use of impedance matching schemes.

7.5 Impedance Matchingof the Antenna

Animpedance matching network iscommonly needed at the antenna ofatransceiver. The
VSWR in such acase is determined by the matching ofthe load to the transmission line.
In areceiver application, the load is the receiver input circuitry, and in atransmitter case
the load is the antenna. Typically, optimal transmitter operation requires a maximum
power transfer, and therefore the radiation resistance of the antenna should be matched to
the output resistance of the transmitter for optimal power transfer to the antenna and
matched to the free-space characteristic impedance for optimal power radiation into the
medium. Typically optimal receiver operation requires the best NF match, and hence the
radiation resistance ofthe antenna should be matched to aresistance determined by the
ratio of noise voltage to noise current of the input receiver circuitry. For time division
duplex systems where the same antenna is used for both transmission and reception, the
matching circuitry are typically different.

In order to provide the match for arelatively narrowband system, aquarter wavelength
transformer may be used. The characteristic impedance ofthe matching section is given
by

. ZX/4 = VZantZ0 (EQ85)

where ZQ is the characteristic impedance of the line to be matched as shown in

FIGURE 78l. Note that Zm may be very difficult to obtain analytically and may require
some measurements in order to obtain accurate values for Z

ant

1. Clearly, this will reduce the gain (52,) due to more reflections, but the loss in the noise gain is more sig
nificant than the loss in the signal gain, resulting in an improvement in system noise performance.
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T Balanced Antenna (e.g. Dipole) Z

Impedance transformer section Z
X/4

Balanced Transmission Line Zn

FIGURE 78. A quarter wave length section used to match the characteristic impedance of a
balanced antenna to thecharacteristic impedance of a balanced transmission line.

7.5.1 Single Ended to Differential Conversion forAntenna Feed

Due to the additional noise when using adifferential amplifier as compared to asingle
ended input, LNAs are commonly designed with asingle ended (common emitter) input
stage. Many transmitter power amplifiers are also designed with asingle ended output
stage. On the other hand, many antennas are symmetric with respect to the feed point
(balanced). Further more, both microstrip lines and coaxial cables often used to drive
antennas are not of the balanced form. In order to preserve the symmetrical feed to the
antenna and avoid problems with radiation/pickup on the feeding transmission line, some
method ofpower efficient single ended to differential (unbalanced to balanced) transfor
mation must be used. This is commonly achieved by the use ofabalun.

7.6 Passive Impedance Matching Networks

There are several common alternatives for impedance matching networks. Some ofthese
methods which are applicable to frequencies of up to 2GHz are discussed in the following
subsections. Wider bandwidth methods such as quarter wave transmission line transform
ers are not discussed here as they typically consume large areas for frequencies below
2GHz and are therefore not practical.
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FIGURE 79. (a) Generic impedance matching network, (b) RCl\L impedance matching
network, (c) RLIIC impedance matching network, (d) Transformer impedance matching
network.

7.6.1 LC Networks

LC networks can be used effectively to satisfy impedance matching requirements. For
narrowband applications in the IF stage, this method is the single most common method
used for impedance matching. It is quite simple and provides a cost-effective means of
performing this task. Because ofthe high-Q nature ofsingle stage LC impedance match
ing networks, it is required to use multiple sections of LC networks in order to achieve a
broadband matching networks (approximately fractional bandwidth of over 5%). As an
example, in order to implement the impedance matching network required for the IF VGA
output to the SAW filter input in this system, a 1500Q to 50Q impedance matching net
work would be required. If implemented in a maximally flat form with 0.1dB loss at the
band edges (54MHz and 86MHz) this filter would require 8 reactive elements1. This usu
ally becomes difficult to accomplish and the networks performance becomes highly
dependent on the tolerance, SRF and Qofthe elements. In general broadband LC match
ing networks require multiple sections and extensive tuning and are not awise alternative.

FIGURE 79.c and FIGURE 79.d display two simple LC matching networks. The imped
ance matching element values for the network ofFIGURE 79.b isgiven by

L = J*A
Vv*>0

C =

JRtiRrRa)o,
(EQ86)

1. Ifthe band edges were allowed to have 3dB ofattenuation, the impedance matching network could be
implemented using a simple2-element LC network.
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where o)0 is the center frequency ofinterest for the impedance transformation. The values
of the matching elements for the network of FIGURE 79.ccan be shown to be

L_JR<Rs-R}f CmJ*F*L
^—' c = -7f7T «">J*,Rfl*Q'0

From equation [86] and equation [87] it is clear that thenetworks can be used in thiscon
figuration for impedance matching only if Rt £ Rs. Clearly the "inverted" networks can
be used for impedance matching when J? £ Rt is required.

Theoretically, only two reactive elements are required to match any two resistances in a
narrow bandwidth. Even for narrowband applications however, the values of these reac
tive elements could be impractical. Three element reactive matching networks can then be
used in order toovercome this problem, with one additional degree of freedom in the ele
ment values.

7.6.2 Transformers

Transformers are commonly used when abroadband match is required, both at RF and IF
frequencies. Baluns (balanced-unbalanced), which are typically referred to transmission
line transformers are most common at the high RF frequencies and/or where avery wide
band response is required.

An ideal transformer preserves the power of the signal on its two sides and it is therefore
very useful at the higher frequencies where power is the means of information transfer in
the circuitry; it could be very effectively utilized to maximize power gain by presenting a
source resistanceequal to the load resistance.

7.6.2.1 Maximum Voltage Gain Obtained From a Transformer

In order to obtain acertain Rt as seen at the output (FIGURE 79.d), the turns ratio of the
transformer should be selected as

(EQ88)

It is interesting to note that equation [88] also satisfies the situation for maximum voltage
gain as seen at the output (this can be easily shown by solving for nin (dv / dn) = 0).
It can beshown that In passive impedance matching schemes, whether transformers or LC
networks, the maximum achievable voltage gain (for nselected as equation [88]) is given
by
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(EQ89)

where v0' is the output voltage obtained when the load resistance is connected to the

source directly, equation [89] clearly indicates that under all circumstances v £ v ' and
o o

using an impedance matching network always results in ahigher gain. Using apassive
matching network, it is possible to obtain voltage gain v >v if R. >AR .

The same results apply to other forms ofpassive impedance matching networks.

7.6.2.2 Baluns

The frequency response ofconventional wire wound transformers are typically limited by
the resonance of the interwinding capacitance with the leakage inductance which could
result in peaking in the passband response and roll-off at the higher frequencies. Baluns
are transmission line transformers inwhich the interwinding capacitance is accounted for
in the characteristic impedance ofthe transmission line through the physical arrangement
of the turns. This could result in avery wideband frequency response. At the lower fre
quencies, the response is limited by the primary inductance. High permeability core mate
rial isoften used toenhance the low-frequency response of baluns.

A balun is structured as shown in FIGURE 80. It is clear that unlike conventional cou
pling transformersm, adc path exists between the input and the output.

FIGURE 80. (a) A balun in a 4:1 impedance transformation configuration, and (b) 9:1
impedance transformation configuration.
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Typical balun impedance transformation ratios are 2:1,4:1, 8:1,9:1, etc. The 4:1 imped
ance transformation in FIGURE 80 can be explained as follows. The current ij is input
into the input ofthe balun. By transformer action, acurrent i2 is produced which is equal
in magnitude and 180° out of phase with ij. The output current, therefore isequal to 2i..
Becauseof conservation of power in a transformer

'?*, - <2'*A (EQ90)

which results in R0 = 4RS. A similar arguement can be made for abalun in the configu

ration shown in FIGURE 80.b to show that R = 9R .
o s

7.6.3 Resistive Networks

The simplest and most economical method of providing impedance matching is through
the use of PI or T resistor networks as shown in FIGURE 81. The network can be

designed to provide the desirable R0 and Rin given /?, and Rs along with an attenuation

factor v01 Vj = Av. It is important to note that for a given required input and output
resistance, a minimum value of attenuation exists for which the network can be designed.
If the attenuation is specified as less than this minimum, the resultant resistors can have
negative values. The equations for resistive networks are algebraically complex. These
equations are outlined in Appendix D for the PI network. The values of the elements for a
Tnetwork can be calculated from the PIelements or direcdy.

These resistive networks can also be used as pads (attenuators). They can provide attenu
ation over an extremely broad bandwidth. The equations of Appendix D apply.

Due to the insertion loss of resistive networks, they are rarely used in the front stages of
receivers for impedance matching purposes.

FIGURE 81. Resistive matching (and attenuation) networks, (a) PI configuration, (b) T
configuration
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7.7 Active Buffers as Impedance Matching Elements

Active buffers are another alternative in achieving impedance transformations. Ahigh fre
quency amplifier (or opamp) in the unity gain configuration has avery high input imped
ance and a very low output impedance. A shunt resistor at the non inverting side can
therefore provide the desired input match whereas aseries resistor at the output can pro
vide the proper outputresistive match.

Active buffers, however, suffer from the same shortcomings as the active filters. They add
noise to the system, worsen the systems distortion performance, and consume DC power.
The distortion problem is more severe at the higher frequencies as the loop gain of the
feedback ampUfier starts to reduce. For the higher IF frequencies very high performance
active buffers would be required.

7.8 Impedance Matching in This System

Impedance matching was used in several places in this system. In general, LC networks
wereruled out for this system because of their narrowband characteristics.

7.8.1 The RF-Mixer VGA1 Interface

As explained in Section 5.1.2, "Impedance Matching to External Filters," the output ofthe
front-end mixer is an open collector. In order to obtain the desired gain, this stage required
aload resistance of approximately lKft. The input of the first stage ofthe VGA pre
sented a 400fl load, and would therefore load down the voltage gain of the mixer.
Broadband transformers could be used in this stage to improve the voltage gain of this
stage, but this would add unnecessary complexity to the system and improve the voltage
gain only by only asmall factor. Using equation [88] and equation [89], nopt =0.63 and
vo = L11 vo - Tne added 8*"° was not significant enough to justify the use of such a
(custom) transformer. The reduced gain of the mixer was therefore accepted and
accounted for in the system calculations.

7.8.2 THE RF-MIXER OUTPUT FILTER

A 1600ft pull-up resistor was used at the output of the mixer (see Appendix F, 'The
Schematics"). A low order LC filter was placed between the two stages. This filter was
designed for asource impedance of 1600ft and aload impedance of400ft. Higher order
filters could not be used here because ofthe required high value input and output imped
ances and the resulting high valued inductors and small valued capacitors
(Section 5.7.2.1.F, "Frequency and Impedance Scaling in LC Filters").

7.8.3 VGA1-SAW-VGA2 Interface (Sensitivity of SAW Filters to Terminal
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Impedance Mismatches)

After the first stage of the VGA, the signal is brought off chip for external filtering. The
SAW filter is utilized at this stage. SAW filters are typically extremely sensitive to proper
impedance matching. In an LC filter, if the filter is not properly terminated, this results in
the movement of the location of the poles in the filter. Typically the center frequency of
the filter does not vary as this is primarily afunction of the Us and Cs, but the ripple, the
bandwidth, the stop-band rejection, and the insertion loss are all affected. This is in gen
eral true about SAW filters also. In either case if the termination is grossly off from the
designed value, the filter output spectrum may not even look like a filter anymore. How
ever, the SAW filters show much more sensitivity to terminal impedances. To investigate
the sensitivity ofSAW filters to input and output resistances, atest was performed. The
test setup is shown in FIGURE 82. Analytical investigation ofthe sensitivity ofthese fil
ters requires sophisticated CAD packages and is very difficult to do by hand.

Ponl

Network

Analyzer

Port 2

SAW

R2 >50Q

FIGURE 82. Test setup for investigation of the sensitivity of a SAW filter to improper
terminations. F *^

Ri and R2 make sure the network analyzer sees approximately 50ft. For each measure
ment the network analyzer was calibrated with the SAW filter shorted out, and then the
measurement was performed with that particular calibration. FIGURE 83 shows the
results. The traces are the result of 16 running averages.

These results indicate that the effect ofmismatch on input and output of this filter is to
reduce the nice filter characteristics ofSAWs (increase pass-band ripple, reduce attenua
tion of stop-band, increase insertion loss, etc.).
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FIGURE 83. The effect ofvarious terminations on the SAW filter used inthis system. The device is
specified for operation under 50ft input and output termination, (a) R3=R4=25ft (SAW sees
Rin=Rout=50ft) (b) R3=R4=75ft (SAW sees Rin=Rout=100ft) (c) R3=R4=175ft (SAW sees
Rin=Rout=200ft) (d) R3=975ft, R4=200ft (SAW sees Rin=lKft, Rout=200ft) (e)
R3=R4=975ft (SAWsees Rin=Rout=lKft)

Based on the plots presented above, in this system it was decided that a 100ft input and
output impedance would be accepuble while enabling the use of commercially available
16:1 (n= 4:1) transformers which transform the 1500ft impedances of the IF amplifier to
94ft. The IF amplifier was designed with a 1500ft input and output impedance because
this impedance level is what is typically required by narrow-band IF filters. At the time of
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design of this board there were no commercially available IF VGA's providing low imped
ance input and output interstage characteristics.

Although difficult to quantify, it is estimated that an input and output impedance of about
300ft presented to the SAW would cause significant degradation in this system's perfor
mance.

7.8.4 The Baseband Interfaces

Active buffers were used as the impedance transforming network at the baseband stages
Acuve buffers were selected for these stages instead of transformers because they satisfy
other needs simultaneously while providing the proper impedance transformations. Fur
thermore, because ofthe lower frequency content at these stages, the use ofactive buffers
becomes much more practical. Section 5.4, "The ADC Buffering and Filtering Stage".

8.0 Power Consumption Issues

Table 6 summarizes the power consumption of the various components used in the
receiver part ofthis system. The table is broken down into two sections to illustrate how
the power consumption of the ADC dominates the system power consumption. From
Table 6.a, it is clear that most of the components used in the system consume an amount
of power which is in the same order of magnitude as others (except for the ADC's) Most
of these components operate on asingle +5Vsupply. Some, however do require dual rail
operation (the demodulator buffers for example). The board allows for these components
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to be fed via an external -5V supply or by selecting the proper mode on the board, with an
on-board switching regulator (see Appendix A,"Board Operation Details").

(a)

Part
p
*«p

(mW)

LNA/Mixer 65

IF VGA 60

Demod 30

RFOsc 40

IFOsc 50

Synthesizer 20

Demod Buffers 40

Buffer Loads 20

Others 20

TOTAL (-ADC) 345

(b)

Receiver A/D
p

(mW)

8bits,75MSPS(x2) 2000

8bits,50MSPS,Dual 770

6bits,77MSPS,(i2) 1400

10bits,20MSPS(x2) 70

TABLE 6. Details of receiver power
consumption (a) excluding the ADC's, (b)
Alternative commercially available ADC's.
Note that the 10 bits, 20MSPS ADC's were
in-house ADC's designed at TJCB [261. In
all cases,power is stated for two ADC's, one
for the / channel and one for the Q
channel.

The power consumption for the transmitter components of this system are outlined in
Table 7. Ifthis board were to be used in an Infopad application, the power consumption of
the wideband transmitter would be of little significance since it would be utilized in a
(non-portable) base-station.

<a>
(b

Part
p
* sup

(mW)

Modulator 120

Modulator Buffers 45

TOTAL (-DAC) 165

Transmitter DAC
p

(mW)

8bits,40MSPS,Dual 165

6bits,40MSPS,(x2) 160

TABLE 7. Breakdown of the power consumption of the transmitter part of the system (a)
Without DACs (b) Alternative DACs.

8.1 ADC Requirements and Relation to Power Consumption

This board can support an A/D converter with as high as 8bits ofresolution, and signals
with abandwidth as high as about 16MHz. Ifthis board were to be used for CDMA appli
cations at its fullest speed, it would require the A/D to operate at 64MSPS (16MHz base-
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band bandwidth •2(anti-aliasing) •2(digital correlators require tchip/2 in order to be able
to resolve early and late samples in the delay lock loop fine acquisition). Almost all com
mercially available A/D's operating at 8 bits with such a high bandwidth are of the flash
architecture. Flash A/D's are notorious for high power consumption, particularly when
the higher frequencies dictate the use of bipolar circuitry as opposed to CMOS. The bipo
lar flash ADC's often require dual rail supplies of ±5V. Furthermore flash ADC's present
a very high input capacitance.

Table Table 6.b summarizes some ofthe ADC's that were investigated for use in this sys
tem. The ADC's that offer internal reference generation simplify the external circuitry
considerably (seeAppendix F,4The Schematics").

For lower speed applications, the board can be used with lower speed ADC's, reducing the
power consumption significantly. The default anti-aliasing filters should be substituted by
lower bandwidth filters to avoid excessive out of band noise.

The high power consumption of these ADC's results from several factors. First, they are
primarily based on the flash architecture. Second, they have to drive external loads (off-
chip) with the associated parasitic capacitance, which particularly at the higher speeds
consumes considerable amount ofpower. An integrated solution, not only consumes less
space, but it also reduces the power consumption ofthe ADC significandy.

Obviously asystem with such high power consumption could not be utilized in aportable
application (e.g. Infopad). Several steps are being taken so that the power consumption of
the overall system in the final version of Infopad would be acceptable for aportable appli
cation. First, the possibility of analog correlators is being investigated (Section 8.1.2,
"Power Consumption Issues Relating to the use Analog vs. Digital Correlators"). Second!
in the digital correlator case, the integrated ADC would be driving small on-chip loads!
and special measures are being undertaken to insure low power consumption [33]. Low
power ADC converters have been successfully designed and implemented by other Berke
ley students. For example "TC0001" offers 10 bits of resolution, 20MSPS, with lpF sin
gle ended input capacitance, and only 35mW power consumption [26]. To achieve such
low level ofpower consumption, a pipeline architecture has been utilized. This ADC, for
example can be used with this system in applications where the full bandwidth of the
receiver is not required.

8.1.1 Number of Bits of Resolution Required in this System

Another question of major significance is the number ofbits of resolution which are actu
ally required in the system. As mentioned before, this board can offer ahigh enough SNR
and has the proper buffering amplifiers for an 8-bit application under certain conditions.
The use of 8-bit ADC's at the required data rates is very power consuming. The system
designer for the overall system will have to determine what the actual number of bits
required are for the proper operation ofthe system and choose the proper ADC for that
application. In traditional military use of spread-spectrum CDMA, where CDMA was
only used to immune the signal to jamming (and not for multiple access) aone bit ADC (a
comparator) would often suffice as the digitizing component of the system. This can be
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intuitively attributed to the fact that a spread-spectrum signal has anegative SNR, and a
high resolution ADC does not help much in digitizing such a signal. In multiple access
CDMA systems, however, ahigher number of bits ofresolution is required. Simulations
have shown that for 64 users in asystem, the system would require approximately 4bits of
resolution [27]. The above reasoning assumes adigital correlator. In the analog correlator
case the sampling rate required would bemuch lower, but thenumber ofbitsof resolution
for theADCwould be higher.

8.1.2 Power Consumption Issues Relating to the use Analog vs. Digital Correlators

Adirect-sequence spread-spectrum system is required to perform a correlation between
the incoming signal and aaknown sequence. This is initially required to lock to the corre
lation peak (coarse synchronization). Once lock is achieved, the transmitted signal can be
properly despread.

The correlation (despreading) can be performed in the digital domain (traditional method)
or in the analog domain1. In order for the correlator to operate in the digital domain, the
analog incoming signal will have to be sampled at twice the chip rate (twice because of
early and late samples for fine synchronization). Sampling at such high speeds requires
considerable amount of power.

In an analog correlator approach, the despreading is performed before the signal is digi
tized. Acorrelator can be thought ofas an integrator. Asimple analog correlator then
consists of a capacitor as the negative feedback element to a high gain stage. Unfortu
nately this approach does not perform well due to the amplifier noise and distortion. More
importantly in portable applications, such a correlator does not yield a low-power solu
tion.

The gain stage typically used for such a correlator is an operational transconductance
amplifier (OTA). In this kind of an integrator, the settling time of the OTA is proportional
to its transconductance and hence inversely proportional to the square root of the power.
In other words, in order to double the speed of the integrator, the power consumption
would haveto be quadrupled.

Anovel alternative approach is to use asampled data FIR structure with "passive" integra
tion [34]. In this approach, no OTA or active gain block is required and thus no DC power
isconsumed. Only dynamic power isconsumed inorder toclock the switches of the corr
elator.

1. The digital despreading can be performed using atrue matched filter approach where coarse synchroniza
tion can be achieved much faster than acorrelator approach at the expense ofadded circuitry and power
consumption. The true-matched filter approach is commonly used in CDMA-TDMA systems where syn
chronization has to beachieved quickly every time thetimeslot is allocated to acertain user. True
CDMA systems typically use acorrelator approach for synchronization.
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9.0 The Boards

9.1 The First Revision

The first version ofthe board is shown in FIGURE 84. This board was made ofa test sec
tion on the edge (which was used for characterizing the controlled impedance lines, the
effects of vias on controlled impedance lines, etc.), not shown in this figure. The main
section of the board was composed ofthe receiver, the transmitter and the common front-
end components (transmit/receive switch, "pre-select" filter, antenna diversity switch).
The largest area on this board was consumed by the filters, the local oscillators and the
dipswitches which provided the gain controls for the IF stage and the power down features
for many of the ICs used. The antenna diversity and transmit/receive switches were con
trolled by connector 1which was a28 pin ribbon connector. Additionally, the supply volt
age, ground, VCO tuning voltages, IQ modulator phase adjust voltage and other signals
were provided by this connector. The high bandwidth I/O signals, /„, Q^ Ioun Qout utilized
an OSMT connector which connected to the outside world through asmall-diameter coax
cable.

C XMTR )

(RCVR )

FIGURE 84. The first revision of this board, implemented on a four layer PCB The board
dimension, excluding the test structure, is 13.4cm X 7.6cm.

The main board dimensions are 13.4cm X7.6cm, consuming an area of 102 cm2 The
board size could be reduced by eliminating the dipswitches which were provided for test
ability. The board had a total of less than 100 components. The standard surface mount
capacitor and resistor used on the board were of the 1206 size. The elements were stuffed
on the primary layer ("component") only.
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9.1.1 Layer Stack-up

The board constituted four layers. Since vias were to beavoided (to avoid reflections on
the line) for the controlled impedance lines, these lines were routed on the primary (com
ponent) layer only. The control signals were routed on the solder layer (fourth layer). The
second layer was the ground plane and the third layer was the power plane. The dielectric
material was FR4. Section 6.6.10, 'Transmission Lines Used in This System". The power
plane in parallel with the ground plane spaced approximately 30 mil apart provide for a
relatively large high-frequency distributed capacitance (C« 0.5nF) which is effective in
the supply decoupling process.

9.1.2 Transmitted and Received Signal

FIGURE 85 shows a received signal at the IFfrequency of the first revision of the board.
The signal was obtained by transmitting a BPSK modulated PN sequence through the
transmitter section of one of these boards, and receiving it in another corner of the room
by another one ofthese boards. On the receiver the signal ispassed all the way through the
receiving chain and is viewed on the spectrum analyzer at the IF frequency of 70MHz.
Theoriginal transmitted signal had a chip rate of 16MCPS. An excess bandwidth of 100%
is used here. On this figure, the spectrum analyzer span is set to is 33MHz.

FIGURE 85. Received CDMA signal at
IF stage of the first revision of this
system.

9.1.3 Lack of Sufficient Bandwidth in Demodulator IC

The demodulator section of the first board did not provide sufficient bandwidth (the pre
liminary specification sheets and information furnished by the supplier were insufficient
and inaccurate.

9.2 The Second Revision

After extensive investigations and characterizations on the first board, it was decided to
implement a second board. The second board was toprovide much more functionality and
flexibility, while curing the shortcomings of the demodulator section of the first board and
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some excessive transmitter/receiver cross-talk issues1. The second board provides the
following additional features:

• Specified throughput requirements are met (no longer limited by the demodulator IC
output section)

•Both AC and DC coupling options are provided for the modulator input ports
•Both phase locked and free-ranning VCO options are provided. In the phase locked

case, the reference osciUator can be supplied externally, or the on-board reference
crystal oscillators can be used. In the first version ofthe board, all VCO's were
implemented as free-running. In the absence ofextreme temperature variations (or
when the signal BWof interest is small in comparison with the system filter band-
widths) the signal can be properly demodulated to some (varying) not-exacdy-base-
band frequency. The signal could then be completely demodulated to baseband with
the use ofadigital carrier recovery loop. This system would not work properly, how
ever without some kind offeedback mechanism, digital or analog, to keep the
received signal "close enough" to baseband.

The phase-locked option will provide the feedback mechanism which is required to
keep the baseband signal "close-enough" to true baseband. Ifboth the transmitter
VCO and the receiver VCO are locked to astable crystal, the received baseband sig
nal can be guaranteed to be within a"small" offset ofbaseband. In adifferential mod
ulation scheme, such as DQPSK used in the Infopad, as long as this offset is small as
compared to the symbol rate, this would not cause for any problems, since the next
symbol will arrive quickly enough such that the rotation in the constellation due to the
frequency offset is insignificant. As asimplistic example, ifthe symbol rate were
1MSPS and the "baseband" signal were offset by lOKHz, the constellation rotation
during one symbol would amount to 3.5° which is certainly tolerable in adifferential
QPSK system. Theoretically, abaseband offset of greater than 125KHz (45°) would
be required in such asystem to cause symbol errors. Clearly this is only atheoretical
limit and practical and statistical considerations limit this offset to much smaller val
ues. This is one ofthe odd occasions where ahigher symbol rate simplifies the design
of the system. e

TTie use ofaphase locked system also compensates for long term frequency drifts in
the VCO's due to effects such as temperature changes. In anon-phase-locked system
this may cause the signal to be improperly truncated by the filters in the system

1. In reality this cross-talk is not an issue, since in the final version of the Infopad the uplink channel (trans-
miner) is on adifferent frequency bandwidth. If this system were to be used in atime-duplexed fashion
however, the LO leakage of the transmitter to the receiver should be minimized. This is because typical^
it is not possible to shut-down the LO during the receive periods due to the relatively large "settling" time
required for the La The transmitter modulator IC can typically be shut-down, however, which in con
junction with theT/R switch isolation should provide asignificant amount of isolation to the LO. In such
cases, the board layout becomes the dominant factor in determining the amount of LO leakage
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• Internal or external control of the VGA gain stages. The internal mode is primarily
used for testing purposes. The external mode is used in conjunction with again con
trol feedback loop. In atypical indoor environment, the frequency ofthe gain control
updates is relatively slow as compared to an outdoor environment since the speed of
the moving objects are low.

• Internal or external control of power downs onIC's. Most of theIC's used on this
board have a"sleep" mode. In this mode the power consumption ofthese IC's is
reduced significanUy. Depending on the application this feature may or not be uti
lized. The internal control mode is primarily for testing purposes.

•The Iin and Qm signals are fully buffered and level shifted to allow interfacing with
various DACs. The Ioul and Qoul signals are also fully buffered and level shifted to
allow interfacing to various ADC's.

•The board can operate on asingle +5V supply voltage. Although most components on
this board require a5V supply, the -5V required for the high speed opamps is pro
vided by the use ofon-board switching voltage supplies. An external -5V supply con
nector is also provided.

• All reference voltages are generated internally.

The result of the various enhancements mentioned in this section is a flexible transceiver
board which canbe utilized for various applications.

The pictures of the two sides of the board are shown in FIGURE 86.

FIGURE 86. The second revision oftheboard, (a) component side, (b) solder side.
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APPENDIX A. Board Operation Details
A.1 Warnings

CAUTION: It is important to connect the +Va and -V^ inputs property. If they are
swapped many components will be damaged. SMA Connector CON37 (the one closer to
the middle of one side of the board is+VW (+), and CON38, another SMA, closer to the
edge of theboard is -V^ (-).

Since the power is supplied tothe board through an SMA connector, an SMAtoanana con
verter cable must be used. Attention has tobemade tothe polarity on the banana side.

In order to provide maximum flexibility, many jumpers and switches have been provided
on this board. This increased the risk ofdamaging the system by jumpering the wrong
connector, etc. Therefore, at all times the user must be awarwe ofthe current meter reading
on the power supplies. If asudden surge in current consumption is observed, the power
supplies must be shut down immediatery. A better option is to use a power supply with
automatic current limiting capability.

A.2 Important Notes

Loading: The loading ofthe components due to long cables and multiple connections to
signal generators, spectrum analyzers, etc. should be considered. Most test equipment are
50 Ohms. The cable presents arather large capacitive or inductive load that can alter the
operation of the circuits if not properly terminated to 50Q. For example, if acoax con
nector is used to observe the output ofthe VCO's in the synthesized mode, the synthesizer
will not be able to operate properly, since it is loaded by the 50ft input resistance of the
spectrum analyzer in parallel with the 50Q input impedance ofthe VCO and the imped
ance of the modulator/demodulator. In these cases the high frequency probe (HP), with
1MQ input resistance, and 2pF capacitive load should be used to observe the signal.

Cables: The cables themselves can be very unreliable; especially the OSMT ones. It is
best to check the proper operation ofthe cable at the frequency ofinterest before using the
cable. The proper operation of these connectors at DC does not guarantee their proper
operation at 1GHz.

Static Shielding: Some of the parts used on this board are extremely static sensitive
(class A, i.e. 20V static can zap them, i.e. no internal static protection whatsoever).
Alwaysuse proper grounded wrist strap.

HDR PINS: The header pins should not be arbitrarily disconnected. Furthermore, prior
to the powering-up ofaboard/or the first time (only), all the proper header pins must be in
place. This is because power down has been provided for all the opamps on the board, by
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disconnecting their V^. line. If any significant voltage exists atany of the other pins of the
opamp, the opamp canbe destroyed. In general, theopamps should be "powered-down"
with great caution. In other words, the opamp supply jumper headers should be con
nected under normal operation.

A.3 General notes

The following information simplifies the task ofusing/testing/debugging of this board:

1) the viewlogic schematics

2) this information section

3) the layout printouts generated by Racal for the component layer and the solder layer.

In general, the simplest method of locating a component in the layout is the use of the
"component search" command in the layout program, Racal.

In order to design a new revision of this board, or if this method of schematic entry and
capture is to be used for other designs (Viewlogic schematic entry, and Racal layout), the
placement information should be entered in Racal (since Viewlogic does not give you
placement information with this method). The following steps should be followed:
1. The file -aryab/viewlogic/rinf.cfg should be used instead of the default configuration

file.

2. After translating the netlist into Racal, aplacement grid should be generated and acti
vated.

3. The autoplace-distribute option should be used to randomly distribute the components
on the grid.

4. The critical components should be placed and "fixed" in their place.
5. The autoplace-place command should be used. This gives an initial placentae which

can then be modified as required.

A.3.1 Regarding the Synthesizers

There are various ways to program the synthesizers. One simple method that facilitates
testing is the use of the following PC program installed on the PC in the Cory 403 lab.

C:\users\arya\lmx2315;

This program uses the serial port on the PC to communicate through the proper pins on the
board connector CON39 with the synthesizer. The proper cable is also built and in the
lab.
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A3.2 Where to Find On-line Information

The viewlogic schematic of the current implementation is in:

-aryab/viewlogic/xmtr.1

The Racal layout is in:

-aryab/Racal/work/nxcvr2-3

A.3.3 HDR PINS and Their Functions

Below is the information regarding all of the HDR-pins used on this board. The informa
tion has been broken down into transmitter (xmtr), receiver (rcvr) and common. The
name of the header pin is typically followed by (2R), (3R), (2X) or (3X). In this context,
Ris rcvr, Xis xmtr, 2indicates a2pin header-pin, and 3indicates athree pin header-pin.
For three pin header-pins, the description follows the two states of the header pins 01 and
02. This is marked on the schematics, but not on the board silkscreen. Here is the guide:

PIN3

For the 2 pin header pins, state "1" indicates shorted (jumpered), and "0" indicates open
(no jumper). In both cases "D" indicated the default state.

A.4 The Receiver

A.4.1 Header Pins

HDRi: (3R) Allows the option for selecting a free-running VCO for the receiver where
the oscillation frequency of Q23 is determined by POT1, or a synthesized VCO, con
trolled by Ul.

01 (D):Synthesized

02:Free-running

fiDR£: (3R) Allows the use ofan external power supply (through pin 10 of CON39) for
the charge pump supply of the receiver synthesizer (Ul). This feature could be useful to
isolate the main board supply (Vcc) from the synthesizer charge pump noise injection.
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01: Use external supply

02 (D):Use board Vcc

HDRK): (3R) Allows the use of an external reference (e.g. signal generator) through
C0N19 (OSMT connector) for the receiver synthesizer (Ul). For compatibility with lab
equipment (e.g. signal generator) there is a50 Ohm termination on the board (R63).

01: use external reference

02 (D): use internal TCXO (Q9) for reference

HDRU: (3R) Allows the option of using an external -5V supply through SMA connector
CON38 as opposed to using the internal DC-DC converter for this section (first stage of
the receiver output buffer). This option is provided so that the user can eliminate the
switching noise which is injected into the circuitry due to the DC-DC converter. HDR11
selects between DC-DC converter U6 and the external supply. Note that U6 feeds the neg
ative supplies for the opamps U5 and U7. Also note that if an external Vee is used set
HDR25=0 to powerdown U6.

01 (D):Generate -5V for U5, U7 using U6

02: Use external -5V supply

HDE12: (3R) Allows the option of using an external -5Vsupply through SMA connector
CON38 as opposed to using the internal DC-DC converter for this section (first stage of
the receiver output buffer). This option is provided so that the user can eliminate the
switching noise which is injected into the circuitry due to the DC-DC converter HDR12
selects between DC-DC converter U8 and the external supply. Note that U8 feeds the neg
ative supplies for the opamps U19 and U17 as well as provides the negative supply for the
class Boutput stage transistors (Q3.Q4) and (Q5.Q7).

01(D):Generate-5VU8

02: Use external-5V supply

fiDRJi: (3R) Allows the option of using the same TCXO for both the transmitter and the
receiver. In this mode both the transmitter and the receiver synthesizers will use the trans
mitter TCXO (Q10) as references.

01: Both synthesizers use Q10
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02 (D): Each synthesizer uses its own local TCXO

HDRlfr (2R) Powers down the receiver synthesizer (Ul), receiver VCO (Q23) and the
receiver free-running VCO control section by shutting down their voltage regulator, U4.

1:Shutdown

0(D):No shut-down

HDRI6: (2R) Selects the operating frequency of the oscillator of the CMOS voltage
(DC-DC) converter U6.

l:45KHz

0(D):10KHz

HDRI7: (2R) Selects the operating frequency of the oscillator of the CMOS voltage
(DC-DC) converter U8.

l:45KHz

0(D):10KHz

HDR23: (2R) Power down for receiver TCXO (Q9) by shutting down supply to its volt
age regulator, Q16.

1(D): ON

0:OFF

HDR24: (2R) Shuts down power to the on-board 140MHz IF 3rd overtone crystal oscil
lator by disconnecting its voltage regulator, Q13 from VCC.

1(D):0N

0:OFF
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HDR25: (2R) Disconnects DC-DC converter U6 from power. Ifthis mode is selected, an
external -Vee must be supplied and proper selection be made on HDRI 1.

1(D):U6 ON

2:U6 OFF

HBE2& (2R) Disconnects Opamp U5 from Vcc. Note that powering down this opamp
could be dangerous. Because, at all time the opamps must not see any voltage exceeding
the supply voltages at non-supply pins. Since this opamp is fed from Q18 and also from
voltage regulator Q14, the user MUST ensure that pins 2,3 of this opamp (the inputs) are
at about zero volts during the opamp shutdown (e.g. power down Q14 also, by setting
HDR36=0). For complete shut-down, the HDRI 1must also be open.

1(D):U5 connected to Vcc

2 (dangerous):V5 disconnected from Vcc

HDR22: (2R) Disconnects Opamp U7 from Vcc. Note that powering down this opamp is
dangerous. Because, at all time the opamps must not see any voltage exceeding the sup
ply voltages at non-supply pins. Since this opamp is fed from Q18 and also from voltage
regulator Q14, the user MUST ensure that pins 2,3 ofthis opamp (the inputs) are at about
zero volts during the opamp shutdown (e.g. power down Q14 also, by setting HDR36=0).
For complete shut-down, the HDRI 1must also be open.

1(D):U7 connected to Vcc

2 (dangerous):Vl disconnected from Vcc

HDR28: (2R)Disconnects the quad opamp which generates the top ofthe ladder, bottom
of the ladder reference voltages and also level shifts the main signals (U19) from'the Vcc
signal line. To shut down U19, HDR12 should be left open also (which shuts down the -
Vcc supply to U19).

l(D):U19VccON

2:U19VccOFF
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HDR29: (2R) Disconnects the Positive supply from the Vcc input of opamp U17 IN
order to completely shut this opamp off, HDR12 must be left open also.

l(D):U17VccON

2:U17VccOFF

HDR25: (2R) Shut down option for 2.5V reference generator Ql1for the second stage of
die rcvr output buffer. To avoid damage to U19, this HDR must be open ifU19 is powered
down. r

l(D):QHON

2.Q110FF

HDR36: (2R) Power down ofQ14 voltage regulator by disconnecting its VCC connec
tion.

1(D):Q14 0N

2.Q14 OFF

HDR37: (2R) Power down for the receiver synthesizer. This HDR is used as an extra
"dipswitch."

1:Powered down

0 (D):Powered

A.4.2 POTS

PQIi (100K): Free-running RF VCO control option. The output of the VCO Q23
changes by about llMHz/V by tuning it through this pot. Note that this tuning is also
affected by the setting on the output of the voltage regulator U4. Assuming an output volt
age of 4.2V on U4, and adesired LO frequency of 958MHz on the RF Mixer 019 (this
requires approximately. 1.95V on the control pin of the VCO):

Nominal Val:46.42K (2-3); approximately 1.782 Volts on the control line. Note that the
connection ofthe voltmeter probes offsets the frequency slighdy.
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Adjustments:Adjust and observe output frequency of Q23 on spectrum analyzer. Set to
958 MHz, or whatever the desired LO frequency is.

PQT2 (5K): Used to set the DC operating point ofthe / channel of I/Q receiver demodu
lator Ql8 and also get OV DC at the output of OPAMP U5. Note that this is not the stan
dard way ofutilizing this component, but necessary to enhance the output BW ofQ18.
Since R18=R17=2.5K (see schematic), both conditions (proper DC biasing ofoutput stage
ofdemodulator (Q18) AND OV DC output ofU6 can be satisfied simultaneously using
this pot.

Nominal Val:2.5K (across pins 2-1 of pot)

Adjustments:Adjust such that the DC output voltage ofU5 (pin 6) is zero.

EQI2 (5K): Used to set the DC operating point of the Qchannel of I/Q receiver demod
ulator Ql 8and also get OV DC at the output ofOPAMP U7. Note that this is not the stan
dard way of utilizing this component, but necessary to enhance the output BW of Q18.
Since R19=R20=2.5K (see schematic), both conditions (proper DC biasing ofoutput stage
of demodulator (Q18) AND OV DC output of U7 can be satisfied simultaneously using

Nominal Val:2.5K (across pins 3-1 ofpot) (pinswap)

Adjustments:Adjust such that the DC output voltage of U7 (pin 6) is zero.

KHGjjjCIK):Adjusted such that output of LPF-I channel (FIL1) sees 50 Ohm. Since POT4
IIPOT7 is the resistance seen by the output of the filter, first POT7 should be adjusted to
obtain the desired gain and swing for the particular A/D that will be utilized, and then
POT4 adjusted such that POT4 II POT7 =50 Ohms. Assuming POT7 adjusted to 100

Nominal Val.100 Ohms (across pins 1-2 ofpot)

Adjustments: Adjust such that the resistance seen at FIL1 (pin 8) is 50 Ohms.

EQH (IK):Adjusted to provide the top-of-the-ladder to the bottom-of-the-ladder swing
(gam) for the particular type of A/D used on the / channel. Note that R23 the feedback
resistor around opamp U17 is fixed at 634 Ohms since this is atrans-impedance (current-
feedback) opamp. Assuming a2Vp-p output required, and assuming an input swing of
0.312V at the output of FIL1 -6, B
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Nominal Vahapproximately 100 Ohms (across pins 1-2 of pot)

Adjustments: Adjust to get the proper gain (and swing) and observe U17, pin 7.

POT8 (10K): Used to setthereference (top-of-the-ladder orbottom-of-the-ladder) for the
particular A/D's used. With the given configuration, this reference voltage can be -
2.5V<Vref<+2.5V. If references in excess of these values are required, R21 willhave to
be swapped for asmaller resistance. These references are buffered using aclass B discrete
output stage to be able to provide high currents (this is required since typical high-speed
flash A/D's have very lowladder resistances). Note that this reference voltage (available
through OSMT connector CON3) can be used for both channels; or alternatively CON3
can be used for onechannel and CON2 for theother. Often, the top-of-the-ladder orbot
tom-of-the-ladder is referenced to ground, in which case one reference output from this
board willbe sufficient. Otherwise, both reference, outputs can be used. Assuming a -2V
reference output desired:

Nominal Val:9K (across pins 2-3 of pot)

Adjustments: Adjust to get the proper(DC) voltage at CON3, in this case -2V DC.

POT9 (1OK): Used to set the properoutput DC level on the main / signal output and main
Q signal output for the particular A/D's used. Since there is no independent control for the
two channels at this point, any small mismatch between the two channels must be com
pensated for using the DC adjusting pots of the previousbuffer stage, POT2 (/) and POT3
(Q). Note that this pot is not referenced to ground, but to a -1.5V reference. Assuming a -
IV DC at output of Isig (U17, pin 7) and Qsig (U17, pin 1) is required:

Nominal Val:9K (2-3)

Adjustments:Adjust to get the properDC output voltage at U17, pin 7 and U17, pin 1 (in
this case -IV DC); or can observe U19-12 and set it to the propervoltage, in this case +2V.

POT 10 (10K): Used to set the reference (top-of-the-ladder or bottom-of-the-ladder) for
the particular A/D's used. With the given configuration, this reference voltage can be -
2.5V<Vref<+2.5V. If references in excess of these values are required, R31 will have to
be swapped for a smaller resistance. These references arebuffered using a class B discrete
output stage to be able to provide high currents (this is required since typical high-speed
flash A/D's have very low ladder resistances). Note that this reference voltage (available
through OSMT connector CON2) can be used for both channels; or alternatively CON3
can be used for one channel and CON2 for the other. Often, the top-of-the-ladder or bot
tom-of-the-ladder is referenced to ground, in which case one reference output from this
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board will be sufficient. Otherwise, both reference, outputs can be used. Assuming a-2V
reference output desired:

Nominal Val:9K (across pins2-3 of pot)

Adjustments: Adjustto get the proper (DC) voltage atCON2, in this case -2V DC.

EQI11 (IK):Adjusted to provide the top-of-the-ladder to the bottom-of-the-ladder swing
(gain) for the particular type of A/D used on the Q channel. Note that R23, the feedback
resistor around opamp U17 is fixed at 634 Ohms since this is a trans-impedance (current-
feedback) opamp. Assuming a 2Vp-p output required, and assuming an input swing of
0.312V at the output of FIL2, pin6,

Nominal Val-.approximately 100 Ohms (across pins 1-2 of pot)

Adjustments: Adjust to get the proper gain (and swing) and observe U17, pin 1.

PQII2 (100K): Vout = (approximately) Vref (1 + POT19 / Rll); Vref = 1.235V,
Rl1=25K. As voltage regulator U4's output voltage is controlled by this pot, and since U4
control's Vcc ofsynthesizer Ul (which can operate as low as 3.5V Vcc, and it prefers the
lower voltages), RF VCO Q23 (which has anominal Vcc of4.2V, but can operate up to
5V), and the free-running VCO control section, areasonable setting for the POT is as fol
lows:

Nominal Val:60K (across pins 1-2 of pot)

Adjustment:Adjust POT19 to achieve desired output voltage on U4, pin 1, nominally this
voltage would be 5V.

PQI2Q (IK):Adjusted such that output of LPF-Q channel (FIL2) sees 50 Ohm. Since
POT20 II POT11 is the resistance seen by the output of the filter, first POT11 should be
adjusted to obtain the desired gain and swing for the particular A/D that will be utilized,
and then POT20 adjusted such that POT20 II POT11 = 50 Ohms. Assuming POT11
adjusted to 100 Ohms,

Nominal Val: 100 Ohms (across pins 1-2 of pot)

Adjustments: Adjust such that the resistance seen at FIL2, pin 8 is 50 Ohms.
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A.5 Transmitter

A.5.1 Header Pins

HDR2: (3X) AC/DC coupling option for the input signals to the transmitter, / channel.
ForAC /DC coupling of the / channel all of the above setting must be made:

I channel:

AC:

HDR5(3X): Ol (pinswap)

HDR20(2X)=1

HDR4(3X): 01

DC:

HDR5: 02

HDR20=0

HDR4: 02

Q channel:

AC:

HDR2(3X): 02

HDR18(2X)=1

HDR3(3X): 01

DC:

HDR2: 01

HDRI 8=0

HDR3: 02

HDR3: AC/DC coupling. See "HDR2" above.

HDR4: AC/DC coupling. See "HDR2" above.
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HDR5: AC/DC coupling. See "HDR2" above.

HDRfr (3R) Allows the use of an external power supply (through pin 15 of CON39) for
the charge pump supply ofthe transmitter synthesizer (U2). This feature could be useful
to isolate the main board supply (Vcc) from the synthesizer charge pump noise injection.
01: use external supply

02 (D):use board Vcc

HDR7: (3R) Allows the use of an external reference (e.g. signal generator) through
C0N6 (OSMT connector) for the transmitter synthesizer (U2). For compatibility with lab
equipment (e.g. signal generator) there is a50 Ohm termination on the board (R56).

01: use external reference

02 (D): use internal TCXO (Q10) for reference

HDRg: (3X) Allows the option ofusing an on-board pot (pot 18) to set the attenuation of
Ul3; or the use an external control voltage for the same purpose. The external control
voltage is input through pin 35 of CON39

01-.External control

02 (D):Internal control through POT 18

HDR 14: (3R) Allows the option for selecting a free-running VCO for the transmitter
where the oscillation frequency of Q6 is determined by P0T21, or a synthesized VCO,
controlled by U2.

01:Free-running

02 (D):Synthesized

HDR18: AC/DC coupling. See "HDR2" above.

HDR 19: (2R) Selects the operating frequency of the oscillator of the CMOS voltage
(DC-DC) converter U10.
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l:45KHz

0(D):10KHz

HDR20: AC/DC coupling. See"HDR2" above.

HDR21: (2X) Power down for transmitter TCXO (QIO) by shutting down supply to its
voltage regulator, Q15.

1(D): ON

O.OFF

HDR22: (2X) Powers down the RF attenuator by disconnecting it from Vcc. DANGER-
in power down mode, make sure that HDR8 =0to avoid damage to part. No danger of
damaging part at input pin (3) by powering down here because it is ac coupled and output
of RF2402 is small.

l(D):ON

0:OFF

HDE3Q: (2R) Powers down the receiver synthesizer (U2), receiver RF VCO (Q6) and the
receiver free-running RF VCO control section by shutting down their voltage regulator,

1.'Shutdown

0(D):No shut-down

HDEM: (3X) Allows the option of using an external -5Vsupply through SMA connector
CON38 as opposed to using the internal DC-DC converter for this section (first stage of
the receiver output buffer). This option is provided so that the user can eliminate the
switching noise which is injected into the circuitry due to the DC-DC converter HDR31
selects between DC-DC converter U10 and the external supply. Note that U10 feeds the
negative supplies for the opamps Ull and U9. Also note that if an external Vee is used
HDR32 must be set to "0" (open) to power down U10.

02 (D).Generate -5V for U9, Ull using U10
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01: Use external-5V supply

HDR32: (2X) Disconnects DC-DC converter U10 from power. If this mode is selected,
an external -Vee must be supplied and proper selection be made on HDR31

l(D):U10ON

0:U10OFF

HDR32: (2X) Disconnects Opamp Ul 1from Vcc. Powering down this opamp is dan
gerous because, at all times the opamps must not see any voltage exceeding the supply
voltages at non-supply pins. Since this opamp is fed from an input and also from refer
ence generator Q12, the user must ensure that pins 2, 3ofthis opamp (the inputs) are at
about zero volts during the opamp shutdown. For complete shut-down, the HDR31 must
also be open.

1(D):U11 connected to Vcc

0(dangerous):Ul 1 disconnected from Vcc

HDR34: (2X) Disconnects Opamp U9 from Vcc. Note that powering down this opamp is
dangerous. Because, at all time the opamps must not see any voltage exceeding the sup
ply voltages at non-supply pins. Since this opamp is fed from an input and also from ref
erence generator Q12, the user must ensure that pins 2, 3ofthis opamp (the inputs) are at
about zero volts during the opamp shutdown. For complete shut-down, the HDR31 must
also be open.For complete shut-down, the HDR31 must also be open.

1(D):U9 connected to Vcc

0(dangerous):U9 disconnected from Vcc

A.5.2 POTS

EQI5 (10K): Used to correct for phase mismatches between the / and Qchannel. Usu
ally not required except for "precision" applications.

Nominal Val: -

Adjustments: Adjust to cancel any phase mismatches.
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EQI6U00K): Vout^approximately)Vref(1 +POT6/R80);Vref= 1.235V.R80=25K.
As voltage regulator U12's output voltage is controlled by this pot, and since U12 con
trol's Vcc of synthesizer U2 (which can operate aslow as 3.5V Vcc. and it prefers the
lower voltages), RF VCO Q6 (which has a nominal Vcc of 4.2V, but can operate up to
5V), and the free-running VCO control section, areasonable setting for the POT is as fol
lows:

Nominal Val:60K (across pins 1-2 of pot)

Adjustment:Adjust POT6 to achieve desired output voltage on U12, pin 1; nominally this
voltage would be 4.2V.

POT 12 (2K): This pot is used for offset voltage cancellation of U9 due to the unequal
input bias currents. Should be adjusted such that (POT13 II (R58+R548)) =POT12II POT
17. This POT should be adjusted after the adjustment of POT13.

Nominal Val:DC Coupling: -

AC Coupling: 830 Ohms

Adjustments.Adjust as noted above for offset voltage cancellation due to input bias cur
rents.

PQT13 (2K): Set the gain of the input buffered signal from the Q channel DAC. The
gain should be adjusted for the proper swing at the input terminals of the modulator, U20.
Note that especially in case of DC coupling the output voltage range of the opamps will
dictate the max gain achievable, as these are relatively low; nominally +3.6V. Note that
the swing on the input terminal of the modulator determines the output power of the mod
ulated signal. POTs 12 and 17 will have to be adjusted after the adjustment of this POT.
Assuminga 2V swingdesired on the inputs of the modulator,

Nominal Val:665 Ohms

Adjustments: Observe U20-7 and adjust toobtain desired swing.

PQT14 (2K): This pot is used for offset voltage cancellation ofUl1due to the unequal
input bias currents. Should be adjusted such that (POT15 II (R65+R54)) =POT14 II POT
16. This POTshould be adjusted afterthe adjustment of POT15.

Nominal Val:DC Coupling: -

AC Coupling: 830 Ohms
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Adjustments:Adjust as noted above for offset voltage cancellation due to input bias cur
rents.

POT 15 (2K): Set thegain of the input buffered signal from the/ channel DAC. THe gain
should be adjusted for the proper swingatthe input terminals of the modulator, U20. Note
that especially in case of DCcoupling theoutput voltage range of the opamps will dictate
themax gain achievable, as these are relatively low; nominally +3.6V. Note that the swing
on the input terminal of the modulator determines theoutput power of the modulated sig
nal. POTs 14and 16will haveto be adjusted AFTER the adjustment of this POT. Assum
ing a 2V swing desired on the inputs of the modulator.

Nominal Val:665 Ohms

Adjustments: Observe U20-4 and adjust to obtaindesired swing.

POT16(2K): This POT shouldbe adjusted after the adjustment of POT15.

In case of DC coupling: this pot is used to set the DC level of the signal to ideally such
that we get 2.5VDC attheoutput of Ul 1sothat there would be no offsets at the inputs of
the 2701 input differential pair (/-signal). Nominally the output voltage range of CLC420
opamps is ±3.6V, and for a 2V p-p swing this should be acceptable. However, worstcase
swing for the CLC420 is ±3.0V, and therefore it may clip. In order to avoid this, the DC
level may be set to for example 2V at the output of U11. The lower limit in this caseis the
acceptable DC range for RF2402 (U20) the modulator. If this is to be done, an extra pot
must be "surgically inserted" between the output of the voltage reference Q12 andthe Iref
and Qref inputs of the modulator (Q20 pin 5, Q20 pin 6). This POT can be added in the
board design and layout forany future revs. This POT will then be used to set the DC volt
age at the reference inputs of RF2402 to the proper value (in this example +2V). Assum
ing a +2.5V DC desired at the output of U11:

Nominal Val: 1.680K

Adjustments: Observe Ull (pin 6) and adjust for proper DC voltage. Alternatively,
observe DC voltage across U20 (pin 4) and U20 (pin 3) and adjust to minimize offset (i.e
set to OV DC), this will maximize carrier rejection.

Incase of AC coupling, if the front-end filtering and buffering is required; set such that the
output DCvoltage Ul 1-6 is close to zero so that output signal swingcan be maximized.

POT17 (2K): This POTshould be adjusted afterthe adjustment of POT13.
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In case of DCcoupling: this pot is used to set the DClevel of the signal to ideally such
that we get2.5V DCat the output of U9 so that there would be no offsets at the inputs of
the 2701 input differential pair (Q-signal). Nominally the output voltage range of
CLC420 opamps is +-3.6V, and for a 2V p-p swing this should be OK. However, worst
caseswing for the CLC420is +-3.0V, and therefore it may clip. In order to avoidthis, the
DC level may be set to for example 2V at the outputofU9. The lower limit in this case is
the acceptable DC range for RF2402 (U20) the modulator. If this is to be done, an extra
pot must be "surgically inserted"between the output of the voltage referenceQ12 and the
Iref and Qref inputs of the modulator (Q20 pin 5. Q20 pin 6). This POT can be added in
the board design and layout for any future revs. This pot will then be used to set the DC
voltage at the reference inputs of RF2402 to the proper value (in out example +2V).
Assuming a +2.5V DC desired at the output ofUll:

Adjustments: Observe U9-6 and adjust for proper DC voltage. Alternatively, observe DC
voltage acrossU20-6 and U20-7 and adjust to ntinimize offset (i.e set to OV DC)

In case of AC coupling (if the front-end filtering and buffering is required) set such that
the output DC voltageU9-6 is close to zero so thatoutput signalswing canbe maximized.

Nominal Val:1.680K (across pins 1-2of pot)

Adjustments:Observe U9 (pin 6) and adjust for OV DC.

POT18 (50K): Used to set the control voltage on the transmitter attenuator, U13 when in
an internal control mode.

Nominal Val:—

Adjustments:Observe output signal of U13 (pin 7) and adjust POT18 to set to desired out
put level power.

POT21 (100K): Free-running RF VCO control option. The output of the VCO Q6
changes by about HMHz/V by tuning it through this pot. Note that this tuning is also
affected by the setting on the output of the voltage regulator U12. Assuming an output
voltage of 4.2V on U12, and a desired LO frequency of 888MHz on the RF Mixer Q19
(this requires approximately. 2.5V on the control pin of the VCO):

Nominal Val:59.5K (across pins 2-3 of pot)

Adjustments:Adjust and observe output frequency of Q6 on spectrum analyzer. Set to
888MHz, or whatever the desired LO frequency is. The control voltage at this point
should be around 2.485V, assuming the voltage regulator is set properly.
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A.6 COMMON

A.6.1 Header Pins

HDR38: (2C) Disconnects all board LEDs (Dl, D2, D3) from ground (open circuits) to
save power. This option has been established because LEDs arehighpower consumption
elements.

1.LED's active

2 (D):LED's deactivated

A.6.2 Connectors

CON39: (40-pin connector) Pinout information:

Pinout on the connector (other parts have been shown to indicate orientation ofCON39):

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Appendices

fcl
CON39

~7XT

AH

CON37 (+Vcc) O
CON38(-Vee) /~\

SWT?

GND

Gl(Pins 2 through 8 are gain control pins for IFVGA)

G2

G4

G8A

G8B

G16

G32

GND
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VP_RCVR(External charge pump supply for receiver synthesizer)
11 GND

12 ANTDIV_CNTRL

13 TR_CNTRL(External transmit/receive control)

14 GND

15 VP_XMTR(External charge pump supply for transmitter synthe
sizer)

16 XJTCXO_MOD(Transnutter TCXO modulation pin)

17 X_VCO_MOD(Transrrdtter VCO modulation pin)

18 XJvIODJPD(Transmitter modulator external power-down control)

19 PD_XMTR_SYNTH(Transmitter synthesizer external power-down
control)

20 GND

21 GND

22 LE_R_SYNTH (blue onribbon cable)

23 DATA_R_SYNTH (yellow on ribbon cable)

24 CLOCK_R_SYNTH (orange onribbon cable)

25 GND

26 PDJF

27 PDJDEMOD

28 PD_RCVR_SYNTH

29 LNA_ENABLE

30 GND

31 R_TCXO_MOD

32 R_VCO_MOD

33 DEMOD_REFLN(Receiver demodulator external reference volt
age)
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34 GND

35 ATTEN_CNTRL(Transmitter external attenuator voltage control)

36 GND

37 LE_X_SYNTH (blue on ribbon cable)

38 DATA_X_SYNTH (yellow on ribbon cable)

39 CLOCK_X_SYNTH (orange on ribbon cable)

40 GND

NOTES: • PD = Power Down

• R = Receiver

• X = Transmitter

• Pins 22,23,24 are used to program the receiver synthesizer. Pins 37,38,39 are used to
program the transmitter synthesizer

• Pins 17, 18 can be used to investigate effects of phase noise on transmitter operation.
Pins 31,32 can be used to investigate effects of phase noise on receiver performance.

CQN37: SMAVcc and GROUND coax input. DANGER do not connect -Vee

vohage to this pin. This could damage many parts. Also note that the center connectro of
the coax is Vcc and the braid is GND.

CON38: SMA -Vee and GND coax in. DANGER do not connect -Vee

vohage to this pin. This could damage many parts. Also note that the center connectro of
the coax is -Vee and the braid is GND.

A.6.3 LEDs

(note LED's are disabled (CON38=0) orenabled (CON38=l).

D1 -1 :RED LED. If illuminated, Receiver synthesizer is not in lock.
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D1-2:RED LED. If illuminated, XMTR synthesizer isnot in lock.

D2: GREEN LED. If illuminated, Vcc isconnected toboard.

D3: ORANGE LED. Ifilluminated, external -Vee is being supplied.

A.6.4 Dipswitches

Used for internal on board controls.

SVXl(7-segmentDIP): Controls the gain of the VGAU18. NOTE For external control
of the gain switches, all segments must beset to open circuit (OFF).

In the following, if the SWITCH is"ON" thegain is OFF.

1: Gl

2: G2

3: G4

4: G8A

5: G8B

6: G16

7: G32

SWT2: Used for on-board controls of power downs, antenna diversity selection, etc.
NOTE: For external control through CON39, all dipswitches shold be in the OFF posi
tion.

1: ANTD1V_CNTRL, ON: ANT1, through CON8; OFF: ANT2,
through CON7

2: TR_CNTRL, OFF: RCVR active ON: XMTR active

3: X_MOD_PD, ON: Powered down (this provides about 50 dB of
attenuation of the LO at the output port)

PD_XMTR_SYNTH, ON: Powered down

LNAJENABLE, ON: Disabled

PD_DEMOD,ON: Powered down
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7: PDJF,ON: Powered down

HDR37 (used as the eighth switch): HDR37=1 (i.e. jumpered)=> receiver synthesizer
powered down (PD_RCVR_SYNTH)
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APPENDIX B. Image Suppression
Degradation Due to Amplitude Mismatches

and Quadrature Phase Inaccuracies
The image suppression of the mixer can be obtained by obtaining the time-domain output
of the non-ideal image suppression mixer and taking the Fast Fourier Transform of the
output waveform. This method works well for obtaining the amount ofimage suppression
due to specific values ofnon-idealities. In order to obtain aclosed form solution, how
ever, the method presented here is preferable.

The mixer image suppression can be solved in the most general form by considering all
the variables of FIGURE 22 Zpv Zp2, /,, qv i2 and q2. In order to simplify the algebra,
however, the following discussion assumes Zp, =90° and i, =qx (the incoming sig
nal is in perfect quadrature). Using FIGURE 22 the output ofthe image reject mixer is
given by

Vout ~ a2S™ (°V) sin (w2r+ />2) ±i2cos (©i') sin (OV) (EQ91)

where the +would signify the suppression of the lower sideband and the - would result in
the suppression of the upper sideband. Assuming that the upper sideband is the desired
signal, equation [91] can be rewritten as

2vout = [o2cos(A(ot-p2) -/2sin(Aco/)] +[/2sin (co, 2f) -q2cos (C0jt2t +p2))

(EQ92)

where Aco = co, - co2 and co, 2 = co, +co2. The power of the lower sideband can be
calculated by integrating the square of the first part of theright side of equation [92] over
one period

n/Aco

plsb =Aco J [q2cos (Acor - p2) - i2sin (Acor) ]2dt (EQ 93)
o

which results in

PLSB = * Ih +?2 +2/2?2SU1 ^2) 1 (EQ 94)

where k is a constant.

Similarly, the power in the upper sideband can be calculated by integrating the square of
the second part of the right side of equation [92] overone period
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«/(0, j

PVSB =®1.2 J ['2C0S({Dl,2r"P2)'«2sin(tt,li2|)l2rff <EQ*5)
0

which results in

Pt/5B s *[«| +^2 " 2'2?2sin (ft) 1 (EQ 96)

The normalized image suppression is given by dividing the image power by the power in
the desired sideband. In terms of dB

R - 10 loo /2^^^2i2^2sin(/72)
Ri. q, p " 10 l08 ,2a„2 o- • / x (EQ 97)/| +^|-2»2^2sm(p2)

equation [97] can be rewritten as

where G = q2/ i2 is the gain mismatch.

equation [38] can be derived using a similar method.
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APPENDIX C. Characteristic Impedance of
Microstrip Transmission Lines

The characteristic impedance ofthe microstrip lines used on this board were designed
using an averaging oftwo different set of formulas. The results were verified using two
computer aided design tools. Equation [99] through equation [102] ([35], [36]) outline of
the two methods used for obtaining the physical characteristics ofthe microstrip lines.

The characteristic impedance of the microstrip can becalculated from

z„ =
^0

(EQ99)

where w and hd are as given in FIGURE 67.b. The constant ti0 = I20n is the intrinsic
impedance offree space. The ratio wf Ihd is used instead ofw/hd in order to account
for the effect of the finite thickness ofthe copper line, h , and isgiven by

/
w_
/2

mL.
h;

w l.25hc

hd * hd{ K j
for

(EQ100)

The variable zeff is used instead ofe = ere0 in order to account for the fact that some of
the field isnot contained inthe (FR4) dielectric, but it is formed inthe air (e « 1) and is
given by

JwTht
(EQ 101)

where
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ir)--i^T^-r)2 * <"".>*i

F©=(1 +14T'5 **<*/*„) *i
(EQ102)
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APPENDDCD. Pi Attenuator/Matching-
Network Equations

The relations for the PI attenuator/impedance matching network ofFIGURE 81.a is pre
sented here. The Mathematica program was used to solve for the three unknown resistor
values given the voltage attenuation factor, the source and load resistance, and the desired
input and output resistance. Theequations for the T network can becalculated in asimilar
way, ortheresistor values for theT network can becalculated from thePItoT transforma
tion rules.

D.l The mathematica code

par[Rl_,R2J := Rl R2 / (Rl + R2)

f=Solve[{

Rin=par[(par[Rl,R3]+R2),Rl],

Ro==par[R3,(R2+par[Rs,R1])],

Av= par[Rl,R3]/(par[Rl,R3]+R2)),

{R1,R2,R3}]

rl=Rl/.f;

r2=R2/.f;

r3=R3/.f;

D.2 The Results

p s *,„(*in*,Ko-Al*inK,*,-AlRiltR0R,+R,R0R,)
1 2 2 2 1 11 (fcv 103)

R . *i«^-An*;VAA*,+*/*A __
2 VWWM5— mm

*3 B */<A,*A+AAVAAV*i*A> _
-*,„*?+ \*in***\Wo-aI*M-**k, ♦ \x*x,-Al*inR0R,+M/*A
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APPENDLX E. Via Inductance Relations
Mathematica was used to plot the via inductance relations of FIGURE 71. The relations
are given inthe Mathematica script below.

L, uses the inductance of a cylinder to estimate the inductance of a via. The variable
Insig is the In of abest fit factor, sig, used in estimating I, [28].

L2 is arelatively complex semi-empirical relation for estimating the inductance ofavia
[29].

I3 is avery simple relation for estimating the inductance ofavia [21]. It's results are typ
ically onthe pessimistic side (too large).

lmil-60;

ln/l03J:-

tiUail-30;

/n/.'97-a

r2»ili«d2mil/2

ln{40]:n

rlaili»r2&il*l

It- 1b11*0.0025

Inl42):*

rli»rlall*0.0025

r2t-r2mil«0.0025

ln/66f:a

•uO • Pi/2500000;

h i« la±l*0.000025

inl72I*

r i« (d2mil*0.000025)/2

LI i- 10*6 0.002*l*X<Off[(2«l)/rl ♦ lnaiff - 1)

tntJ20J:m

Inuig %m 0.2500912* - 0.0017049619*<r2/rl) -
0.51598981«(r2/rl)*2 ♦ 0.37420782*(r2/rl)»3 -
0.10669571*(r2/rl)»4

M93/.U

X.2 1-10 * 12 (auO*(h*bog[(h ♦ •q?t[r*r ♦ h*h))/r) ♦
1.5*(r - Sart[r*r ♦ h*b])))/(2*Pi)

ln(98j =

X.3i>1000 • 5.08alail*0.001* (Loot (4*lmil/42mil) ) ♦!)
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APPENDIX F. The Schematics

F.l Genera] Information

The schematics of the transceiver board is presented in two forms in this appendix. First, the "hierarchical** representation which was
manually generated from the flat original schematic for documentation purposes only. The actual schematics from which the artwork
(layout) was generated is shown in Section F.1.2, "Flat".

F.l.l "Hierarchical"

This section presents the flattened version of the "hierarchical" schematics of this board. Flattening of the schematics is essential for
back-annotation of the reference designators. The schematics presented in this section are intended to simplify the understandingof the
operation of this board by presenting the schematics in modular blocks.

As a general rule, the blocks using signal names starting with the letter "x" relate to the transmitter and the blocks using signal names
starting with the letter "r** relate to the receiver.

The schematics are presented in alphabetical order of the block names.

F.1.2 Flat

The flat schematics are presented at the end of the schematic list, marked as "Receiver-Flat** and "Transmitter Flat.**
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Demodulator
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-Transmitter
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GAIN CONTROL
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IF and Variable Gain Amplifier
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FREE RUNNING VCO CONTROL
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APPENDIX G. Artwork

G.l General Information

The postscript version of the gerber files is presented in this appendix. The artwork for the four layers of the board, the two silk-screens,
and an "overall** plot are shown here only. Plot scale is 1:1.
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GND Layer (Negative)
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Solder Layer
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APPENDDC GaArtwork
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Multi-Layer View
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APPENDIX H. Bill Of Materials &
Component Cross Listings

1.0 PARTIAL BOM

1IEM QUAN. PARTNAMF/SPFP

1 2 888CA Murata Ceramic 3pole RF Filters
REFDES: Q22.Q21

2 1 HC04A Hex Inverter MOTOROLA, SM
REFDES: U3

3 2 SW-339 MaCOM, High Freq GaAs Switch
REFDES: U14.U15

4 1 AT108 MaCom, Voltage var. attenuator
REFDES: U13

5 5 C 1206 Surface Mount Caps for Loop Filters; user spec'd
REFDES: C117,C116,C112,C111,C110

6 1 MQE001-888 Murata VCO SM 888_MHZ
REFDES: Q6

7 1 RF2402 RF MicroDevices, IQ Modulator
REFDES.U2Q

8 6 MAXCOOI Maxim Electrolytic Low ESR Cap 150UF
R£FPES: C6,C5,C4,C3,C2,C1

9 1 851854 SAWTEK IF SAW FUter
EEFnESlFIL3

10 1 NE/SA600D Philips/Signetics LNA Mixer
REFDES:Q19

11 2 CT2077LPSTM-ND DIPSW7; Surface Mount Dipswitch
REFDES: SWT1.SWT2
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HEM QVAN, PARTNAMF/SPFP

12 2 74VHCT244MSCX 0CTALJ8UFFER Nadonal Semi, TSSOP
EEF_DES:U21,U18

13 2 IMBT3904DI BJTNPN
REFDES:Q7.Q3

14 1 OP413 Quad Low noise and offset opamp, Aanalog Dev
REFDES: U19

15 1 CLC412 COMLINEAR dual high speed transimpedance opamp
REFDES: U17

16 2 AD580 Analog Devices Voltage References
REFDES: Q12.Q11

17 4 POT Surface mount potentiameter 1OK
REFDES: POT10,POT9,POT8,POT5

18 2 POT Surface mount potentiameter IK
REFDES: POT20,POT4

19 3 MAX660 Maxim Switching Inverting Voltage Converters
REFDES: U10,U8,U6

20 4 CLC420 COMLINEAR high speed voltage feedback opamp
REFDES: U11,U9,U7,U5

21 5 LP2950 National Semi Linear Voltage Regulators (Fixed)
REFDES: Q17,Q16,Q15,Q14,Q13

22 1 SW5L-2 IFJDSC ConnerWinfield 140MHZ
REFDES: Q20

23 1 RF2701 RFMICRODEVICES Quadrature Demod
REFDES: Q18

24 2 TM016-1 MINICIRCUrrS 16:1 impedance xformers
REFDES: T2.T1
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ITEM PUAN, PARTNAMFTSPFP

25 1 RF2601 RFMICRODEVICESIFVGA
REFDES: U16

26 1 T-1050-2AO TCXOOscillatek, 9.6MHz
REFDES: O10

27 1 T-1050-2AO TCXO Oscillatek, 15.36MHz
REFDES: Q9

28 2 LP2951 National Semi Linear Voltage Regulators (Var)
REFDES: U12.U4

29 2 LMX2315TM National Semi Frequency Synthesizer
REFDES: U2.U1

30 1 MQE001 -964 MurataVCO 964/958_MHz
EELPESi Q23

31 5 C Surface Mount Capacitors, LF, userdefined
REFDES: C71,C70,C65,C63,C62

32 6 R Surface Mount Res. User Defd

REFDES: R77,R76,R75,R9,R6,R3

33 11 C 0.012UF

RFFPEg; C60,C109,C108,C102,C129,C98,C97,C96,C69,C64,C59

34 21 C 100PF

REFDES: C125,C122,C121,C120,C119,C114,C113,C20,C95,C94,C91,C89,
C88,C87,C86,C85,C83,C73,C67,C66,C58

2.0 Component Cross Reference List

COMPONENT LIST

Job name : nxcvr2-3 Date : ThuJun 30 1994 Time : 16:36:27
__mg Pannumtur ________ ffrirrin_-?w _»»__>__->» __,,*_«.. t~.j~*.

CI CMAXCOOIEL MAXC001EL CAPACTTORJ-UECreOLYTlCMAXCDO) PKG 1.010 0139 boo a
C2 CMAXCOOIEL MAXC001EL C^ACTTORi_£CrROLYTIC>lAXC00l PKG. 0.999 0.960 ban •
C3 C-MAXGOOIEL MAXC001EL CAPACTTDRJsLECTROLYTIC>*AXC001 PKG. 2296 2.753 ban a
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C4 CMAXCOOIEL

C5 CMAXCOOIEL

C6 CMAXCOOIEL
C7 CGEN1206

C8 CGENI206

C9 CGEN1206

CIO CGEN1206

Cll CGEN1206

C12 CGENI206

C13 CCEN1206

C14 CGEN1206

CIS CGEN1206

C16 CGEN1206

C17 CGEN1206

C18 C-GEN1206

CI9 CGEN1206

C20 CGEN0603

C21 CGEN1206

C22 CGEN1206

C23 CGEN1206
C24 C-GEN1206

C25 C-GEN1206

C26 C-GEN1206

C27 C-GEN1206

C28 CGEN1206

C29 CGEN1206

C30 CGEN1206

C3I CGEN1206

C32 C-GEN1206

C33 C-GEN1206

C34 C-GEN1206

C35 CGEN1206

C36 CGEN1206

C37 CGEN1206

C38 C-GEN1206

C39 CGEN1206

C40 C-GEN1206

C4I CGEN1206

C42 C-GENI206

C43 C32I6TAN

C44 C3216TAN

C45 C3216TAN

C46 C32I6TAN

C47 C3216TAN

C48 C3216TAN

C49 C3216TAN

C50 C-3216TAN

C51 C32J6TAN

C52 C32I6TAN

C53 C3216TAN

C54 C3216TAN

C55 C3216TAN

C56 C3216TAN

C57 C3216TAN

C58 C-GEN0603

C59 C-GEN0603

C60 C-GEN0603

C61 CGEN06O3

C62 C-GEN1206

C63 C-GEN1206

C64 C-GEN0603

C65 CGEN1206

C66 CGEN0603

C67 C-GEN0603

C68 C-GEN0603

C69 CGEN0603
C70 CGENI206

C7I CGEN1206

C72 CGEN0603
C73 C-GEN0603

C74 C-GEN0603
C75 CGEN0603

C76 CGEN0603

MAXCOOIEL CAPACnt»^L_rreOLYTIC>!AXC«)l PKG.
MAXCOOIEL C-M>AC7roR£_£Cn.OLYTICMAXCOOI PKG,
MAXCOOIEL CAPAOTX)R^LECTROLYT1CMAXC001 PKG,

1.945 1593 top •
0.931 1214 ban a
0.422 1.963 top a

CI 206

CI 206

CI206

C1206

C1206

CI206

C1206

C1206

C1206

C1206

C1206

C1206

CI 206

C0603

C1206

C1206

CI 206

C1206

CI 206

CI 206

CI206

C1206

CI 206

CI 206

CI 206

CI 206

CI 206

CI 206

CI 206

CI 206

CI 206

CI 206

CI 206

C1206

CI 206

CI 206

C3216TAN

C3216TAN

C32I6TAN

C32I6TAN

C3216TAN

C32I6TAN

C3216TAN

C3216TAN

C32I6TAN

C3216TAN

C3216TAN

C3216TAN

C32I6TAN

C3216TAN

C3216TAN

C0603

C0603

C0603

C0603

CI 206

CI206

C0603

CI 206

C0603

C0603

C0603

C0603

CI 206

CI 206

C0603

C0603

C0603

C0603

C0603

Capatitor,Surfaoe Mount Pkg,Ge_exi] CI206
Ctpadtor.SBrfaee Mount Pkg.GeocxiJ CI206
C-p_dtor.Sur.ace Mount Pkg.Geoera] CI206
Ckpadtsr^urface Moust Pkg.Gcneril C1206
Cmpavat&nUct Mount Pkg,Geaen) C1206 __
Opadtw.Surfacc Mourn n^GenenIC1206 1513 3.407 top
Qpacitor.Surface Mount Pk&Ge&en) C1206 1963 3.329 ban
C_paritor.Surface Mount Pkg.GeoaaJ CI206
C_padtor,Surface Mount Fkg.GeneraI C1206
Caparitor.Surfice Mount Pkg.GenenJ C1206
Caparitor,Surfacc Mount Pkf.Getm)C1206
C_pacttor,Surfaee Mount Pkg.General C1206 1425 1550 ten
C-padtor,Surface Mount Pkg,Gencra] C1206 0.614 1713 ban
C_padtor,S-rface Mount Fkg.Ge_eral O0603
Qpadtor.Surface Mount Pkg,Gcnen_ CI206
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.General CI206
C_paritor,Surface Mount Pkg.GeneraI CI206
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Ge_eral C1206
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.General CI206
Ci_pacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Genera] CI206
C-padtor,Surface Mount Pkg.Genera] CI206
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoera] CI206
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.GeneraJ CI206
Capacitor,Si_rface Mount Pkg.GeneraJ C1206
Capacitof.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoera] CI206
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Gencra] CI206
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Gencra] CI206
Caparitc..Surfacc Mount Pkg.Genera] CI206
CapacJtor.Surfacc Mount Pkg.Gencra] CI206
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geocra] CI206
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Gencra] CI206
Capacitor,Surface Mount P-g.GeneraJ C1206
C-pacJtor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geocnl C1206
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.GeneraJ C1206
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.GeneraJ CI206
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.General CI206

Capacitor.Surface Mount, Tantalum.3 C3216TAN 5.039 0.588 ban
Capacitoriurface Mount. Tantalutn-3 C3216TAN 4.767 0.589 ban
C_paritor,SurfaceMounuTtat_luia3C3216TAN 3.821 3.397 ban
Capacitor.Surfaee Mount. Tantalum.3 C321CTAN 1.585 3.128 ban
Capacitor^urfaoe Mount. Tantalum.3 C3216TAN 1736 1529 ban
Capacitor^urface Mount. Tkntalum.3 C32I6TAN 1497 2.450 ban
Qparitor.SurfaceMounuTtataluifc3 0216TAN 1.593 0.918 ban
Capacitot^urface Mount, Taat_Ju__,3C3216TAN 1.591 1.022 ban
Capacitor^urface Mount. Tantalum.3 C3216TAN 1219 0.093 ban
C-^tor,Surfa« MountTkot__unOC3216TAN 3.883 0.994 ban
Opacitor.Sur.ace Mount. Tantalum.3 C3216TAN 5.254 0.392 ban
Capacitor^urface Mount, Tknt_Jum,3C3216TAN 0.717 1936 ban
C*paritor.SurfaceMououlk_talum.3C32lDTAN 1.222 1026 btra
Capacitor.Surface Mount, Tantalum.3 C3216TAN 3.467 0.191 ban
CapacitccSurface Mount, Tantalum.3 C3216TAN 4.139 0.424 ben

Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Get.sra) C0603 4.392 1.338 top
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.General C0603 4.353 1.736 ban
C_pacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Genera] C0603 4.558 1.363 top
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoera] C06O3 5.097 0.746 ban
Capacitor.Surface Moudi Pkg.Gencra] C1206 4.398 0.985 ban
C-paci_x.Surfacc Mount Pkg.Genera) CI206 4.572 1.402 ban
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.General C0603 5.262 1.589 ban
Capacitor.Surface MountPkg.Geneial C1206 4.423 1.149 ban
C_pacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Gencra) C06O3 4.894 1.011 ban
Cepacitor,Surface Mount Pkg.GeneraJ C0603 4.754 1.103 ban
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.GeneraJ C0603 4.789 0.288 ban
Capaci-br.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoera) C0603 5.269 1.273 ban
Capacitor.Surface Mourn Pkg.Geoera] C1206 4.355 0.696 ban
Caparitor.Surface MountPkg.GeneraJ CI206 4.370 0.438 ben
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.GeneraJ CO603 4.759 0.875 top
Capacitor^urface Mount Pkg.General C06O3 4.746 1.452 top
CapacitocSurface Mount Pkg.General C0603 4.425 2.910 ban
Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.General C0603 4.254 3.137 ban
Capacitor,Surface MountPkg.Gencral O0603 4.235 3.222 ban

4.288 1.459 ban

4.913 1.094 ban

4.219 2.177 top
3.286 3.122 top
3.291 3327 top

3.287 3.223 top
1675 1950 ban

1523 1.223 ban

3.048 1525 ban

1601 1.119 ban

0.818 1765 ban

0.939 3.123 ban

0.449 3.165 ban

1.662 1.892 ban

0.571 3.142 ban

0.513 0.167 top
1.122 0.342 top
1.660 0.789 ban

1.381 0.930 ban

1.660 1.178 ban

1.377 1.036 ban

0.507 1.583 top
1.763 0.361 top
1.102 1.557 top
3.597 3.117 top
3.607 3.327 top
1823 3.069 ban

0.748 3.128 ban

1.300 1182 ban

1986 0.211 ban

3.050 0.989 ban

3.625 1.630 ban
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Cemp Part numbtr

C77 CGEN0603

C76 C-GEN0603

C79 C-GEN0603

C80 C32I6TAN

C81 C-GEN0603

C82 C3216TAN

C83 CGEN0603

C84 CGEN0603

C85 CGEN0603

C86 C-GEN0603

C87 CGEN0603

C88 CGEN0603

C89 C-GEN06O3

C90 CGEN0603

C91 CGEN0603

C92 C-GEN0603

C93 C3216TAN

C94 C-GEN0603

C95 CGEN0603

C96 C-CEN0603

C97 CGEN0603

C98 CGEN0603

C99 C-3216TAN

ClOO C492EL

CI 01 C492EL

C102 CGEN06O3

C103 CGEN1206

CI04 C-GEN1206

CI07 CGEN0603

CI 08 CGENO603

CI 09 CGEN06O3

CUO CGEN1206

Clll CGEN1206

CI 12 CGEN1206

CI 13 C-GEN0603

CI 14 C-GEN0603

CI 15 CGEN0603

CI 16 CGEN1206

CI 17 CGENI206

CI 18 CGEN0603

CI 19 CGEN0603

CI20 CGEN0603

C12I CGEN0603

CI 22 CGEN06O3

CI23 CGEN0603

CI24 C-GEN0603

CI25 CGEN0603

CI 26 C-GEN0603

CI 27 CGEN0603

CI 28 CGEN06O3

CI29 CGEN0603

CONI CO-I80-OSMT4

CON2 CO-I80-OSMT4

CON3 CO-18&OSMT4

CON4 CXM80-OSMT4

CONS CCI80-OSMT4

CON6 CC-I80OSMT4

CON7 CO-I80-OSMT4

CON8 CO-180-OSMT4

CON9 CO-180-OSMT4

CON10CO-18O-OSMT4

CON1ICO-I80-OSMT4

CON12CO-I80-OSMT4

CON13CO-I80-OSMT4

C0N14C0-I8OOSMT4

CON15CO-180-OSMT4

C0NI6C0-180OSMT4

OON17CO-180-OSMT4

CON18CO-I80-OSMT4

PmTttWpt Daaistm

* 9

C0603 C_pacttor5ttrfaoc Mount Pkg.Ga_nl C0603 3.055 1905 top
C0603 Capadtor.Surfacc Mount Pkf.Geaen) C0603 1517 1891 top
C06O3 Capacttar.Surfaoe Mount Pkf.Geaen! C06O3 1.402 0.6SS top
C3216TAN Cap*citar.Surface Moust. TantahimJ C32I6TAN 1026 0.798 lop
C0603 C-pacitor.Surface Moust Pkg.General C0603 1.399 1.260 top
C3216TAN C-^tor.Surfae* Moust Tast_h_nJ0216TAN 1015 1.079 top
C0603 Capadtor.Surface Mount Pkf.Geaen) C0603 1282 0.198 ban
C06O3 C-pjcitor.Surface Moust Pkg.Geoeral O0603
CO603 Capaciuc.Surface Moust Pkg.GenenJ C0603
C0603 C_paritor.Si_faceMoui_ Pkf.Geaen) C0603
O0603 Capadux.Surfice Mwm r\g,Ge_a^ CO603
O0603 Capacitar.St_face Moust Pkf.General C0603
O0603 Caparitor.Surface Mount Pkf.Geaen) C0603
C0603 C-^tor.SurfaoeMoutt!*f.Geaen) C0603
G0603 Capacitor.Surfaoe Mourn Pkg.Genen. C0603
C06O3 Caparitor.Surface Moust Pkg.Geoera) CO603
C3216TAN Capacitor5urface Mount. Ttetahtm.3 C3216TAN 0.584 3.844 ban
C06O3 Capacitor.Surfacc Mount Pkf.Genera) C0603
C0603 Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoera] C06O3
C0603 Capacitor.Surfacc Mount Pkg.Gencra] C0603
O06O3 Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.General O0603
CO603 Cspacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoera] C06O3
C3216TAN &paritor.Surface Mount TastaJum.3C3216TAN 4.794 3.913 ban c

CAP492EL CAPACnTOR.Ei_sCTROLYTIC.200niJl spaci CAP492EL 0.193 1.151 top
CAP492EL (^VACnOR.ElJiCrROLYTlC.200i_jl rpaci CAP492EL 0.147 2.457 top

C0603 Caparitor.Surfacc Mount Pkg.GeneraJ C0603 0.361 3.830 ben
CI206 C__paritor.Sur.ac* Mount Pkg.Geoera] CI206
C1206 Capacttor^urface Mount Pkg.General CI206
CO603 Caparitor.Sur.aoe Moust Pkg.Geoeral CO603
C0603 Capacitof^urface Mount Pkg.General C0603
C0603 Caparitor.Sur.ace Moust Pkf.Genera) C0603
CI206 C__paritor.Surface MoustPkg.GeneraJ CI206
CI206 Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoeral CI206
CI206 Caparitor.Surfaoe Mount Pkf.Genera) CI206
C0603 Caparitor.Surface Mount Pkf.General CO603
CO603 Caparitor^urface Mount Pkg.Geoeral C0603
C06O3 Caparitor.Surface Moust Pkg.Genera] C0603
CI206 CapaciuxSurface Mount Pkf.General CI206
CI206 Caparitor^urface Mount Pkf.General CI206
CO603 Caparitor^urface Moust Pkf.Geocral C0603
C0603 CaparitorSurface MoustPkg.GeoeraJ O06O3
C0603 Capacitor.Surface MoustPkg.General O06O3
C0603 CaparitorSurface Mount Pkg.General C06O3
C0603 Caparitor.Surface Mount Pkf.General C0603
C0603 CapacitorSurface Moust Pkg.Genera) C0603
CO603 Caparitor^urface Moust Pkf.General 00603
C0603 Capadtor^urface MoustPkg.Geoeral C0603
C0603 Caparitor^urfaoe Moust Pkg.General CO603
C06O3 CapacitocSurface MoustPkf.General C0603
C0603 CaparitorSurface MoustPkf.General C06O3
C0603 Caparitor,Surfaoe MoustPkf.Get_nlC06O3

OSMT4 OSMT 4 pis nance moust connector OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pis surfacemoust coonecur OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pis surfacemoust connector OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pis surface moust cooaector OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pinsurface mountconnector OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pis surfacemoust connector OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pis surfacemount connector OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pin surfacemoust oooaoaw 05MT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pin surfacemount connector OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pin surfacemoust connector OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pin surfacemountpwiw-i-r OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pis surface moust connector OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pinsurface moust connector OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pis surface mount ""ntr-m OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pio surfacemount<"-»i~»«r QSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pin surfacemoust connector OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pis surface mourn connector OSMT4
OSMT4 OSMT 4 pin surfacemount "-»——«. OSMT4

3.614 0.602 ban

3.346 0.979 ban

1819 0.856 top

3.053 1.150 top

3.608 1.199 top

4.181 1.269 top

3.797 1200 top

5.078 0.391 ban

5.470 0.980 boo

AN 0.584 3.844

4.613 1.767 top

4.509 1.763 top
4.502 3.026 top

4.483 3.128 ban

3.795 3.301 ban

0.5 U

0.514

3519

1942

3.017

1419

1719

1874

1996

1990

2.773

1278

1084

4.066

1827

3.145

3.453

4.094

4.000

3.862

3.709

3.797

3519

3.948

4.368

1.008 lop
0.760 top
0.364 ban

0.498

0.337

0580

0.583

0.841

0.408

0.311

0.215

top

top

ban

ban

ban

ban

ban

top

0.444 ban

0.319 ban

0.325 ban

1.152 top
1.001 ban

1.199 top
1.199 top

ban

ban

ban

top

ban

ban

ban

2.243 top
1545 top
1743 top
0455 top
1.308 asp
•0.013 top
2.589 top
1588 top
0.575 top
1.323 top
1.087 top
0.773 top
0.856

1.359

1.011

1.005

1.399

top

top

top

top

top

1.248

1.248

1-530

1.399

1542

1542

3.914

1.108

1.164

1.478

0.579

0.582

1.676

3.384

4.015

1.185

1.193

1.823

1.823

1989

1890

3.610

4.248

3.612

3.627 1298 top
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Cemp Part mutmbtr

CON19OO-I80-OSMT4

CON20CO-180-OSMT4

C0N21 CO-180-OSMT4

CON22CO-180-OSMT4

CON23CO-180-OSMT4

CON24CO-180-OSMT4

CON25CO-180-OSMT4

CON26CO-1804SMT4

CON27O0-160-OSMT4

CON28 CO-160-OSMT4

CON29CO-180-OSMT4

CON30CO-180-OSMT4

C0N31 C0-180OSMT4

CON32CC-180-OSMT4

CON33 CO-180-OSMT4

CON34CO-18CM3SMT4

CON35CO-180-OSMT4

CON36CO-I80-OSMT4
CON37 CO-2I0-SMAJ

CON38 CO-210-SMAJ

CON39CO-10-1040.V
Dl LED-SM2GW

D2 LED-SMIGW

D3 LED-SMIGW

FIL1 L-PA01TH8
FH-2 L-PA01TH8

FUJ L-CEN14-6P

HDRI CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR2 CO-200-2SMHDR
HDR3 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR4 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR5 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR6 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR7 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR8 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR9 CO-20C-2SMHDR

HDR10CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR11CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR12CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR13CO-200-2SMHDR

HDRI4CO-200-2SMHDR
HDR 15 CO-200-25MHDR

HDR16CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR17CO-200-25MHDR

HDR18CO-200-2SMHDR
HDR 19 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR20 CO-200-2S MHDR

HDR21 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR22 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR23 CO-200-2SMHDR
HDR24 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR25 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR26CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR27 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR28 CO-200-25MHDR

HDR29 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR30 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR31 CO-200-2SMHDR
HDR32 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR33 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR34CO-200-2SMHDR
HDR35 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR36 CO-200-2SMHDR

HDR37 CO-200-2SMHDR
HDR38 CO-200-2SMHDR

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

OSMT4

2I0SMAJ

2I0SMAJ

CON40V

LEDSM2GW

LEDSM1GW

LEDSM1GW

PA0ITH8

PA01TH8

GEN6

Dttrrtalm luUaa. -^h_-_ *—rfT_rr
* y

OSMT4 pin surf** moral cwtaector OSMT4 4.375 0.162 top
OSMT 4pis stance moust connector OSMT4 5.230 1.692 top
OSMT 4pissurface moust cooaectorOSMT4 4.855 1.674 top
OSMT4 puj surface n_^t connector OSMT4 4.290 1.985 top
OSMT4 pbsnrfkeinooat connector OSMT4 5.033 1929 top
OSMT4 pis surface mountconnector OSMT4 5369 3.069 ban
OSMT4 pin surface mount coemcctor OSMT4 4302 1659 top
OSMT 4 pinsurface mountconnector OSMT4 4.424 3.395 ban
OSMT 4 pte surface mountconnector OSMT4 3.372 1930 ban
OSMT4 pis surface moustcoosector OSMT4 3367 3.251 ban
OSMT4 pissurface moust connector OSMT4 1535 3.226 top
OSMT4 pinsurface mountconnector OSMT4 2350 3.111 ban
OSMT4 pinsurface mountconnector OSMT4 3.108 3.103 bttn
OSMT4 pin surfaarawnt connector OSMT4 1450 1572 top
OSMT4 pin surface mount connector OSMT4 3.040 1575 top
OSMT4 pin surface mount coenector OSMT4 3.161 1311 top
OSMT 4 pinsurface moust connector OSMT4 3.061 1301 ban
OSMT4 pin surface mount connector OSMT4 1.102 1.902 top
SMACX>hWECTOR,STRAJGHTJACK 210SMAJ 0.108 1331
SMAOWNECTOR-STRAIGHTMCK 210SMAJ 0.077 3.057
40PmCONhIECiX)R..irxrSPACING.VERCON40V 3.755 3.692
2LED»4urfacemou_t,gullwing LEDSM2GW 0.255 0375 top

2O02SMHDR OOhTNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROWOF3 PINSAn 2002SMHDR 5.222
2002SMHDR CON>fECTOR,HEADER.l ROWOF3 PINSJm 2002SMHDR 1.999
2002SMHDR <X>NNECTOR,HEADERJ ROWOF3 PINSAn 2002SMHDR 2.191
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR_HEADER.l ROWOF3 PINSAn 20O2SMHDR 1191
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR,HEADER,l ROWOF3 PINS2m 2002SMHDR 2.005
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR,HEADER.l ROWOF3PINS,2m2002SMHDR 3.010
2002SMHDR (X}NhiECTOR,HEADER,1 ROWOF3PINSAB2002SMHDR 2.655
2002SMHDR CONNECTOFU-_ADER.l ROWOF3 PINS2m 2002SMHDR 3.744
20O2SMHDR COWIECTOR,HEADER,1 ROWOF3 PINS.2m 2002SMHDR 4.844
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROWOF3 PINS,2m 2002SMHDR 4.498
2002SMHDR CONNECroR.HEADER,l ROWOF3 PINS,2m 2O02SMHDR 1.804
2002SMHDR C0NNECT0R,HEaDER,1 ROWOF3 PINS,2m 20O2SMHDR 0.694
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR,HEADER.l ROWOF3 PINS,2m 20O2SMHDR 4.576
2O02SMHDR CONNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROWOF3PINS.2m2002SMHDR 3.926
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROWOF2PINS.2m2002SMHDR 4.365
2002SMHDR CONNECIOR4-EADER.1 ROWOF2 PINS.2m2002SMHDR 1.611
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROWOF2 PINS,2m20O2SMHDR 0356
20O2SMHDR CONNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROWOF2 PINS.2m 2002SMHDR 1237
20O2SMHDR CONNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROWOF2 PINS.2m 2002SMHDR 0.717
2002SMHDR ODNNECTOR,HEADER.) ROWOF2PINSAn2002SMHDR 1155
2002SMHDR CONNECrOR,HEADER,l ROWOF2 PINS,2m 2002SMHDR 3.019
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR,HEADER,l ROWOF2PINS,2ra2002SMHDR 3.047
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR,HEADER,l ROWOF2PINS,2m2002SMHDR 5.209
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR,HEADER.l ROWOF2 PINS.2m 2002SMHDR 1.222
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROWOF2 PINS.2m2002SMHDR 1.662
2002SMHDR TONNECTOR.HEADER.l ROWOF2 PINS.2m 2002SMHDR 3.662
20O2SMHDR (X)NNECTOR,HEADER,! ROWOF2 PINS.2m 2002SMHDR 1109
20O2SMHDR CONNECTORJ_LADER,1 ROW OF2 PINS.2.D2002SMHDR 0.979
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROW OF2 PINSAn 2002SMHDR 1.406
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROWOF2PINSJm2002SMHDR 3.661
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROW OF3 PINSAn 2002SMHDR 0384
20O2SMHDR CONNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROWOF2 PINS.2m2O02SMHDR 0.969
2O02SMHDR CONNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROWOF2 PINS.2m 20O2SMHDR 1.310
20O2SMHDR CONNECTOR4_EADER,l ROWOF2 PINS.2m 2002SMHDR 1.408
20O2SMHDR CONNECTOR.HEADER.1 ROWOF2 PINS,2m 20O2SMHDR 0.680
2002SMHDR CONNECrOR,HEADER.l ROWOF2 PINSAn 2002SMHDR 1003
2002SMHDR CONNECTOR,HEADER.1ROWOF2 PINS.2m 2O02SMHDR 1.032
20O2SMHDR OONNECTOR,HEADER,1 ROWOF2 PINSAn 20025MHDR 0.093

ILED^urface mount,guU wing LEDSMIGW 0.077 0.705 top
l-JED^urfacemounUfutlwing LEDSMIGW 0.001 2.042 top

MidCtfcuttt LPF; nominal 21.4MHz PA01TH8 1841 1297 top a
MiniCircuits LPF; nominal 21.4MHz PA0JTH8 1836 1.856 top a

14 pin pkg,6pins.SAWTCK SAW FilterGEN14.6P 5.079 1135 ban a

c

c

c

top c

top c

top a
c

c

c

LI CGEN1206 CI 206 Caparitor.Surface Mount Pkg.General CI 206 4.288 1.201 top
L2 C-GENI206 CI 206 Capacitor.Surfice Mount Pkg.General CI 206 4.081 1.717 top
L3 CGENI206 CI206 Capacitor.Surface Mount Pkg.Genera] CI206 4.329 1311 top
L4 C-GEN1206 CI 206 Caparitar.Surface Mount Pkf.Genera) C1206 0.513 0.645 top
LS C-GEN1206 CI 206 Capacitor.Surfacc Mount Pkg.General CI206 0.513 1.117 top
POTI R-SMPOTST5W SMPOTST5W Potentiometer. ST5W Package. SM SMPOTST5W 4.672

0.706

0.867

0.705

0.991

1.153

0.814

0.141

1.095

1346

0.64]

2.994

1.869

0.249

0.310

-0.043

1643

1.817

0.857

1.257

1.0)8

•0.011

1.138

0.197

3.079

1857

1883

1472

3.237

1300

0.033

0.633

1.249

1.433

0.513

1759

3.377

3.605

1127

ban

ban

ban

ban

ban

ban

ban

ban

ban

top

ban

top

top

ban

ban

ban

ban

top

ban

top

ban

ban

ban

ban

ban

ban

ban

ban

top

ban

ban

ban

ban

ban

top

ban

top

ban
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Coma Pan number

P0T2 R-SMP0TST5W

POTS R-SMPOTSTSW

P0T4 R.SMP0TST5W

POTS RSMP0TST5W

P0T6 RSMP0TST5W

P0T7 R-SMPOTSTSW

POTS R-SMP0TST5W

P0T9 R-SMPOTSTSW

POT10 R-SMPOTSTSW

POTI1RSMPOTST5W

P0T12 R-SMPOTSTSW

POT13 R-SMPOTSTSW

POT14 RSMP0TST5W

POT15 R-SMPOTST5W

POTI6R-SMPOTST5W

POT17 R-SMPOTSTSW

POT18 R-SMPOTSTSW

POT19 R-SMPOTSTSW

POT20 R-SMPOTSTSW

POT2I RSMP0TST5W

Q2 TR-GENSOT23
Q3 TR-GENS0T23
Q4 TR-GENSOT23
Q5 TR-GENSOT23
Q6 L-GENMQEOOO-6
Q7 TR-GENSOT23
Q8 TR-GENSOT23
Q9 L-OS5SMT

QIO U0S5SMT
Qll TR-GENTO52
Q12 TR-GENT052
Q13 TR-GENT092
Q14 TR-GENT092

QI5 TRGENT092
TR-GENT092

TR-GENT092

L-GENS0I4NB

L-CLNS0I4NB

L-0S4DIPI4

L-FILBFA

L-FILBFA

Part ttp*

* J
SMPOTSTSW Iteatiometcr-STSW Package. SM SMPOTSTSW 1989
SMPOTSTSW Potestiorneter-ST5WPa.kafe.SM %SMP0T5T5W 1704
SMPOTSTSW Pwcc-onwct-STSW Package, SM SMPOTSTSW 1.780
SMPOTSTSW Potentiometer- STSWPackage, SM SMPOTSTSW 1687
SMPOTSTSW Potentiometer- STSW Package. SM SMPOTSTSW 4.076
SMPOTSTSW Pottstiotneto. STSW Package. SM SMPOTSTSW 1093
SMPOTSTSW Potentiometer-STSW Package, SM SMPOTSTSW 1.044
SMPOTSTSW Potentiometer- STSW Package, SM SMPOTSTSW 0.693
SMPOTSTSW Potentiometer-STSW Packate,SM SMPOTSTSW 1.088
SMPOTSTSW Potentiometer-STSW Package, SM SMPOTSTSW 1079
SMPOTSTSW Poteattometo-ST5WPacl.-fe.SM SMPOTSTSW 0.775
SMPOTSTSW Pwen_c_*t_r-ST5W Package, SM SMPOTSTSW 1.402
SMPOTSTSW Potentiometef- ST5W Package. SM SMPOTSTSW 0.978
SMPOTSTSW PoteoDonwer-STSW Package. SM SMPOTSTSW 1.396
SMPOTSTSW Potentiometer- STSW Package. SM SMPOTSTSW 0.978
SMPOTSTSW Potentiometer- STSWPackage, SM SMPOTSTSW 0.788
SMPOTSTSW Potentiometer-STSW Package. SM SMPOTSTSW 3.174
SMPOTST5W Potentiometer- STSWPackage. SM SMPOTSTSW 4.732
SMPOTSTSW Potentiometer-STSW Package. SM SMPOTSTSW 1.763
SMPOTSTSW Potentiometer. STSWPackage. SM SMPOTSTSW 3.836

SOT23 Transistor. Surface Mount Pkg-SOTSOT23 5.377 1396 ban
SOT23 Transistor. Surface Moust Pkg-SOT SOT23 0344 2.803 bun
SOT23 Transistor. Surface Moust Pkf-SOT SOT23 0.444 1887 ban
SOT23 Transistor. Surface Moust Pkg- SOTSOT23 1.118 3.048 ban
MQE000.6 MQEOOO Murata VCO 3.393 0.428 top c

SOT23 Transistor. Surface Mount Pkg- SOTSOT23 1.115 2.971
SOT23 Transistor.Surface Mount Pkg-SOTSOT23 3.017 0.109

OS5SMT TCX Oscillator. Surface Mount. 5 leal OS5SMT 5.196 0.475
OS5SMT TCX Oscillator. Surface Mount. 5 kad. OS5SMT 1164 0.198

T0S2 Transistor. Dip Pkg -T052. Genera) T052 0.881 1685 top
T052 Transistor. DipPkg-TOS2. Genera) T052 1.77) 0.448 ban
T092 Transistor. T092 pkf.General Pan T092 1.362 3.222 ban
TO92 Transistor, T092 pkg.Genera) Part T092 1268 3.037 ban
T092 Transistor. T092 pkg.Geoeral Pan T092 1649 0.012 ban
T092 Transistor. T092 pkg.Genera] Part T092 5.149 0.028 ban
T092 Transistor. T092 pkg.Genera] Part T092 3.931 0.817 ban
S014NB Surface Mount General Part -14 pis S0I4NB 3.051 3.327
S014NB Surface Mount General Pan • 14pinS014NB 43S9 1.454

OS4DIPI4 Crystal Osc Pkg. 4 pins. DIP 14 Pkg OS4DIP14 1329 3.029 top
FILBFA Surface Mount Filter. Pan #P0_SBFA FILBFA 4305 1.985 top
FILBFA Surface Mount Filter.Pan#P025BFAFILBFA 3492 1394 top

DturiBttam fnitffffl Smrtart faoJOMl

2.642 ban

1642 ban

2315 top
1264 top
0.469 top
2.080 top
3.101 top
1626 top
1748 top
1.639

0.237

0351

1.616

1351

1.283

0384

1.022

0.184

1.927

0.360

c

c

c

c

ban

top

top

top

a

a

c

c

c

c

c

top

top

c

c

1.187

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

e

e

c

c

c

c

c

e

c

c

top

top

top

top

top

top

top

top

ban

top

top

QI6
Q17
QI8
QI9
Q20

Q21
Q22

Q23
Rl

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

R9

RIO

Rll

RI2

R13

RI4

RI5

RI6

RI7

RI8

RI9

R20

R2)

R22

R23

R24

R25

R26

R27

R28

L-GENMQEOOO-6 MQE000.6 Surface Mount. MQEOOO package. 6 teMQE000.6 5.282
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor3urface Mount Pkg.General R0603 3.944 2.466
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resiuor3urface Mount Pkg.Geeeral R0603 5.269 1380
R-GEN06O3 R0603 Resistor3urface Mount Pkg.Genera) R0603 4.546 1.240
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor.Surface Moust Pkg.Geoenl R0603 5.032 0.824
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkf.Genera) R0603 4.825 1.364
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor3urface Mount Pkg.General R0603 4.427 0.382
R-GEN0603 R0603 Reiiuof.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603 5.262 1.481
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor3urface Moust Pkf.General R0603 5.420 1.481
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603 4.348 0.833
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkf.Genera) R06O3 4.614 1.006
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkf.General R0603 4.645 0.484
R-GEN0603 R0603 ResistorSurfeeMount Pkg.General R0603 4.189 1.717
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor,Surfke Mount Pkf.Genera] R0603 0.726 3.424
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor,Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603 1739 3.418
R-GEN0603 R0603 Rcsistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Gcneral R0603 1695 3.321
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor.Surfase Moust Pkg.Genoa] R0603 1876 2.673
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor.Surf_» MoustPkf.Geoeral R0603 3.135 1903
R-GEN0603 R0603 Raistor.Surface Moust Pkf.Genera! R0603 3.071 3.040
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor.Surfwe MoustPkf.General R0603 1534 3.063
R-GEN0603 R0603 Retistor.Surfaoe Mount Pkf.General R0603 1448 1891
R-GEN0603 R0603 Raistor.SurfaceMountPkg.General R0603 0.931 3.311
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603 1.600 1009
R-GEN0603 R06O3 Resisior^urface Mount Pkf.General R06O3 1.352 2.172
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor.Surf-oe Mount Pkg.General R0603 1.364 1.800
R-GEN0603 R0603 Re«istor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R06O3 1.277 1243
R-GEN0603 R0603 R__«or.Surf_=e Moust Pkf.General R0603 0.929 3.105
R-GEN0603 R0603 R_ststor.Surfaoe MountPkf .General R0603 0.353 3.213
R-GEN0603 R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603 0.414 3.078

R29 R-GEN0603 R0603 ReaUtor3urface Mount Pkg.General R0603 0.343 1949

top
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top
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R30 R-GEN0603
R31 R-GEN0603

R32 R-GEN0603

R33 R-GEN06O3

R34 R-GEN06O3

R35 R-GENI206

R36 R-GEN1206

R37 R-GENO603

R38 R-GEN0603

R39 R-GEN06O3

R40 R-GEN0603

R4I R-GENO603

R42 R-GEN0603

R43 R-GEN06O3

R44 R-GEN06O3

R45 R-GEN0603

R46 R-GEN0603

R47 R-GEN0603

R48 R-GEN0603

R49 R-GEN0603

R50 R-GEN0603

R51 R-GEN0603

R52 R-GEN0603

R53 R-GEN0603

R54 R-GEN0603

R55 R-GEN0603

R56 R-GEN0603

R57 R-GEN0603

R58 R-GEN0603

R59 R-GEN0603

R60 R-GEN0603

R61 R-GEN0603

R62 R-GEN0603

R63 R-GEN0603

R64 R-GEN0603

R6S R-GEN0603

R66 R-GEN0603

R67 R-GEN0603

R68 R-GEN0603

R69 R-GEN0603

R70 R-GEN0603

R71 R-GEN0603

R72 R-GEN0603

R73 R-GEN0603

R74 R-GEN0603

R75 R-GEN0603

R76 R-GEN06O3

R77 R-GEN0603

R78 R-GEN0603

R79 R-GEN0603

R80 R-GEN0603

R81 R-GEN0603

R82 R-GEN0603

R83 R-GEN0603

R84 R-GEN0603

R85 R-GEN0603

R86 R-GEN0603

R87 R-GEN0603

R88 R-GEN0603

R89 R-GEN0603

R90 R-GEN0603

R91 R-GEN1206

R92 R-GEN1206

R93 R-GENI206

R94 R-GENI206

R95 R-GEN0603

R96 R-GEN0603

R97 R-GEN0603

R98 R-GEN0603

R99 R-GEN0603

R100 R-GEN0603

LHtcrvton

R0603 IU_isu_3urface Mount Pkg.Geoera] R06O3
R0603 Resistor3urface Mount Pkf.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkf.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Moust Pkf,General R0603
R0603 . Resistor3urface Moust Pkg.General R0603
R1206 Resistor. Surface Mount Pkf,General R1206
R1206 Resistor. Surface Mount Pkg.Geocnl R1206
R0603 RetistorvStaface Moust Pig,Geaenl R0603
R0603 Rcaistor^urface Moust Pkf,General R06O3
R0603 Rcsittor.Surfsce Moust Pkg.Geoeral R0603
R06O3 Resistor,Surfaoe Moust Pkf.General R0603
R0603 Retistor,Surfaoe Mount P_g,Genoil R0603
R0603 Rcsistor.Surfaoe Moust Pkf.General R0603
R0603 Recistor,Surface Moust Pkg.GeneraJ R0603
R0603 Resistor^urface Mount Pkf.Geoera] R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Moust Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg,Ge_eral R0603
R0603 Rcsistor,Surface Mount Pkf.General R0603
R0603 Rcsistor.Surface Moust Pkg.Geoeral R0603
RO603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Genera) R0603
R0603 Resistor3urface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoeral R0603
R0603 Resistor,Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoera] R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoeral R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoeral R0603
R0603 Rcsistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoeral R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoeral R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor,Surf-ce Moust Pkg.Geoera] R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Moust Pkg.Geoera] R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Moust Pkg.Geoera] R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Rcsistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoera] R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Moust Pkg.Geoeral R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.GeneraJ R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoeral R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoeral R0603
R0603 Rcsistor.Surface Moust Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.GeneraJ R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoeral R0603
R0603 Rcsistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Genera) R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Genera) R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surf-ce Mount Pkg.Geoeral R0603
R0603 Resistor.Sutnce Mount Pkg.Geoeral R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surfwe Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor3urface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R06O3 Rcsistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Rcsistor.Surface MoustPkg.Genera) R0603
R0603 Rcsistor.Surface MoustPkg.Geoeral R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface MountPkg.Geoera] R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R1206 Resistor, Surface Mount Pkg.General R1206
R1206 Resistor, Surface Mount Pkg.General Rl206
Rl206 Resistor. Surface MoustPkg.General R1206
R1206 Resistor. Surface Mount Pkg,Geaen_ R1206
R0603 Resistor.S-rface Mount Pkg.General R06O3
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.Geoeral R0603
R0603 Resistor3urface Mount Pkg.General R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.GeneraI RO603
R06O3 Resistor.Surface MountPkg.GcDeral R0603
R0603 Resistor.Surface Mount Pkg.General R0603

gtittjan. &Mttau
* y

0357 3.060 ban c

1.004 1989 top c

0.610 1972 ban c

0.846 1879 top c
0.851 3315 ban c

0.722 1632 ban c

0.953 1863 ban c

0.847 3.013 ban c

0.849 3.094 ban c

1637 1667 top c

1.445 1.728 top e

S.122 3.612 ban c

5.120 3.763 ban c

5.115 3.902 ban c

4.342 3.871 ban c

4.353 3.748 ban c

4.327 3.633 ban c

4.120 3.542 ban c

0.582 0.265 top c

1.633 0.806 top c

1404 0.658 top e

1404 0.799 top c

1387 1.218 top c
1.633 1.054 top e

0.572 1.481 top c

2.427 1.074 top c

1220 •0.014 ban c

4.006 0.999 ban c

1.122 0.878 top c

0.237 3.578 ban c

0.233 3.459 ban c

1.115 1.100 top c

2.988 0.603 top c
4.400 0.641 top c

4.976 1.447 top c

4.808 2.729 top c

5.142 3.134 ban c

1330 3.407 top c

2.683 3.042 top c

2.920 3.035 top c

1.236 1.727 top c

1938 0.349 top c

2.942 0.266 top c

2.777 0.090 top c

2.897 0.603 top c

1865 0382 ban c

2.590 0.572 ban c

1213 0.319 ban c

2.718 0.361 ban c

4.137 0.240 ban c

3.358 0.688 ban c

1654 0.787 top c

4.008 1.319 ban c

3.873 1.399 top c

3.899 1268 top c

0.874 3.485 ban c

0.866 3393 ban c

0.866 3.707 ban c

0.863 3.848 ban c

0.246 3.678 ban c

0.254 3.794 ban c

0.347 0.721 ban c

0.377 0.313 ban c

0.116 1019 top c

0.209 0.605 top c

3.223 0.119 top c

5.026 1.020 top c

4.264 •0.135 ban c

4.203 •0.135 top c

4.268 0.766 ban c

4.195 0306 top c
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Coma Pan number f-E-OBC Dturiatiam fr^fffll Smrfaet 'frkUt
* 9

SURFACE MOUNT DIP SWTTCH. 14 PIN SWSMDP7 4.440 3385 top c
SURFACE MOUNT DIP SWITCH. 14 PIN SWSMDP7 0.837 3.855 top c

MiniOrauu Transformer 16:1 PA03TH8 4.738 1921 top •
MiniCuruiuTransformer 16:1 PA03TH8 5367 3.297 ban a

Surface Mount20p_u_in shrink smTSOP20 4.825 0.997 top c
Surface Moust.20pi-.thin shrink smTSOP20 1832 0.307 top c
Surface Mount General Pan-14pinS014NB 3.711 1.832 ban c

Surface Mount General Pan-8 pisS08NB 4357 0152 ban c
Surface Mount Genera) Pan -8 pisS08NB 1896 1863
Surface Mourn General Pan •8 pisS08NB 1.880 1774
Surface Moust Geaen) Pan • 8 pisS08NB 1662 1859
Surface Moust General Pan- 8 pisS08NB 0.631 1071
Surface Moust Geaenl Pan-8 pbS08NB 1.428 0.829
Surface Mount Genera] Part-8 pin S08NB 0.922 0350
Surface Mount General Part -8 pisS08NB 1.431 1.077
Surface Moust Genera) Pan -8 pisS08NB 3332 0.406
Surface Mount General Pan • 8 pinS08NB 3.246 1.175
Surface Moust Genera) Pan • 8 pisS08NB 3.897 1.224
Surface Moust Geaen) Pan • 8 pisS08NB 3.698 1565

Surface Mount General Pan-20 pin SO20WB 4.327 1878 lop c
Surface Mount General Part •8 pin S08NB 1.380 1.988 lop c
Surface MousL20pin.t_in shrink smTSOP20 4.880 3.830 ban c

Surface Mount General Pan-16 pin SOI6WB 0.846 1971 top c
Surface Mount General Pan-14 pin SOI4NB 2329 1.152 lop c

Surface Mouot.20pin.t__) shrink smTSOP20 0.680 3.774 ban c

SWT1 SW-SMDP7 SWSMDP7
SWT2 SW-SMDP7 SWSMDP7
Tl L-PA03TH8 PA03TH8

T2 L-PA03TH8 PA03TH8
Ul L-GENTSOP20 TSOP20
U2 L-GENTSOP20 TSOP20
U3 L-GENS014NB SOI4NB
U4 L-GENS08NB S08NB

US L-GENS08NB S08NB

U6 L-GENS08NB S08NB
U7 L-GENS08NB S08NB

U8 LGENS08NB S08NB

U9 L-GENS08NB S08NB

U10 L-GENS08NB S08NB
Ull L-GENS08NB S08NB

U12 L-GENS08NB S08NB

U13 L-GENS08NB S08NB
UI4 L-GENS08NB S08NB

U1S L-GENS08NB S08NB

U16 L-GENSO20WB SO20WB
UI7 L-GENS08NB S08NB

U18 L-GENTSOP20 TSOP20

U19 L-GENSOI6WB S016WB

U20 L-GENS014NB SOI4NB
U21 L-GENTSOP20 TSOP20

top

baa

top

ban

top

ban

top

ban

top

top

top

c

c

e

c

c

e

c

c

c

c

c
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